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This volutne presents the results of a three year study of the impact of
Nev York State's strict drug law enacted in 1973. The study was
undertaken br the Joint Committee on ew Yprk Drug Law Evaluation,'
established by. The Association of t ar of the City of New York and the
Drtig Abuse Council, Inc.

An Excutive Summary of the Report, presenting the Committee's
conclusions, is also published by the Government Printing qffice.
companion volume, A'taff Working Papers of the Drug Law Evaluation
Project, is available as well.
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Introduction, .

The 1973 Revision olthe New York State Drug
In 1973, when the national"War on,'Drugs" was stil fresh in iind, NewYork $tate radically reiised its criminal law (elating illegal drug use-1-Owing ,the 1960s,..the general policy of the State h en to divert low-leyel users of illegal drugs hto drug treatment, and invoke criminalPenalties mostly against higher level traffickers.. By the early 1970s, 4 wascommonly agreed tliat, as, a device to limit illegal drug use altd traffic, this.

approach had-largely failed. In 1972, accidental narcotics.deaths in NewYork State were six times what they had been in 1960. Thus, in 1973 the-.Governor and New York Legislature deCided to try a new approach: thelaw was' changed to prescribe severe and mandatory penalties for narcotic
drukOffenses at all levels and for the most serious offenses involving manyother. drugs,' ' .4"

The new drug law of 1971 had two principal objectives. First, itsought tofrighten .drUg users out of 'their habit,and.drug dealers"out of their trade,'and thus to reduce illegal drug use, or at least contain its spread. Second, itaimed to reduce crimes commonly asnciated.with addictjon, particularlyicibberies, burglaries, andtheft:It was believed that some potential drugOffenders -would be deterred by the threat of the "get- tough laws, while atthe same time some hardened criminals would be put iiay for longperiods, and thus be .prevented from committing further ea/0es.
The new law became effective on September 1, 1973. It raised criminalpenalties for the sale and possession of Many controlled substances.Fatima*, attention of the legiklatiOn was devoted to heroin, but other drugswere also. included in the sweep of: the statute. (The laws mating 'tomarijuana Were not sul;statitivelyamended

. . ..

I. The 1973 drug taw was enacted
as Chapters 276, 277, 278. 676. and 1051 of the 1973 Laws ofNevillork State. Significant subsequent amendments are contamed in Chapters 785 and 832of the 1975 Laws and Chapter 424 of the 1976 Laws. The major provisions of the 1973 law arcsummarized in the Appendix.



The-statute divided heroin-dealers into threw groups within the highest

felony category in the State, class A, and required minimum periods of

imprisonment plus Mandatory lifetime parole supervision for each group.

Class AA was defined in include the highest-level dealers, those who

sell one ounce or more, or possess more than two nunces.2 These

dealers were subjected to the most severe pe6lty: a prison sentence

of indefinite length, but with a minimum of betwelin 15 and 25 years,

and a lifetime maximum.

Class A-II was defined to include mislcIle-level dealers, those who sell

one-eighth of an otifice or more, or possess one or two ounces. These

offenders were subjected to prison sentences of indefinite length,

with a minimum term of between six and eight and orate -third years,

and a lifetkhe maximum.

Class A-Ill was defined to include Street-level dealers, also referred

to as "sharer-pushers," those who sell less than one-eighth of an

ounce or,possess-up to-an ounce with the intent to sell. These dealers

were made liable to prison sentences of indefinite length, with a

minimum term of between one year and eight and one-third years,

and a,lifetime maxiyium.

, There were two exceptions to the mAdatory prison terms: the law

permitted a discretionary sentence of lifetime probation' without im-

prisonment for certain.informants; and, in 'the case of youthful offenders

between the ages of 16 and 18, an ambiguity in the law gave rise to dis-

cretionary exceptions
Classifications of.offenses were established for other narcotics as well as

.for heroin and for non-narcotic drugs, the classification_for each drug .

being based upon its own weight standards. Penalties for drug felonies less

serious than class A crimes were also increased. As a general result of these

reeategorizations, fewer drug offenses were punishable as misdemeanoss.4

Further, the 1973 law prohibited any person who was indicted for a class

A-III offense from pleading guilty instead to a lesser charge. Those

charged with class A-I or A-II offenses could plead guilty to a class A-Ill

felony, but no lower. The statute thus mandated that any person (other

than a Youthful Offender or informant) indicted for selling heroin must, if

convicted, go to prisonfor an indeterminate period, ranging from one year

to life.

2. These quantities refer to the gross weight of a substance containing heroin.

3. In 1975, the law was amended to remove the ambiguity. and discretion in sentencing was

specifically permitted for offenders in this age group.

4. A felony is any crime punishable by more than one year in prison. A misdemeanor is one

year.punishable by a jail term of up to one



The severity of the '1973 law was not limited to the mandatory sentences
and restrictions on plea bargaining. Even if a person convicted of a class A

drug felony were paroled after serving his minimum sentence, he would.
INitin under the formal surveillance of parole officers for the rest of his
life. The 1973 law also made some changes that were not limited to drug
'offenses; the most important of the changes reinstituted mandatory prison
terms. for persons who were convicted of a felony if they had been
convicted of a felony in the past.5.

The 1973 pattern of criminal regulation remained subitantially intact
until, July 1976, whenthe stringent limitations on claw A-111 plea
bargaining. were abolished. That change significantly altered the 1973
scheme, despite the retention of severe mandatory penalties for the most
serious drug offenses.

The Drug Law Evaluation Project
Shortly after the 1973 law went into effect, The Association of the Bar of

the City of New York and the Drug Abuse Council jointly organized a
Committee and research Project to collect data about the 1973 law in a
systematic fashion and to evaluate the law's effectiveness. Would the "get-
tough" law achieve the hoped-for results? Since New York was the only
only state that had made this sharp change of policy, it provided a
laboratory for study of the new approach. The Committee hoped that its

study might not only provide guidance on problems of illegal drug use, but
also be important as one of the few empirical evaluations that have been
undertaken of the actual results of a legislative program designed to
combat crime.

The objectives of the New York Drug Law Evaluation Project were:
To ascertain what happened as a result of the 1973 drug law revision;
To analyze, to the degree possible, why it happened; and
To identify any general principles or specific lessons that can be

derived from the New 'York experience and that can be helpful to
New York or to other states as they wrestle with the problem of illegal

drug use and related crime.
Since the New York Legislature significantly changed the 1973 drug law

in 1976, the Project dealt with developments over ,the period Septem'ber,
1973-June 1976, when the 1973 law was in full force.

The work of the Project was conducted by a Committer and a
professional staff. The Committee members, listed on page iii, represented
a wide range of experience in medicine, law practice, prosecutorial work,

5. This stringcnt provision against recidivists had no application to persons convicted of a
class A drug felony, since imprisonment was mandatory for these offenders even for a first

conviction.



the judiciary, government, the police system, and academic analysis; the
.members were from New York State and other jurisdictionj,,Several
disciplines were represented on the Project staff, including economics,
public administration, criminology, statistical methodology, public policy
analysis, and law.

Organization of the Project was made possible by an initial grant from
the DrtigAbuse.Council. The major funding was provided by the National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, the research arm of
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Without this aid the
Project would not have been possible.

In pursuit of the objectives bf its study, the Project for three years
systematically accumulated large quantities of data, conducted
widespread interviews with knowledgeable persons, carried out eitensive
statistical analyses, and consulted scholars with relevant expertise. The
range of the Project's inquiry was very wide. It included New York State
agencies, courts at all levels, drug treatment authorities, prisdns, police,
prosecutors, and other sources of information that might enhance
understanding of the operation and effect of the 1973 drug law.

The Project focused entirely on the effects of the 1973 revision. Thus it
was beyond the-scope of the Project-to attempt to assess the causes of drug
use, or to gauge the relative importance that should be given to medical-
'social versus criminal law approaches to the problem of non-medical use of
dangerous drugs. Similarly, though the problems of the New York State
criminal justice process are frequently referred to in this Report, the
Project had neither the data nor the mandate to propose a..05mprehensive
program for reforming the State's criminal justice system.

Following is'a summary of the Committee's conclusions. The balance of
the Comthittee's Report supplies detailed analysis and supporting data. In
places, this Report treats New York City separately from the rest of the.
State because the scale of the City's problems of illegal drug use, crime, and
court congestion is unique.
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Wha(Were the Effects of
the 19)3 Drug Law?

The available data indicate that despite expenditure of substantial
resourikes neither of .the objectives of the 1973 drug law was achieved".
Neither heroin use por drug-related crime declined in New York State.

Findings on Drug Use
New York City: Heroin use was as widespread in mid -1976 as it had been when
the 1973 revision took effect, and tipple supplies of the drug were available.
The evidence suggestslhat heroin use had been declining for about two

years befote the law took effect and remained stable for at least a year
thereafter. In 1975, there were nearly the same number of deaths from
narcotics as there had been in 1973, arid there was also a rise in the
incidence of serum hepatitis,(a disease often associated with heroin use).
Further evidence of widespread heroin use is the sustained high level of
admissions to ambulatory detoxification programs between 1974 and

, mid-1976. These programs typically attract the most active users.
Moreover, a large influx of Mexican heroin in 1975 and the overt

marketing of "brand game" heroin were signs of easy access to the drug.
The absence of widespread price increases, together with stable or slightly
rising consumption, was also evidence that large supplies were consistently
available. Police officials and drug treatment administrators agreed that
the heroin marketplace was as open in mid-1976 as at any time in their
experience.

New York City: The pattern of stable heroin use between 1973 and mid-1976 was
not appreciably different from the average pattern in other East Coast cities.

Heroin use rose steadily in Washington, D.C. during,' 974 and 1975 in
contrast to the pattern of use in New York City. This comparison could be

7
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read to indicate that the 1973 drug law had p`roduced a sustained inhibiting
effect in New York. But patterns of heroin use in other EastiCoast cities
(Baltimore and Philadelphia) were not significantly difgetent from,
patterns, in New York City, and :therefore it is mtilielike44-41-74,01-
Washington's pattern that was unusual during this time period, Ne'W

York City's.

New York City and Other NewVorkState Jurisdictions: The new law may have
temporarily deterred heroin use.

Enforcement and treatment program officials agree that herdin sellers
temporarily became cautious'and covert in the fall of 1973, when the new
drug law first went into effdct. There is also some slightnumerical evidence
suggesting that during 1974 the prospect Of harsh criminal penalties may
haYe temporarily induced some activd heroin users in New York, City to
seek treatment in' methadone programs. Admissions' to such program in,
New York, City increased slightly during 1974 after a steady I 5-month
ecline in 1972-73. BUt after'1974 they declined again.

New York State as a Whole and the Area of the State Excluding New YorkCity:,
There is no evidence of a sustained reduction in herdin use after 1973.

For the State asfa whole. the pattein of heroin use from 1973 to mid -1976
1,, as. similar, to that of other eastern states. -

For the State excluding New York City. heroin use did not decline,
between 1973 and mid-1976. There were no reliable data from out-of-state

-jurisdictions with which to compare this result. r'.

' New York City: Most evidence suggests that ihe illegal tale of drugs oth57 than,
narcotics was more widespread in 1976 than in 1973, and that in this respect
New York, was not unique among. East Coast cities. .

The illegal use of stimulants, 'barbiturates, tran9uilizers. and sedatives
the so-called "soft" drugs ' as well as cocaine was considerably more

wideSpread than narcotics use. Some of these diligs pose, a greater medical
hazard to the user than narcotics....

Data for comparing changes in the extent of non-narcotic drug use in
New York City to such changes in otber East Coast cities are scarce and
cover only the post-law period,, precluding a comparative conclusion.
about the effects of the law on/he use of these drugs 'A New York. Hospital
emergency rooms reported that the number o pat' nts treated for
symptoms of non-narcotic drug use increased at least as much in New-York
City after 1973 as in Philadelphia and Washings , D:C.

Illicit use of methadone, a narcotic also wide y dispensed legally in
treatment programs, was considerably more extens ye in New York than in

r



other East Coait cities, but did not follow the upward course of non-
narcotic chins. Judged by the, frequency with which methadone was
detected in hospital emergencies and in autopsies performed by the New
York City Medical Examiner, unsupervised use of methadone declined
between 1973 and mid-1976.

.

Findings In Crime

New York State: Serious property clime of the sort often associated with heroin
users increased sharply between 1973 and 1975. The rise 1 New York was
similar to increases in nearby states.

For New. York State as a whole, felonious property crimes theft, rob-
bery, and burglary climbed 15% per year betw/een,1973 an 1975. The
average rise in Pennsylvania, Maryland, aneNew Jersey was 4%.

New York City: There was a sharp rise in non-drug felony crimes bet een 1973
and 1975. However, the rise Was apparently unconnected with ill al cotics
use: non-drug felony crimes known' to have beenCommitted by n4cotic ers
remained stable during that period.

In New York City between 1973 and 1975, felonibii3 pr perty crimes
rose 12% per year, much faster than the ,average in ease, df 7% in
Washington, D.C.; Philadelphia , and Baltimore.

However, ihe data indicate that of all non-drug felbnies,(i.e., felonies
other than violation of the drug law itself) the percentage committed by
narcotics users in New York City dropped steadily from 52% in 1971 to
28% in 1975: During the period 1973-1975, the number of crimes
committed by narcotics users remained constant. Thus, while narcotics
users still accounted for a large share of serious crime in New York City, it
appears that the increase in crime.sduring 1973-1975r was not related to
narcotics use.

New'York City: The available evidence suggests that the recidivist sentencing
(predicate felony) provision of the 1973 law did not significantly deter prior
felony offenders from committing additional crimes.

The 1973 penal law; revision contained a so-called "predicate felony"
provision that prescribed mandatory State prison sentences for all persons
convicted 'of a felony who had been Convicted of a felony theretofore.
Under this provision, furthermore, any person who had been convicted of
a felony and who was indicted for a subsequent felony was prohibited froM
plea bargaining, that is, from pleading guilty to a misdemeanor. (Persons
indicted for class ,A drug crimes were not subject to these general.predicate
felony provisions, since such, persons faced mandatory imprisonment and

or



-.th.
plea bargaining restrictions nder the 1973 dug law even without being

*
previously convicted felons,) .0(7%

The predicate felony provision was intended to reduce recidivi§t crim ie n .

two ways: it' was argued that the fear of automatic mandatory i,m-
priionment would deter previously convicted felons from committing
additional crimes and, if that failed, imprisonment itself would reduc
crime py isolating from society a number of individuals who, if they
remained at large, would probably commit additional crimes. .

Between 1974 and .d-1976, over 5,100 repeat felony offenders were':
sentenced to to priso under the predicate felony provision. Of thesel
approximately 3 5Q vier front New York city.

In order to compare the criminal activity of convicted felony offenders
before and after the 1973 predicate felony proviiion took effect; the Project
examined the-refords of two'parallel groups of convicted felony offenders.
The first group consisted of 223 cases of persons who had been convicted of
a fekiny during 1970 and 1971. The Project traced criminal records of these

s" offenders for a two-year period ending August 1973, just prior to the
effective date of the new predicate felony rule.'The other group consisted of
220 cases of persons who had been convicted of a felony during 1972 and
1973, and their records were traced for a two-year neriodthrough August
1975; persons-An the second group, unlike those in the first, faced .
mandatory- raison sentences und6-the J973 revision if they should again be
convicted.6 -)

. ' . .
\.',. Deterrence hy Threat of Punishinent ,

nComparative study of these two grows does not suggest that the new
statute had the effect of deterrehce by threat of punishment. The
percentage of prior convicted felons who were arrested for a second felony
during a two- year, period after their earlier felony convictions proved to be

-. exactly the same for the two groups studiea-209 Arrest alone does not
establish guilt, of course, and these iata may mainly attest to the
consistency of the arrest practices of the police before and after the 1973
statute. But there is no reason to suppose that the quality of police arrests
declined after the 1973 liw went into effect, and therefore the likelihodd is
that these data reflect an underlying reality: namely, that the rate of

P .
.. i .

.

6. For statistical and oth rtasons this study sample was limited to offenders who were
convicted o fa -drug

their
hire "

convictio . since few such persons were soon qit large again and.'
r-les. Fu, her; the.study sample necessarily excluded offenders

, thus able to'be repeat offenders. Lirrit.ting the sample to t hose not imprisoned may have biased
the results. but, if so, the bias was probably in the direction of elirinating frorb thesartiple the
most hardened criminals thoscsindMd Mils most likely,to have been imprisoned after a
subsequent conviction even under the old law., and least likely to he deterred from future
crime by the new law. , 4



'recidivism was the same before and after the effective d to of 'the 1
piedicate felony provision.

Deterrence Through Incorcerotibn 1.
There is also little evidence to indicate that t.he

provision had a detErrent effect by increasing the
sentences, imposed upon repeat felony offenders.

Under,the 1973 predicate felony provision there was an increase in the
proportion of convicted repeat felony offenders who were sentenced to
prison, OutLof a sample of 26 repeat offenders who were convicted under
the old law, 58% were sentenced to State prison. The corresponding figure
under the new lavki was 76% (19 prison sentences out,of,26 convictions in
the sample). At the same time, however, as appears more fully below (pp.
22-24), there was a decline in .the proportion of arrested repeat felony
offenders who were entenced to prison. Given that decline, the only way
by which there could have been an increase in the total- number of
imprisonments of repeat felony offenders was by dramatic increase in the 4

Project atirnates that it
or off renders to increase by 50%

t effect. There are no direct data
enders to bring to bear on the

redicate, felony,
umber Of prison

Ilotal number of arrests of prior offenders.
*ould have been: ecessary for arrests of
from 1971-73 to 1974-76 to produce th
available on total arrests of prior o
question; but the fact that total arrests o'T all persons for non-drug felonies
in New York City 'increased by only 10% between those two periods makes
it highly improbable that the arrest rate of 'prior filony offenders could
have increased by such, large .amount.

'Findings on 9ther Restdts of the 1973 La* .
Measured in.Dollars,the Experiment of the 1973 Law Was Expensii,e.

,

It was recognized from the beginning that the approach taken in 1973
would require additional judges, and 49 of them were added to deal with,
the expected, increased workload. Thirty-one of the new judges were
allocated to 'New York City .= constituting over ofie -third of the total
Supreme Court capacity availahle, in the City to adminiterallfelonY laws.
The judges, prosecutors, defense counsel, and support staff established
specifically to deal with the 1973 law cost the State $76 million between
September 1973 and 'mid -1976. Not all of this $76 million was spent.on
drug law cases, for the new resources were used for other cases as well. -A

. reasonable estimate is that approximately $32' million was spent in the
01\2_ffort to enfOrce and implement the 1973 drug law)

, :;

Some of the Fears Voiced by Critics of the 1973 Law Were Not Realized.
Some critics of the.1973 law argued that it would jail mar(y4oung

people. This did not occur. The number of 16 to 18-year-olds inc#icerated
.1 f

4
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each year for drug law offenges ( declined.' Moreover, the exercise of
sentencing discretion permitted by law for Youthful Offenders meant, that
for the 16 to 18.-year-olds whopwere convicted the risk of a prison or jail
Sentence was less uncle? the new law than tinder the old.8 NOP did thetotal
number of first offenders inFaxcer*ed increase under the 1973 law, even
though a higher percentage d-f offenders convicted of a felony for the first
time did go to prison or jail.,

`Some,police officials and prosecutors prediCted that the new drug law
would inhibit the recrujtment of inforrinants, who are of great importance
to successful drug prosecutions. Gn4hecontrary, law enforcement officials
agree that under the 1973 law the w re moreinformants than before at all
levels of thl drug distribution; ystem.

v

Some analysts predickclthat e 1973 drug law would cause the prisons
to overflow. In fact, drug law sentences Under the 1973 law did not
constitute a significantly larger f/a0ion..of annual new commitments to
State prisons than in the past; they accounted for 13% of all commitments
in .1972 and 1973 and for 16% itt the first nine months of 1976. The
population of.the State prMii.IFsterri did indeed increase rapidly, from

0-, 12,845 a the end of June 1973 to 16,04 at the end of 1975 and further to
17,108 at the end of June, 19-76. But offendeis in' prison as a result of drug
felonies counted for only .11% of ,the June 1973 population and still
accounted for only bl% of the December 1975 population. (Information
for 1976 was not available.j The proportion of d rugoffendersin prison may
increase in the-future as the courts catch up on their backli)g of class A
cases (see below, pp. 17-18) and as drug offenders spend,,Ionger _terms
in .prison as a result of the heavieipenalties prescribed bSthe 1973 law.
There will fie, however, an offsCing factora s'i'naller number (of
commitments in class A-III casesas a result of the 1976 athendment to the
law.

. 7. Although police officers in New York City occasionally noted contact with very young
people in the heroin distribution system, there was no great increasein arrests of youths under
the new drug law.

,

8. offenders incarcerated for trinslof more than one year are sent to Stale prisons.
Offenders incarcerated for periods of, tiri to one year are sent to local jails.
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What AccOunts for
the Disappointing R nits

of the 1973 Drug w?

the Offender?

The premisC of the 1973 drug law was that severe m
can significantly deter illegal drug use and traffic. In fact, however, severe

ndatory sentences

diffieulties of administration prevehted a complete test of this premise. For
such a law to be an effective deterrent, it had to be effectively enforced and
the thieat pf the- law's sanctions'had to be clearly perceived by dru'g users
and traffiekers Fas an ever_present reality,. Apparently, however, most,
offenders and would-be offenders never felt the full threat of the law.

The Criminal. Justice Procks a Wpole did not Increase the Threat to

Mandatory sentencing laws directly affect only mend product f a long
criminal justice process the cotivicted offender. Under the 19&3 law, a;

i in ohigher percentage of offenders convicted n superior curts were ''''4,
. <.

,incarcerated and for longer periods of tilt than in -the: past.. But the
criminal justice process from felony arrest to felony conviction has many
step 's, and actions at each step coitibine to d,eterrhine the ultimate deterrent
power of the law. Few cases make it all the way through the process. The
steps are:

1

Drug Ihw offende have always enjoyed extremely low odds of being
arrested for any single offense. That low risk of arrestapparedly aid not
increase under-the 1973 law.

9. The diZcossion'in this section concerns the drug crime provisions of the 1973 law. Further
discussion of the predicate felony provision can he found below, p. 22.

13
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In New York City, the police had always been in a position to make large
numbers of street level arr'ests' for drug (especially narcotics) offenscs. It
was not the policy of the Police Department to do so, however. The
DepartmAt had been disapnointed with past efforts at mass arrests
because they were very expensive and did not appear to hamper the
narcotics -trade. The 1973 law did not induce a ange in arrest' policy, in
part because of that experience, and in part ecause the Department
believed that the courts would be unable to manse the workload that a
'mass arrest policy would produce. (On this point, the data collected by the-
Project support the Department's view.)

Outside New York City, drug markets were not as open and widespread, .

and therefore the police could not increase arrests as easily.

i Bail
Although the traditional purpose of bail is to ensure appearance of

defendants at court hearings, release on bail is unfortunately seen by the
public (and possibly also by law violators) as diluting the threat of penal
sanctions. The 1973 law did not change bail practices, and the evidence is
that they were in-fact substantially the same in drug felony cases under the
new as under the old law.

The diluting effect of immediate bail release might not be great if cases
were promptly,and speedily processed. But the slow handling of drug law
cases reinforced the impression that the law was not being, or could not be,
enforced,
a. 'Indictment

Of all drug felony arrests under the old drug law in 1972 and 1973, 61%
were disposed of in preliminary proceedihis, and only 39% resulted in an
indictment. By the first half of 1976, only'15% of arrests resulted in an
indictment.

the decline from.39% to 25% should not be altributed /o the 1.973 law.
First, there was ill'6'hiparable decline in the frequency with which .riOn-

drug felony arrests_ resulted indictments. Second,it was only after an
indictment had been returned by a grand jury that a. defendant fell under
the plea bargaining° restrictions of the 1973 law. Although it would have
been possible for' prosecutors to react to the plea bargaining restrictions by
bargaining with arrestees before indictmentas 'some people had
predictedin general it appears that prosecutors did not follow that

\ course.10

10. During early 1976, just prior to enactment of the amendment relaxing plea bargaining
restrictions. the Special Narcotics Prosecutor in Manhattan did begin to offer misdemeanOr
pleas prior to.indictment in some class-A-III cases provided prison sentences of at least six...
months were imposed.



Conviction
Conviction's as a Percentage of Indictments
Fgr reaionsunknown, there was a slight.deoline under the' 1973 law in

the frequency with which cOnvictionstwere obtained, after anndictnient.
...Convictions fell from 86% ofdispositions in 1972 to 80%in early 1976 (the

' conviction rate in don-dr-nig felony cases continuing virtually Unchanged
during this pyriod).)1 Thus, only one-fifth of those originally arrested in
1976 for drug felonies were ultimately convicted (80% of the 25% indicted),
a decline from roughly one -third under the old law.

.Total Corr fictions
The total. umber of convictions for drug offenses in felony c urts in the

period 1974 to mid -1976 was lower than would have been exp cted during
the sante p o'd under old law disp4iion patterns..

The slo dowel in the criminal justice .procesk that will beedescribedi
below ledl a decrease Of 900 in the numberiof persons convicted during
1974 -76 .as. compared With the nuniber:whc(.rniglit fiave. been ,convicted
under the d law. therewere a total.of 5800.convictions for new law drug
'offenses. in the.!State's superior calms etween .1974 ?rid' mid-1976. The -
thortfatl of convictions Occurred during 19 , When the courts diSPosed of
only two-thirds of the drug law indictrneriti returned. During 1975 and the
firsi half of 1976, the courts kept up with the nevinilicimecus returned, but,
in 'New York City. they were not able to reduce:the backlog accutnujated
during n74. Courts in other parts of the Stale'were generally \uccessful in
cutting iiito their pending caseload during 1975 and 1976.

.Prtion Terms \-. ,1
lficarceration became mire lik ly for those. .itirnately convicted, and

.betweeri'1974-and :June 1976, 2;551 new law drug offenders were sentenced
to either S to prison or local 'ail mf a superior court conviction. Duringa
1,972 .and 973, 33% of "pArs s convicted' of drug crimes in the Stete's .:
superior ourts received either State prtion or local jail terms.' By the first
half of 1976 'that pereentage had groWn to 55%, a direct result of the plea.
bargaining restrictions and Mandatory sentencing provisions of the 1973
law.12.13 This change of 22% as a major increase, but it was barely enough4 alp

I I. The decline was not due to a loive conviction ra\tt among cases decided by a jury.
For the f 974-June 1976 period as a hole. the percentage was 44%. If the percentagt.of

convicted offenders incarcerated during t is period had continued'at its old law value of 53%;
thin 637. fewer'drug dffenders would ha been incarcerated. .

I 3. One reason the incarceration ,percenta e did nObtproroach 100% is that about half of the
post-1973 convictions were in lower class lony cases which did not fall-under the mandatory(
sentencing proviSionsthat governed class . cases: in cases below the class A level, there was a
decline in 'prison sentences as a percentage of convictions. from 32% to 21%. 4



to'offset the decline from 1974 to mid-1976 in the likelihood of ever being
Convicted.
7" In sum, a defendant arrested for a drug felony under the oldlaw faced an
114 chance of receiving a prison or jail sentence in superior court; under
the 1973 law, the chance was an identical 11%.

If indictmen( and convietionlates had not falren, thg,n the rise in the
ratio of incarceration to convin,that diaciayur would have increased an
ariestee's risk of incarceration from 11% to 18%. That Q-t,13e maximum
effect on risk which the mandatory sentencing provision could have
provided. it is impossible to say whether an increase.of that magnitude
would have generated .a perceived threat great enough to deter any
potential offenders_from 'illegal drug trafficking; or, if so, how many.

'1?

Prison for Class A Offenders *

Over 80% of persons convicted_ of class Afelonies undey the 1973 cli:ug
law were sent to, prison, compared to 66% of offenders convicted of similar
crimes and sentenced to prison or jail under the old law between'1972 end
1974. The other 20% of elms A offenders received discretionary non:prison
sentences because they 'were either informants or between thecages of 16
and-18, \ 111

Punishment
Punishment became more severe under the 1973 law. Drug law

offenters- sentenced to prison under the 1973 law would spend more time
there than they would have under the old-law: Between, 1972 and 1974
under the old law, only three percent of.those convicted and sentenced to
prison for drug felonies received a Minimum sentence of more than three
years. During 1974 and 1975, when the new law was in effect,'22%. received
minimum sentences of more than three years.

Under the old drug law, lifetime prison sentencesThaVeen extremely
rare: they were imposed onlyin Cases involving large amounts of drugs. By,
contrast. some 1,777 persons convicted under, the new drug law were
sentenced to lifetime, terms (imprisonment plus parole) betWeen

September 1973 and June-1-976.

&As a. result of these developments, some of which worked to limit the
impact of,the 1973 drug laW, only, the relatively small ,nurnter of drug
felons who were convicted encountered the. real difference between the old
drug law and the new a more likely and longer prison sentence. Drug
traffickers as asroup were not likely to-see the new law as'a serious Threat.;

The' short disruption in the heroin, trade that did occurpO'Ssibly
hecause of the State's extensive publicity about the new lawsuggests that

5



-if the actual threat of the law had matched the threat conveyed by_the
. ..

publicity,.a stronger deterrent to drug use would have been achieved,_
Unfortunately, it isnot clear what' level of enforcement would have ibeen
necessary to bring about that deterrent, or whether%it could, have been
achievedat reasonable cost and 'kith reasonable protection' Or individual
rights. --'' , ad

...._ til '
: ,

. .

. In New York City, the. Time Required to ProcessiDrug Law Cases:
Lengtlialied firamatically.

The threat of the 1973 .cliug law suffered fur ber.dilut throughIt ion t eh
large increase in the average time required to dispose-of a drug law case in

, the New Y.,-4ork, City Supreme court: Between '1973 and 1976 that time
neatly doubled, although there was no similar increase for other felony
cases. Ry.mid-19716.half the drug law cases then being disposed of were over
one year old and the backlog had increased to over 2,600 pending cases,
nearly'a *ear',5 workload for the courts. This had occurred' in spite,of the

"Nilddition of 31 new courts in: New York City. - . -

Two lac is contributed to the slow-down. First, the demand for ,trials'`
Rise sharp . Under the old law during 197 and 1973, only 6% of all drug
indic4ments in New York City had been disposed of by trial. Under the
1973 law, trials rose to 16% of dispositions. Trials in non-drug cases also
increased ,during..thls ()period, but rose only from 6% to 12% of all
dispositioni. A trial took' up to ten to fifteed times as lohg to Complete-as.a.
rion-trial disptsition.

, ,

. The reason fnr the increase in trials lay in. the 1973 laWs Cotribination of
'mandatory prison sentences` and restrictions on plea bargaining. Since
defendants in clasS A4II'cases:were forbidden to plead guilty tik a lOwer :
charge, they had a major incentive to demand.a trial rather than simply to
plead guilty. Class A-III indictments accounted for 41% of all class A drug s'

law,indictm'ents in New York City_ and 61% of the class A trial workload
during the. period 19741June 1976, and thus contributed heavily to the

. -

City'S court congestion. , ,

Second, the productivity of the new courts created under the 1973 ditg,
law failed to match that of established courts.14Between.1974 and 1976; the ,

;average case in the new courts required 21 court appearances, compared -
with between 10 and 15 anpearances fOr cases disposed of in other courts;
If the new courts had matched the productivity of the established courts,
there would have been no more than a ,small growth in the drug felony
backlog.

- .4

14. iroductivity, a,s used here, is meastiitclilyihe number of disposition'S"tor cull day' a court 1

is in session:
-_y

11)., 1
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COntrib,uting to the low productivity of the new courts was the fact that
even in drug law cases which did not result in a trial, defense counsel
typically posed many challenges and objections in the process of entering a
guilly.plea. This was to seek dismissal or todefer-foras long as possible the
start of the defendant's mandatory prison sentence and the lifetime parole
supervision that would follow.

Court Delays Reduced the Threat of the New Law.
-As a result of delays in processing new law casesdelays' which were

most pronounced in New York Cityfewer drug_law cases were disposed
of between 1974 And June 1976 than during a simiiar period of time under
the old drug law. The State's felony courts imposed 2,551 sentences of
incarceration in new law drug cases between early 1974 and mid- 1976,
about 700 fewer than would have been expected under the old law, or
between 200 alith-lf)0 fewrer per year.15 This was true even though the
chances of incarceration after conviction rose considerably, as noted

The threat embodied in the words of the law proved to have teeth for
relatively few offenders.

.

If ways had been found to counteract administrative problerds, and if
the backlogs hadillitt materialized, the new drug law would have led to
approxiniately 560 more prison and jail sentences each year across the
State than under the pre -1973 law.16 This-would have meant an increase of
about-36% over the 1,500 drug law sentences imposed in.I973. Thert is no
way to judge whether an increase of that scale would have been enough to
cause a significant drop in illegal drug use and crime.

Within the State's Criminal Justice System,.There.Was Little Enthu-
Siasni for the 1973DrN Law.
Although there is no evidence that police officers, prosecutors, and

judges were derelict in carrying out the 1973 drug law, it is nonetheless
evident that there was very little enthusiasm among these groups for it. It is
impossible to gauge the effects of this dim view, but it probably did
contribUte to the disappointing outcome of the 1973 revision.

Many judges and prosecutors felt that the mandatory sentencing

15. These estimates are derived by "allowing" the courts to dispose of nearly all new diug
indictments, as they did during 1972 and 1973. and then by applying the old laW conviction
rate (864'f) and the oldlaw imprisonment rate (33%) to the resulting diSpositions:
J6. This estimate is derived by "allo.wing" the courts to. dispose of nearly all new drug
indictments, and then by applying the actual conviction rate (80%) and the actual
imprisonment percentage (55%) to the resulting dispositions.

2
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provisions reduced the possibility of individual treatment of offenders,
and, thervfore, the qUality of justice. Some were troubled because the
penalties imposed on low-level drug traffickers were more severe than
those applicable to grimes that most Citizens consider 'heinous. Some
judges haft .suggested that, reluctant to imprison offenders whom they
considered prime candidates for rehabilitation programs, they granted,
continuances more readily thin. usual, thus slowing down the protess of
judicial disposition..

.

aNew yOrk citypriisecutora tended to believe that-the 1973 law was
forcing' them to, scatter their limited.: resources on what they considered
rilatively minor Offenses. And the jUdges: worrying about other criminal

. baCklogs that bad built up before 1973, urged that the new drug courts be
AilloWed to work On non-drug cases. In 1974, despite the increasing backlog
of drug laW cases, approximately 1,000 non -drug cases were assigned to the
new courts in Manhattan, and in early 1975. the courts prevailed upon the
Governor to relax the adrriinistrative distifictiOn :between the old and the
new courts so that theformer drug courts could be used regularly for non-
drug cant. : :

As far the police, the New York City Police Department believed that a
policy of all-out street level enforcement would be, only marginally
productiye and would hopelesily inundate the courts.

Experience Outside New York City

Courts outside New York City were generally ableto handle cases under
the 1973 law without bogging down; they had fewer serious drug cases on
their dockets, and 18 new drug law courts shared the work. However,
most of these courts still had trouble processing the more serious drug
cases, and the pace of disposition in drug law cases did not improve.

The following.sections summarize the effects of the 1973 law in the
State's five largest counties outside New York City. Together, Erie,
Monroe, Nassau, Suffolk, and Westchester counties included half the
States population and accounted for roughly half of the State's felony
drug arrests outside the'City. .

Prison and jail sentences in drug cases went up dramatically in several
counties; yet in none of them was there evidence ofa sustained drop in the
extent of drug use Officials in each county did report a marked'
retrenchment of the heroin market at about the time the 1973 law became
effective, aPparently signaling apprehension over the law among heroi
dealers. According to limited statistical evidence, however, this market
reaction did not persist for long.

(1
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Erie County
Erie County presents a good example of efficient administration of the

1973 drtig law. Arrests for drug felonies increased sharply after the law
went into effect. There was also a rise in drug felony iodictments,
contrasting to the decline in New York City. Convictions increased both in

number and as a proportion of drug indictments, as dismissals of such
indictments fell. There was a fivefold increase in the number of drug
offenders sentenced to prison or jail between 1973 an he first half of 1976.

The risk of incarceration als.o,pose for those ar d fordrug offenses,
although by mid-1976'it was still nO higher than the statewide average.

These improvements in criminal justice system performance can be
attributed to an increased' emphasis on drug law enforcement and .
prosecution, and to the efficient use of the three.new court prts opened in

Erie to implement the 1973 law. One reason for the lack of persistent delays
in the courts is that the demand for trials in drug casesdid not increase, as it
did in most other parts of the State. The chief reason for this surprising
result is that defendants in class A-III cases were offered prison sentences
with short minimum terms in exchange for guilty pleas:

And yet, in spite.of this efficient implementation of the drug law, there

was no evidence of a sustained decrease ip the use or availability of heroin

in Erie County. Administrators of drug treatment programs and
enforcement officials believed, however, that they had noted a decrease in
heroin use for six months to a year following implementation of the law,
and some-support for this view can be drawn from the records of narcotics
deaths and serum hepatitis. Perhaps for &longer time than was evident in
New York City, heroin dealing was driven "underground" and users
became more secretive about their habits. However, the decline in use did,

not persist, and the evidence is that heroin was as prevalent in Erie County
during the first'half of 1976 as before the law took effect.

Monroe County
The criminal justice system in Monroe County met with moderate

success ip its efforts to implement the 1973 drug law. Arrests, indictments,
convictions, and prison sentences for drug offbrises all rose sharply after
1973. This stepped-up enforcement of the drug laws in Monroe appears to
be attributable both to the passage of the 1973 law and to the establishirient
of an interagency Drug Enforcement Task Forde,- which included
representatives from Federal, State, and local police forces.

In contrast to the courts in Erie County, however, Monroe County
courts had some difficulty in keeping up with the processing of the most
serious drug law cases. The number of trials in class A drug cases rose
considerably, and fewer than half were disposed of during the first two
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years the law was in. effect. Although these delays softened the potential
impact of the 1973 law, local officials believed that the law had affected the
patterns of heroin trafficking by causing dealers to conduct transactions
less openly. At about the same time the new law *ent into effect, dealers
appeared to be selling smaller amounts of heroin in each transaction. in
order to avoid a class A-I or class A-II arrest, and sales .to unknown
purchasers were rare.

Nonetheless, observers reported that the reductions in heroin use caused
by these new patterns had not been large enough to have a lasting impact
On the extent of use in the County. Ndicotics deaths and serum hepatitis
both increased after 1973.

Westchester County
Criminal justice official in Westchester County reported that

implementationof the 1973 law proceeded smoothly. In 19761 it still took
much longeito process drug cases there than in Erie and Monroe counties,
but a marked improvement in case processing had occurred 'since 1973.
Like Erie County, Westchester saw,prison and jail ientences i&drug cases

, rise substantially under the new law, from 34 in 1973 and 1974 tO60 in 1975
pnd 75 in 1976. Even so, it was not until 1976 that the number of sentences
exceeded the number during 1972. The number of drug indictMents and
convictions did not increase in Westchester; prison and jail sentences went
up solely as a result of the increased severity in penalties.

Changes in heroin use patterns in Westchester appear to have Paralleled
the changes evident in Erie County. Limited data tend to confirm the
observation of officials in Westchester that a brief dislocation of the heroin
market soon after the law became effective was not sustained long enough
to have a lasting effect on trafficking or use

Nassau County
Like its neighbor, New York City, Nassau County had difficulties in

implementing the 1973 law.
Up to SeptenTher.1975, only one-fifth of all class A indictments had been

disposed of. The major factor in these delays was apparently the large
number of young people-accused of class A-III offenses. Many class A-III
cases were held open by the courts until the Legislature, in 1975, exempted
16 to 18-year-olds from mandatory prison sentences. In addition, 4 large
number of classI offenders were sentenced to probation as
informants, and cases involving informants reportedly took extended
periods of time to resolve. Trials did not increase markedly in Nasiau, as
they did, in inostl-ogLer jurisdictions.

As a result of these factors, the number of prison and jail sentences



imposed on drug offenders fell during 1974 and 1975. After the end of
1975, however, the courts succeeded in stabilizing the backlog of class A
cases, and prison and jail sentences fOr drug offenses began to return to
their pre-law level.

Drug use patterns were particularly difficult to isolate in Nassau, which
has none of the urban centers in which drug use is usually concentrated.
Local officials reported that the most troublesome problems of illicit drug
use were recent rises in the use of cocaine, and an increase prevalence of
poly-drus use.. They also reported that there had been no measurable
decline in heroin trafficking or use in Nassau County since enactment of
the 1973 law, an observation which the available indicators of narcotics use
tend to confirm.

Suffolk County.
.

Suffolk County too had difficulty in implementing the 1973 aw..The
1973 law generated an increased demand for trials in drug cas s during
1974-and 1975, when the County's superior court was experience g a trial
backlog in other cases as well. A substantial proportion of d g indict-.
ments filed were for class A cases, and defendants in these cases ought to
delay disposition by obt ining continuances and by pressing m tions to
limit evidence. The gen ral press of court activity provided a c ntext in
which these efforts wett 'largely successful.

The addition of three superior court parts in early 1976 greatly alleviated
the congestion of the Court system. In addition, the 1976 amendment to the
law, relaxing plea bargaining restrictions in class A-III cases, aided the
disposi ion of drug cases by plea. Hence, the felony drug case backlog was
reduce and a significantly increased number of trials held. ,

No notable decline in heroin use was detected in Suffolk County after
1973. Officials noted that there had been a recent rise in the use of
barbiturates and cocaine, and that a form of poly-drug use involving
alcohol, marijuana, and barbiturates was the most common drug problem
in the County.

New York City: Despite the Introduction of Mandatory Prison Sen-
tences for Repeat Felony Offenders, for Any Felony Offender Arrested
or a Subsequent Felony the Risk of,Imprisonment 'Was Lower After

the 1973 Revision Than It Had Been Before the Law Was Enacted.
if

As noted earlier, the 1973 predicate felony provision had the effect of
increasing substantially the percentage of convicted repeat offenders who
were sentenced to prison. At the same time, however, though it may appear
anomalous, the risk of imprisonment facing a newly arrested prior felony

31
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offender declined. This was the result of the fact that although convicted
.repeat offenders faced a higher chance of incarceration if they were
convicted following the effective date of the 1973. predicate felony
provision, that rise was more than offset by thedecreasing likelihood that
arrest would lead to indictmet and indictment to conviction.

A key fact to be borne in mind is that even before the predicate felony
provision went into effect, persons convicted of a felony in New York City
were usually sentenced to State prison if they had been previously
convicted of a felonythe figures being between 50% and 60%17
Furthermore, the rate of prison sentencing in New York City rose in the
early 1970s independently of the 1973 provision; thus, in 1971 only 28% of
ail convicted non,drug offenders (including first offenders) received prison
sentences; but in ttkifirst half of 1976 46% of all convicted non-drug
offenders (including first offenders) received, prison sentences.
Accordingly, it is eyident that the rate of imprisonment of repeat offenders!.
would have risen cliiriPg the period in question even in the absence of the
1973 revision.

Nonetheless, the 1973 predicate felony provision did have an affirmatiV
effect in that it increased the rate of imprisonment of convicted repeat
offenders. Out of a sample of 26 repeat offenders who were -convicted
undir the old law, 58% were sentenced to State prison; the corresponding
figure under the new law was 76% (19 prison sentences out of 25,
conVictions in the sample).

But offsetting this rise in the imprisonment rate was the fact that in New
.

York City indictment was lessikkkbto follow the arrest of a repeat felony
offender after the 1973 law tha ad been before. Study of a small sample
of arrests of prior non-drug felony offenders indicated that under the old
lawif between 1971 and 1973; 40% of such arrests led to felony indictments
(there were 78 arrests in the sample); whereas under the new law only 24%
of the arrests led to aJelon)<Indictment (there were 146 arrests in the
sample). (Similarly, therewas a decline in indictments as a percentage of
arrests in the case of defendants who did not,have prior convictions.)

In addition, during this period there was a decline in convictions as a
percentage of indictments of prior felony offenders. Under the old. law,
90% of such offenders who were -indicted were convicted (28 out of 31
indictments in the sample); upder the new law during the time in question,
only 71% of such indietments resulted in conviction (25 out of 35
iitclictments). The reasons for this decline are unknown; it may be

17. The percentage was about 85% for persons who were convicted of a felony and who had
earlier bearimprisoned for commission of a felony.

1.,
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observed, however, that the-conviction rate kir first-time offenders in non
drug cases also declinid 'during this period, though to a slightly les r.

degree. - . .

The cOmbined effects of the higher rate of imPrisonment after
conviction and the lowtcr likelihood of indictment,,a-nd conviction after
arrest Yielded the following results: under the old law 20% ofthe arrests in
the sample eVentually resulted in a sentence to State plison; under the 1973
predicate felony prOvlsion, pnl? 13*of arrests of prior felony offenders
ultimately. resulted in a sentence to 5tate.prison (19 sentences out of 146
arrests in the Projeot's sampl8 . . Ay

As noted ,above,:an estimate, of the increase in arrests of prior felony
offenders that wouth have been necessary to offset this reduction in the risk
of imprisonment suggests that the total number of repeat offenders
impriSoned under the predicate felOny proviiion between 1974 and mid-;
1976 was less than the number imprisoned in the two and one-half year
period immediately preceding the effective date of the new law.

An unexpected anomaly encountered by the Project was that, as
actually admi. istered, the 1973 predicate felony provision did not
invariably res It in imprisonment for the convicted repeat felony offender.

. In the course, of review of 25 repeat- felony offender cases, the Project's
research identified six instances between 19.73 and 1975 in which convicted

7,C

repeat felony offenders did not in fact receive prison sentences upon repeat
cOnviction.9n five of these cases, information on the offender's previous
convictioniseems not to have been in the- file that came to the judge,
prosecutor, and probation department at the time of sentencing. If such
proceduql or administrative lapses occurred with significant frequency,
they can.only have contributed to reduce the threat of punishment that was
originally anticipated from the predicate felony provision.

.. #

1,8. The point of this.section may also he stated in reverse, i.e._ that the rise in the ratio of
inpprisonment to conviction (Wi- to 76%) served to offset the declines in indictment and
conviction rates, which might Ilave occurred even in the absence of the predicate felony
provision, If it were to he assumed that in the abSence of the prebicate.felony provision only
58% of convicted repeat felony offenders would have been sentenced to prison between 1974
and mid-I976, then it is estimated that approximately' 300 fewer repeat felony offenders
Would have been imprisoned-each year in New York City under the Old law than were in fact
Sentenced to prison under the predicate felony provision. .



Observations and Lessons
fOr the Future

The Difficulties of Implementation

Court Congestion
New Yotk City suffered from heavy congestion of its court system prior

to the enactment of the 1973 law. In any state or city suffering from similar
court/congestion, it would make little difference whether laws like New
York's were passed or not. If enacted, such statutes would be likely to
founder in the implementation prcicess; the-major result would probably
be an increase in the amount of money spent. It is possible that a
comffiunity with a smoothly functioning criminal justice process might
find a drug-law like the 1973 law to be effective, but the limited evidence
from Erie Co-linty, and to some extent from Monroe and Westchester
counties, is not encouraging.

The key lesson to be drawn from the experience with the 1973 drug law is
that passing a new law is not enough. What criminal statutes say matters a
,great deal, but the efficiency, morale, and capacity of the criminaljustice

*system is even more of a factor in determining whether the flip is effectively
implemented.

Whatever hope there is that statutes like the 1973 revision can deter anti-
social behavior ticust rest upon swift and sure enforcement and a dramatic
increase in the odds that violators will in ,fact be pimished. Until New
York's.criminal justice process is reformed so,that it can do its work with
reasonable speed and reasonable certainty, the Legislature does not in
reality have serious policy options to choose from. Without implementa-
tion there is,no policy; there are only words.

The 1973 law not having been fully impleMented in New-York State as a
_whole,' it is not possible to conclude from the New York experience what



the consequences of that law would have been if it had been fully
implemented.

Other Adrnintstrative'Problems
Police, courts, and prosecutors alike saw the lay:, as -arrew drain on

resources .which in their view were already inadequate. But court
congestion was not reduced even after the appliCation of large amounts
new resources.

The addition of 31 judges avoided any diversion of existing resources to
drug cases, but existing pressures on the courts made it tlifficult to absorb
the new judges and other personnel productively. These additions were
made to the court system without producing additional dispositions, and
there is no assurance that a larger number of judges would have made the
implementation process any more effective. .

It,was apparently not a scarcity of resources which was to blame for the
\ administrative difficulties the 1973 law encountered. A portion of the new

resources was, required because partly.as a result of a rise in trialsnew
law drug cases took Significantly more cotrt time than drug cases under the
old law (1.7 court days for each disposition compared to 1.0 court days

;under the old law, statewide). The balance was absorbed in the adjalica-
tion of non-drug cases, providing a substantial benefit to the court system
as a whole.

Another indication that a shortage of judges was not the primary
problem facing the courts came from the growth of-the New York-City

upreme Court system as a whole' In early '1972, there were 50 courts
Aerating in criminal matters; by '1975, were 117.courtsin operation.

There were.21,900 indictments dispo in each of those years. And
b tween late 1973, when new judges we 'shed to implement the drug

, and the first half of 1976, processing times in the courts lengthened.
1

Cost
'he cost of court resources furnished to administer the 1973 law was

high, although, as it developed, only a portion of those resources was
actually needed to process new law cases. Rigorous enforcement of similar
star tes in other jurisdictions, if possible at all, might require large
exp nditures not only for judges but for police and defense and
pro ecutorial staffs. If long prison sentences were to be legislatively
mandated or judicially imposed in large numbers, still further costs iiiould
be incurred tdibuild, maintain, and staff new correctional facilities.'

*New York experience suggests that it would not be wise for other
jurisdictions to undertake such large expenditures unless the outlook for'
successful implementation were favorable. It is unlikely that the
deficiencies of an existing criminal justice system can be overcome solely
by the simultaneous application of tough laws and additional resources.



What Could Have Been Done to Improve Implementation?

27

Restricting' the New Cdurts to Drug CasA
Administration of the 1973 laW in New York City might have been

marginally improved if all thei resources supplied to the courts had been
used for drug law cases. Some resource diversion occurred because .

without it courts Would have been, idle while waiting for new cases; but if
.the courts had been dedicated Solely to new law cases early in, the
implementation process, when the backlogs were building up most
quickly, additional pressures might have been applied to avoid idle courts
and to speed the dispoSition process.

Efficiency in court operation could have been improved by' reducing the
number of appearances and processing times; management improvements
can raise the courts' productivity to some extent. But it is unlikely that such
improvements could have been achieved in time to make' a significant
contribution to administration of the 3 law.

Altering the Penalties
Another possible approach vtld haVe been to mitigate the severity of

the penalties:There is little agreement today about the degree to which any
specific penalty 'structure can fundtion as an effective deterrent to crime.
However, ehanges in the pinalty provisions-of the 1973 law would have

-eased administrative burdens and made it somewhat easier to test the
proprisition that a system of mandatory sentences, however specified, can
be an effective deterrent: Their deterrent effects will never be known unless
the sentences in fact can be and are imposed.

As an example of an alternative approach, the legislators' goal of
increasing the risk of punishment through prescribed prison sentences
could have been approached without the extremely long indeterminate
sentences embodied in the 1973 law. It would have been possible, for
instance, to create mandatory prison terms in which the indeterminate
period was for a short time, such. as one to three years instead of-one year to
life. Another alternative would have been to impose a mandatory one-year
sentence in a local jail. Prison terms of definite length could also have been
prescribed, but with departures alloWed if the judge stated in writing his
reasons for imposing an alternative sentence.

Adoption of any of these approaches for drug cases would have redticed
the demands for trials and the resulting drain on judicial resources. Such
penalties would also have fitted in more reasonably with penalties imposed
for crimes of violence.

Easing the Plea Bargaining Restrictions
The 1976 amendment to the New York drug law made a much-needed



change in,the existing law when it changed the plea,bargainiig restrictions
to alloy/ persons charged with class A-III narcotic*lonies tp plead guilty
to a loWer charge.

Experience under the 1976 revision should be watched carefully. It may
enhance the deterrent power of the laW by -causing penalties to follow
swiftly upon indictmerit and conviction :for low-level druidefendants. (If
added deterrence is to occur, jail terms of reasonable dUration must still
acconipany the speedier, disp6sition.) Such a speed-up in prOcessing, by
releasing court resources for other cases, should also cause improvement, in
processing cases involving the more serious dn g offenses.'

Possibilities for Future Improvement

Neighborhood Protection
An additional opportunity was opened up by the -1976 amendMent. The

painfully visible traffic of drugs bathe street has'always beeniargely made
up of class 'A-III offenders. So long as persons eBarged with class A-III .
felonies were not allowed to plead guilty to a lower charge, massive street
arrests of these offenders would have led ineyltably to equally massive
court congestion. Now,however, the police aiI'prosecuting authorities in

, -New .York City are in a position to change their enforcement policy. With
the 1976 amendment, the police can bring regular and reasonable pressure
On-notorious market areas and confront small dealers and purchasers with
a heightened risk at the "front end" of the crimi aljustice 'process. SuCh a.
widened scope'of minor arrest practice. is not li ely to have a substantial
effect On the druganarket. or the drugsupply. BM a police arrest policy that
ignores an open illegal marketplace has the unfortunate by-product of
appearing to condone well-established criminal activity, to the desperation
and helpless rage of the innocent :citizens who live and work in the
neighborhood. Police should not allow local Conditions to deteriorate to
the point where there is little appearance of civil' order, where the
neighborhood seems to have been abandoned, and where its citizens finally
demand that the police'"sweeplhe streets.7With the 1976 amendment; the
police are now in a position to forestall that: chain of events without.
hopelessly flooding the 'prosectitorial and judicial system.

Predicate Felony Administration
Administration of the predicate felony provision of the 1973 law could

be improved if courts required prosecutors to find out at the beginning of
the court process whether or not a defendant had a preious felony''
conviction. Prosecutors would then know the bargaining latitudeavailable
to them.

At present, the records of past convictions available to prosecutors are

3



bonetittles-incolfiplete, and pilot convictions may bb overlooked, as they
lithe been on occasion. For a Modeit invesimentperhaps the cost of one
court part in New York City -the necessary %Fords icould be brought uP.
to date' as soon as a new felony arrest is maderThiifhould be done.

Reevaliation of the Relationship between NareOtiet Use and Non -drug Crime
In the years 1971 to 1975, the percentage of rion4drtigl'elonies committed

by narcotics users dropped steadily in New York City Efforts Should be
made by other cities'and ..siates to ohtain comparable data A major
impetus behind the adoption the 1973 revision was the Widetpread belief
that narcotics, use,. or at least narcotics addiction, is a primary cause of '
other'felt:Mies. if narcotics users are found to be,responsible for less and
lest crime, or if it is prohibitively expensive to attempt to enforce "get
tOugh" druglaws, then the limited resources available to fight crime m
be better employed in directions other than an escalated assault on the
narcotics trade.

Research
We are just entering the era in which social science research can begin to

be .of real help in designing our criminal law system. Control of crime,
including illegal drug use, is a field in which additional social science
research is both feasible and promising.

After decades of debate, there is still little evidence about the extept to
which the use of narcotics or other drugs actually causes users, to commit
crime. MoreOver, it is not known What proportion of crimes cOmmittedtby
drug users would' have beri committed by the same persons in the absence
of drug use. New knowledge on this topic would bear directly upon the
choices of ptiblic policy to be follow-el:Ho combat crime and the illegal use
ot drugs. .

Similarly, there is little systematic inforrnation about the share of
serious crime. that is committed by recidivists. Ifmost crime is committed
by career criminals, then there is greater justification for harsh sentencing
policies, since incarceration can prevent crime` by isolating those who
Commit most of it, and since few of those sent' o prison would be low-risk
'offenders'

The findings of this Project would be statistically more pewerful if a
motedornprehensive data base had been available dealing with illegal drug
use and the criminal justice process for the periodpriOr to the effective date
Of the 1973 revision. The Project has now built up more thah three years'
statistical time series data concerning these Matters in New York and to a
lesser degree, elseWhere. With this platform built,it would be extremely
unfortunate if cOmpilitiOn of these data were 'to terminate with the ,



conshistIgnIo,f' this: particular Project: Arrangements should be made to
contintieTO'Collect these data so that future analysts can evaluate the long-
term. effects' of the State's existing drug law arid, eVentually, the
operational effects ofilikre amendments to it.

General Observations
This study Project has neither the data nor the expertise to seek to

develop an overall reconimendation to deal with the rqultiple problems of
illegal drug use. The Committee and its staff have, hoWever, had the:benefit :

. 'of a research experience that has ranged widely over many aspeets of the
drug, trade and illegal drug use On the basis of that experiince;qhree

.general observations seem justified.
First, the use of heroin and other opiates is but 'one eleinent 'Of 'alarger

, problem: The misuse of all dangerous drugsalcohol, cocaine, opiates,
and other mood-changing-drugs, some prescribed and some sold over the
counter-7!-all together constitutes "the drug problem." Problems with
many components do not yield to one-dimensionitsethitions. As no single
drug treatment method is suitable for all 'users, so there is not likelyto be a
single legal approach that is suitable for all offenders.

Second, whether c)r not illicit drug use is'for the most part a medical.
concern as som nterid, it is incontrovertibly deeplWooted in broader
Social maladies. tcotics use in particular is intimately associated .

and a part of a wider compleZ of problems that inCliides family break-Up,
unemployment, poor income 'and education, fiebkin'Stitutikinal structures,
ind,loss of hope.,

The final observation is a.corollary of the second: it IS implausible that
social problems. as basic as these can be effectively solved "by the criminal
law.

7a"
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What Were the Effects of
the 1973 prug Law?

Findings on Drug Use
New York City: Heroin use was as widespread in mid -1976 as it had been hen
the .1973 revition look effect, and ample supplies of the drug were ayai able.

Heroin's status as an illegal drug makes it impossible to measure the
extent of its use directly. Instead, an indirect approach was used similar
to one developed by the National Institute on Drug Abuse for reporting
national heroin trends.' Two steps were involved.

First, data about several different indicators of heroin useeach
related to an aspect of use or supplywere gathered for a six and one-
half year period beginning in January 1970 and ending on June 30, 1976.
January 1970 was the earliest date for which data were available. By
July 1976 a central provision bf the 1973 law had been eliminated.

Second, the movement of the indicators during this period was
analyzed statistically to determine whether and when shifts in heroin. use
patterns occurred, and to see how heroin use patterns that had existed
prior to the 1973 law compared with those that existed after the new law
became effective.

Interrupted Time Series Analysis (ITSA) was used to measure
changes between the pre-law and post-law periods. ITSA was useful for
the study of heroin use indicators because it is designed to differentiate
shifts in long-term patterns of time series data from the random

1. National Institute on Drug Abuse, Heroin Indicators Trend Report. Pub. Nos. (ADM)
76-378 and (ADM) 76-315 (Washington, D.E.: United States Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1976).
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fluctuations that often occur.2 Using this technique, it was possible to
infer whether the 1973 law exerted a measurable influence on heroin use
patterns or if these patterns were influenced primarily by factors that
were present in both the pre-law and post-law periods. The results were
interpreted with caution because there was uncertainty about what
trends in heroin use to exp fter the apparently large decline (during
1971-73) from so-called demic" levels of use.

The picture that e es from the analysis of several indicators
probably gives a reli e representation of heroin use patterns, provided
that the movements f more than one indicator are taken into account.
The more similarity in the movement of the several indicators, the more
confidence one can place in the results.

To ensure statistical reliability, the time series analysis focused
primarily op the two indicators of heroin use -for which data were
consistently available over the six and one-half year period: narcotics-
related deaths and reported cases of serum hepatitis.3 Each has
important limitations.4 Nevertheless, they are the most reliable indicators
of heroin use because they have been tabulated over a lengthy period of
time, have been widely discussed in the literature,5 and, taken together,
reflect changes in both prevalence and incidence of heroin use.

2. A detailed description of ITSA can be found in "The Effects of the 1973 Drug Law on .
Heroin Use in New York State;" Staff Working Papers of the Drug Law Evaluation Project,
No. 1. available from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of Justice, hereafter cited as Staff
Working Papers. Sec also D. T. Campbell and H. L. Ross, "The'Connecticut Crackdown on
Speeding: Time Series Data in Quasi-Experimental Analysis," Law and Society Review 3

(1968), pp. 33-53. G. E. P. Box and G. C. Tiao, "Intervention Analysis with Applications to
Economic and Environmental Problems," Journal of the American Statistical Association 70
(March 1975), pp. 70-79.
3. The other indicators examined were (I) admissions to drug treatment programs, (2) the
frequency with which narcotic drugs were noted in hospital emergency rooms, and (3) the
price and purity of street-level heroin.
4. Scientific advances in measurement during the six and one-half year study

N.
period have

improved the identification of both narcotics deaths and serum hepatitis. However, caution
must be exercised when interpreting movements of these indicators. Methods of
identification may vary across jurisdictions, making difficult a comparison of the narcotics
use trend in one area with that in another. For the purposes of this study, attempts were made
to standardize the definition of narcotics deaths using classifications established in the Eighth
Revision, International Classification of Diseases, Adaptedfor Use in the United States I and
11 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health
Service, 1975).

As no precise quantitative relationship between the level of an indicator and the level of
narcotics use is known, the indicators are used only to measure changes in narcotics use. For a
further discussion of the data and methodology, see Staff Working Papers, No. 1.
5. See Mark H. Greene and Robert L. DuPont, "Heroin Addiction Trends," American
Journal of Psychiatry 131 (M y 1974), pp. 545-550; Leon Gibson Hunt, Asse.s.sment of Local
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Heroin Use
Interrupted Time Series Analysis did not detect a signifiCant6 decline in

either narcotics deaths or serum, hepatitis cases in New York City
between the period 1970 to mid-1973 and the period mid-1973 to mid-
1976. It must be kept in mind that ITSA does not simply compare average
values of the indicators over the two periods (the average value in the
1973-76 period was lower than in the 1970-73 period); it. kes the 1971 -
73 declines in deaths and serum hepatitis into account in comparing the
19/0-7period with the 1973-76 period.

Il4,j6t hypotheses about the effects of the 1973 drug law on heroin
use in New York City, it was necessary to choose a time, i.e., an
intervention point, after which one might expect to see an effect. Several
dates were possible. Beginning with the Governor's proposal of a strict
drug law in January 1973, there was a large amount of publicity given to
the possible penalties. In June, after the law's enactment, a state-
financed publicity campaign was conducted which lasted through the
summer until the law took effect on September 1.

January, June, and September 1973 were each used as alternative
intervention points in ITSA tests for changes in the movements of both
serum hepatitis and narcotics deaths in New York City. In no case was a
statistically significant change found. These findings suggest that heroin
use in New York City had not been reduced as a consequence of the
1973 drug law.

The data suggest that a sharp decline from very high levels of heroin
use occurred during 1971 and 1972, and that by September 1973 heroin
use had stabilized at levels far beloW those of the "epidemic" years.

Serum hepatitis reached a peak in 1971, declined to 1970 levels early
in 1972, and then dropped sharply for the next year and a half (Chart 1).
By September 1973, when the law became effective, the decline had
nearly run its course. After that, serum hepatitis remained stable until
1975, when the number of cases began to rise again. This rise may
reflect an increase in heroin 'use that, had actually occurred before 1975,
because when drug users contract serum hepatitis, the disease typically

Drug Abuse (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath and Company, Lexington Books, 1977); Lee P.
Minichiello, Indicators of Intravenous Drug Use in the United States 1966-1973: Ah
Examination of Trends in Intravenous Drug Use Reflected by Hepatitis and DAWN
Reporting Systems (Washington, D.C.: Institute for Defense Analyses, 1975); National
Institute on Drug Abuse, op. cit.
6. Statistical "significance" is a measure of the likelihood that the movements of an indicator
are random fluctuations rather than true shifts. Herein, "significant" means that, statistically,
there is less than a five percent chance that a movement is random.

ti



CHART 1
SERUM HEPATITIS CASES IN NEW YORK CITY

(By Quarter)
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Source' 'Center for Disease Control,
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

appears about one to two years after the onset of regular intravenous
drug use.7

Narcotics deaths (Chart 2) reached a peak in 1971, declined for the
next two years, and increased again for about nine months just as the
1973 law took effect. From the spring of 1974 through mid-1976,
narcotics deaths declined gradually. There is some evidence that this
decline in narcotics deaths was due more to a fall in the number of deaths
from methadone than from heroin (see below, pp. 57-58). Application of
ITSA to the data on narcotics deaths did not reveal a significant change
in the patterri of deaths following introduction of the 1973 law. In the first
half of 1976, there were about the same number of narcotics deaths
(259) in New York City as there had been in the first half of 1973(236).

Another indication of generally stable levels of heroin use in New York
City came from the City's short-term methadone detoxification clinics.
These were facilities for ambulatory patients which typically attracted

7. Minichiello, op. cit.
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CHART 2
ItARCOTICS DEATHS IN NEW YORK CITY

(By Quarter)
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-active users needing immediate relief from heroin addiction.8 The
number of admissions to the detoxification program demonstrates a
:consistency between 1973 and 1976 which suggests a stable pool of
users from which the clinics drew their clients (Chart 3). /

Interviews with drug treatment and police officials in New York. City
support ,the statistical analysis. Most of them doubted that the law had a
long-term effect on the extent of heroin use or drug dealing. The
prevailing opinion was that heroin use remained widespread throughout
the period the law was in effect. The directors of six Manhattdn-based
drug-free treatment programsfor example, reported that heroin use was
not curbed by the new law, and that street dealing was practiced more
openly during 1976 than it had been in 1973. At most, according to
undercover agents of the New York City Police Department, heroin
dealing became more covert for a short time immediately after the new
law went hit° effect (see pp. 46-48 below).

B. Data from drug treatment programs should be used with caution because the data can be
affected 'by such factors as funding levels and changes in the admissions criteria of the
programs.
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The question that arises from these data and observations is whether the
1973 New York State drug law contributedgo this relatively stable pattern
of heroin use after September 1973. The foregoingrevidence suggests that
the law had no im)act because analysis of narcotics deaths, serum
hepatitis, and admissions to the detoxification program failed to reveal a
perSistent shift if heroin use patterns following the introduction of the new
law.

The question of whether the heroin use patterns described above would
have been any different in the absence of the new law can be dealt with
more adequately by comparing New York City trends with trends in other
East Coast cities where drug laws did not change. The results of that
analysis are reported below (pp. 41-46).

Supply of Heroin
Stable levels of heroin use might themselves be the resultant of several

forces which influence demand and supply of the drug. Stiffening the
penalties for sale and possession of heroin should restrain both demand
and supply. But the new law might not work as well on one side of the
market as on the other. It is possible, for instance, that the drug law had the

40
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desired effect of reducing demand (meaning that users would purchase less
heroin at a given price), but, that supply conditions eased enough to offset
the reduced demarIPThis would be the result if supply rose enough to
lower the price, and thereby induce mote consumption.

In order to investigate developments in the supply of heroin after 1973,
interviews were conducted with more than 35 officials of the New Yprk
City Police Department (NYPD) and the regional office of the Fedel-al
Drug. Enforcement Administration (DEA). The response was uniform: as
heroin from Mexico gradually replaced Turkish heroin, a steady supply of
heroin and an active heroin economy existed in New York City between
1973 and mid-1976.

In the spring of-1975, a joint enforcement effort known as Operation
Broadbase was undertaken by the DEA and the NYPD to identify sources
of the heroin available in New York. Agents active in Operation Broadbase
reported that 23 different "brand" names of heroin, representing various
sources and qualities of the drug, were being sold aggressively in Harlem.
Later, over 100 "brand" names were identified. Operation Broadbase also
found "brand" name heroin in the East Village area of lower Manhattan.
In September 1976, sections of Harlem, where drugs had been traded for
years, were still open-air marketplaces for drugs.

Source of Supply
A 1972 ban on the production of. Turkish opium9 has been credited with

an important role in the decline of heroin use that occurred before the 1973
drug law went into effect.10 The restriction on Turkish crops, however,
created a market gap, and by 1974 Mexican heroin was common in many
large cities in the United States.n A year later it had supplanted Turkish
heroin in New York. Preliminary data from the Drug Enforcement
Administration suggest that the market for Mexican heroin developed
somewhat more slowly in New York than it did in other East Coast cities,
but that by 1975- Mexican heroin was as predominant in' New York as it
was elsevvhere.12 Half the heroin bought by undercover agents as part of
Operation Broadbase in early 1975-was of Mexican origin.13.

9. The ban was rescinded to permit another legal harvest in June and July of 1975.
Harvesting was accomplished by the "poppy straw" method, a new technique designed to
minimize diversion to illegal markets. As of December 1976, there was no evidence of a new
flow of Turkish heroin into the United States
10. Strategy Council on Drug Abuse, Federal Strategy for Drug Abuse and Drug Traffic
Prevention (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975), p. 24.
II. Ibid., pp. 25-26.
12. Drug Enforcement Administratibn, Strategic Intelligence Staff, personal
communication.
13. Drug EnforceMent Administration, New York City Regional Office, persc;nal
communication.
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Price. of Heroin14
There were no drastic changes in heroin price to suggest marked shifts in

the economics of supplying the drug. According to the available
infArmation, the price of heroin to the user increased steadily between 1970
and mid - 1973.'5 There was a break in the upward trend as prices fell during-
the second half of 1973. Heroin prices remained relatively stable after early.
1974. In early 1976, the price of heroin to the user was still below the peak
price reached in mid-1973 ($1.32 per pure milligrain compared to $1.75).-

The relatively stable levels of heroin use and of heroin price imply that
supply condlions were steady as well. Apparently, the costs of distributing
heroin in the New York area did not change greatly with the shift to
Mexican sources of supply.

New York City: The pattern of stable heroin use between 1973 and mid-1976 was
not appreciably different from the average pattern of other East Coast cities.
To explore further whether heroin use patterns in New York City after

September 1973 -had been influenced by the new law, New York City
heroin use indicators were compared with indicators from other. East.
'Coast cities. A pattern unique to New York would be evidence that the
1973 law had had an impact. A pattern of stable or slightlyLitcreasing levels ,

of heroin use in New York might, after all, be unusual in comparison to
patterns in other cities. On the other hand, if the experience of otlier cities
was similar to New York's there would be no reason to believe that the 19'73
law had a major influence. In other words, events in the other cities act as
"controls" for events in New York.

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, DC were the cities chosen
for this purpose. They were selected because they are demographically
similar to New York. These cities demonstrated patterns of heroin use
similar to New York's prior to 1973.

Comparisons of Trends
Some of the indicators of heroin use in the comparison cities went up

between 1973 and 1976 and some went down, but none of the statistical
(ITSA) tests used to detect persistent changes between the pre-and post-
law periods showed such changes. Thus, although there were some short-
term differences between New York and the other cities, the absence of a
significant post-1973 change in the pattern of heroin use in New York was
not unusual. The data which were statistically tested are exhibited in
Charts. 4 and 5. (Serum hepatitis data from Baltimore were not subjected to

. --
14. Thropghout this report."price" refers to -"price per pure milligram". so that changes in
heroin pult4ty can be taken into account,
15. The increase in price before mid -1973 is documented in George F. Brown, Jr. and Lester
R. Silverman, The Retail Price of lieroin: Estimation andAppliccuion (Washington, 13,C.:
The Drug Abuse Council, Inc., MS-4, May 1973). Data for 1973 and later are from the Drug
Enforcement Administration, Statistical and Data Services Division.
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CHART 5

SERUM HEPATITIS IN NEW YORK CITY AND COMPARISON CITIES
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statistical tests because they were available only on a yearly basis and only
for seven years.) `

I

In another attempt to isolate patterns of heroin use unique to New York,
differencei in narcotics- related deaths and in serum hepatitis between NeW
YOrk and the other cities were examined. For. example, a time series was
constructed by subtracting narcotics,deaths per capita in Washington,
D.C. from BarcotiOs deaths per capita in New York City for each month
covered by existing data for the two, cities. The resulting series, which
measures the, difference between narcotics death rates in New York and
Washington, was then subjected to time series analysts to determine if
major shifts occurred in the relative performance of the two 'cities. A
shrinking difference in the frequency of deaths between New Yoik and
Washington under the, new law would indicate a relative improvement in
New York: Similar analyses were carried out with other cities for
narcotics-related deaths and for serum, hepatitis cases.

None, of these tests uncovered evidence that New York's success in
controlling heroin use-was superior to the success of other. cities. On
balance, it appeari-that the trend in heroin use in New York was not
significantly different from trends in other East Coast cities.

Year-to-Year Comparisons
A compilation of year-to-year changes, in narcotics deathi and serum

hepatitis foi New York and the tliree,comparison cities showed a similar
result. These data are piesented in Table 1.

In 1974, the first full year the new drug law was in effect, narcotics
deaths rose and 'serum hepatitis fell in New York. The other cities
experienced just the opposIte developments. Despite these inconsistencies
in 1974, the East Coast average and the New York. City figures -are

TABLE

YEAR-TO-YEAR PERCENTAGE CHANGES'IN INDICATORS' OF :HEROIN I4SE

197\1-

197

1972-
1973

1973-
1974

1974-
1975

1975 -
1976

Serum Hepatitis
New York City -35% -62% -34% +70% +96%
Average of other East.

Coast cities -41 -41 +114 +62' +26

Narcotics Deaths
New. York City
Average of other East

t -13
k

-28 +28 -24

Coast citiesa + 7 -25 - 7 -22 6

aNarcotics deaths in Philadelphia were estimated art -(0 %r of all drug deaths.
Source: Calculations based on data from cities' medical examiners and health Cleiaitmerits aniftion) the-
United States Department of HealtlL Education and Welfa Center for Disease Control.
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surprisinglysinular in view of the sharp year-to-yearchanges that occurred. - .

in the individual indicators. There is no indication that heroin use was
*tight under cOntrol'in New York any better than it was elsewhere.

A summary of movements of the heroin use indicator& for each of the
comparisOn cities is given below.

Washington, D.C.
,;Washington, D.C. was the comparison city that presented the strongest

'Contrast to New.York. Time series analysis. di& not find the differences
pronounced enough to be statistically, significant, but the indicators
strongly suggest a steady rise in herdin use in Washington after 1973 (Chart
6). ,Islarcotics, deaths and 4reatment. program admissions in Waghington
showed a steady increase from the beginning 41974 untilihe:end of1975.
The same indicators remained stable or showed a gradual decline in New
York for this;period. Serum hepatitis, which remained stable in New York
in 1974 and then increased in 1975, increased in Washington throughout
this per4o4.br. Robert L. DuPont, Director of the National Institute on
Drug Abuse, has confirmed a steady increase in heroin use in Washington
during 1974 and 1975.16 (In the 'first half of 1976, the movements of the
heroin use indicators Washington appeared to be similar to those in New

'York City.)
,Talcenr alone, the evidence from Washington suggests the possibility that

there 4s a postponement: in New York City of arise in heroin use This
possibility is discussed further below (pp. 46-48).

Baltimore
Neither Baltimore nor Philadelphia exhibited the consistency of

movement in heroin indicators that was evident in WaMiington. In
Baltimore, as in New York, narcotics deaths peaked in 1971 and then
declined for two years. After I973,marcotics deaths declined gradually (but
not significantly) in New York, while Baltimore registered a 'small but
statistically significant decline in narcotics deaths (data, analyzed with a
Poisson ,probability model). By contrast, Marked increases in serum
hepatitis occurred in Baltimore during 1974 that were not present in New

York City.

Philadel .

The Philadelphia data also lacked. consistency. Seruin hepatitis, the only
indicator that is directly comparable with New Y1rk City data, showed an
increase after September 1973. Increases in cases Af' serum hepatitis in New
York did not occur until 1975. On the other hand, drug-related deaths ,./16. Robert L. DuPont, M.D., "Observations on the. C nging Heroin. Problem in the
District of Columbia," address given before the Ivy tropolitan Washington Health
Association, Arlington, Virginia, March 12, 1(976. i .1



(which inclirde but do not specifically identify narcotics:related deaths in
Philadelphia) declined for the entire, post-law period. As already'
mentioned, ,narcotics deaths in New York City rose initially and then
declined gradually:after the spring of 1974. ,

1
New York City and Other New York State Jurisdictions: The new law may bade
le rarily.deleired heroin ate.'to

:' , There s some evidence that the-4'073 drug law had a restrainin ffect on
heroin traffic. for a short, peri4¢.-Uf time but the effect'was t brief to
paduce a permanent reduction in Use,. ; --

.Most indications of the temporary retrenchment in the heroin trade (

come from interviews with enforcement and drug treatment officials
across the State. These individuals were in broad agreement that,

, -...apprehension _about the new law led dealers and purchasers alike tom
into .-.exercise caution in' carrying on ffieir business at the tinie the law wen[ Into

effect. There is, in addition, a scattering of numerical evidence to support
this view.

The law.di'd not generally 'regilt in newly aggressivearrest policies, nor in
an immediate rise in prison sentences; the deterrent must therefore have
been attributable to widespread knowledge about the law and its penalties.
Legislative debateand pUblic discussion of the proposed law received wide
overage.in,the press during the early months of 1973, and before the law

'-:ivent into effect the State spent $500,000 on newspaper, radio television
and transit advertising progrims. These advertisements Warned drug users-,.
of the impending penalties and urged them to enter treatrpent,in order to
avoid-pdnishment.

The. apparent success of the publicity campaign suggests that-if it had
been posii,bleto translate the publicized threat into a real increase in risk, a

- more persistent deterrenteffect would have been created.

New York City
New York City law enforcement and treatment officials estimated that

the restraining effect on the heroin trade lasted two to four months.
.

Police undercover agents and PreLPInct officers Mille South Broili and in
Manhattan said that after the new law went into effect on September 1,
1973, heroin dealing became Moreeovert. 'Dealers tended to operate away
from the''-streets, and .they preferred to All only to known buyers.
According to these agents, business grakually Feturned to normal when the
threat of the law failed to materialize in a way that cduld be felt on the
street.

Other enforcement nffieials agreed. Tye Deputy Director of the New
York Drug Enforcement Task Force (a combined unit of Federal, State;
and City forces) reported that street sales just after the law went into effect
tended to concentrate on transactions. involving small quantities of heroin.
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e Captain of the Queens unit of the Police Department's Narcotics
Division Said underCover buys by the Division were more difficult to make
at that time because, sellers were more cautious in accepting new
cnstomeni. -These descriptions Suggest increased difficulty in obtaining

-fieroin, and by implication; some decline in use during this period.'
With the temporary tightening of heroin supplies, some increase in

treatment enrollments might have been expected. Governor Rockefeller
had expressed this hope when the law was pulsed. Directors of several
drug-free prograrns In Manhattan and the Director of the New York City
Methadone Maintenance Treatment Prograni said the law did not induce
clients to enter treatment. Officials from the drug-free programs joined the
police in pointing out that after the law became effective dealing- was
temporarily conducted behind closed doors rather than on the streets.

Two items of data lend some support for the thesis of a temporary
deterrent. (The short time period involved and the absence of drastic
changes in the data precluded the, possibility of rigorous statistical
analysis.) First, admissions to metlildone maintenance clinics in the City,
which: had declined drastically in 1973, stabilized during 1974 before
resuming their decline (Chart 7). This suk,sts that there was an incentive
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to entertreatment during 1974, but it does not constitute strong evidence.
The sharp decline in admissions during 1973 probably could not have been
sustained; a similar decline in Washington, D.C. was also followed by a
year of relative stability.

Second, New York City was alone among East Coast cities in avoiding a
rise in serum hepatitis during 1974, an indication that new heroin use was
stable during 1973. Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and Baltimore all
saw rises in serum hepatitis during 1974 (Chart 5, above).

Otherindicators of heroin use, including the purity- of heroin available
on the street and the frequency with which heroin was involved in hospital
emergency room cases, do not suggest that 1973 or 1974 was unusual in
New York. The restraint in the marketplace was apparently not great
enough, nor of long enough duration, to affect the course of these
indicators. (

Areas Outside New York City
Treatment personnel and law enforcement officials interviewed in other

regions of. the State recalled a temporary but marked impact on the
behavior' of both buyers and sellers when the 1973 law first became
effective. Estimates of its duration ranged, from six weeks to nine months.
Here again, observers reported that normal dealing patterns resumed
when drug dealers and drug users realized that the likelihood of arrest and
prosecution was not much greater under the new law.

In _Buffalo, four officials -- the regional contract manager for the New
York State Office of Drug Abe Services, the supervisor of a local
methadone clinic, the chief of the Drug Enforcement Administration's
Regional Office, and the head of the Narcotics Bureau of the Buffalo
Police Department agreed that the law had had an immediate but tem-
porary impact on heroin use and dealing in Erie County (see below, p.
127). The open use of heroin declined and dealing became more cautious.

'hi' Rochester, according-to the directors of two drug-free treatment
'facilities and the assistant district attorney, in .charge of narcotics
prosecution, levels of use remained about the same from 1970on, although
the drug trade became more secretive after 1973;

Similar adjustments in the. drug market were noted by officials in'
Westchester, Nassau, and Suffolk counties. In every case, an initial.period
of covert dealing was followed .by `a gradual return to prior market
conditions.

Treatment officials throughout the EState denied that the new law had
provided an incentive for addicts to enter treatment. A former Com-
missioner of the New York State DrugAbuse Control Commission (after
February 1976, the Office of Drug `A.Amise Services) pointed out that
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between May and August 1973 admissions to the Commission's programs
were at the lowest level since the programs had been established.
Ironically, he attributed the drop to unwillingness on the part of addicts
to identify themselves in the face of the threat presented by the impending
law.

New York State as a While avid theArea of the State Excluding New York City:
There is no evidence or a SaisiiihtCdreduction in heroin use after 1973.
New York City is the center.of:tlieNew York State heroin trade, and, as

would be expected; the,decline in narcotics use that occurred in NeW York
City between 1971 and 1973 alio,was evident on a statewide basis: The
decline in serum hepatitis was notkas pronounced as it was in New York
City, but examination of both serum hepatitis and narcotics deaths
strongly suggests that heroin use in New York State had been declining
Since early in 1972 (Charts 8 and 9).

The pattern of heroin use New York State after 1973 also mirrors'the
New York City' experience. Heroin use statewide did not decline during
the 34 months .the 1973 law was in effect, and Interrupted Time Series

CHART 8
SERUM HEPATITIS CASES IN NEW YORK STATE

(By Quarter)
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Analysis revealed no long-term movement of the indictors that could be
associated with enactment of the 1973 drug law.

Each of the available indicatorsf rom four nearby states (Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Maryland) was analyzed to learn whether
any trends unique to New York could be isolated. No such trends were
found. Thus, the analysis suggests that the 11973 drug law, which failed to
exert a measurable i pact on New York City heroin use patterns, did not
have a significant inpact on heroin use patterns in the State as a whole
either.

300
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CHART 9
NARCO S DEATHS IN NEW YORK STATE

(By Quarter)
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Sources: Office of Bioatisties, New York State Department of Health
and City of New York Department of Health.

Estiinates of the number of drug-related hepatitis cases were derived for
each state from data from the Center for Disease Control using the method
developed by Lee Minichiello (footnote 5). These data are available only
on an annual basis afici therefore there were not enough observations to
conduct useful statistical analyses. However, visual examination of the
eleven year period from 1966 through 1976 supports the conclusion that
the pattern of drug-related hepatitis in the comparison states closely
followed the pattern found in New York State (Chart 10). Each of the four
comparison states experienced a decline after 1971. None later returned to



CHART 10

DiUG.RELATED HEPATITIS IN NEW YORK STATE AND COMPARISON STATES

(Annually)
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NARCOTICS DEATHS IN NEW YORKSTATE AND COMPARISON STATES
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their peak levels, althoush all of the states except Massacjimetts have
moved toward them. r

Compared to the other' states, New York did not show a marked
decrease in 'narcotic deaths following the introduction of the 1973 law.
When the State's post-law and pre-law patterns were subjected to
Interrupted Time Series Analysis,' the decline in narcotics deaths that
occurred after the middle of 1974 was not found to be statistically
significant (Chart 11). In other words, the'deoline was not unusual when

-compared to the pronOunced changes in deaths that occurred throughont
the period since 1970. On the other hand, the decline in Maryland after
1973 was statistically significant (using a Poisson model) despite some ,:

Aemporaryincreases. No measurable post-1973 changes were detected
in either Massachusetts (Poisson model) or Pennsylvania (visual
inspection). '7

Areas Outside New York City t
To determine whether heroin use trends outside New York City were

influenced by the law, available data were gathered from several cities and
counties in the State and from comparable out-of-state locations. Many of
the data existed for only short periods of time. In many instances, very few
cases of narcotics deaths and serum hepatitis were recorded. These limita-
tions made it impossible to conduct reliable statistical comparisons. Law
enfokement and treatment officials, in several counties were interviewed
about the impact of the 1973 law on heroin use in their communities. The
results of these discussions are reported below (pp. 121-145).

By aggregating data for all the non-New York City areas of the State it
was possible to use Interrupted Time Series Analysis to learn how heroin
use patterns after the effective date of the new law compared with pre-law
patterns. This analysis produced the same result for the entire non-New
York City area as for New York State as a whole: heroin use did not decline
while the 1973 drug law was in effect.

Despite some differences whiCh appear from time to time between New
York City and other counties, the broad movements of narcotics deaths
and serum hepatitis were similar between 1970 and 1975,(Charts 12 and.
13). No movement of the indicators was detected that could be associated
with enactment of the 1973 law. As expected, both narcotics deaths.and
serum hepatitis were considerably lower in the area outside New York City
than in the City.

17. Narcotics deaths in Pennsylvania, while numerous, were available only on a yearly basis,
and the six data points precluded the possibility of valid statistical analysis. Narcotics deaths
in Connecticut were too infrequent to display any meaningful trend.
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CART 12
SERUM,REPATITIS CASES IN NEW YORK CITY AND REST OF STATE

(By uarter)
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New York City: Most evidence suggests that the illegal use of drugs other than-
narcotics was more widespread in 1976 than in 1973, and that in this respect
New York was not unique among East Coast cities.
The most. dramatic provisions of the 1973 law concerned narcotics

offenses, but penalties for the illicit sale and possesion of non-narcotic
drugs such as stimulants, barbiturates, and sedatives the so-called "soft"
drugs -- as well as cocaine also were increased. For example, unauthorized
possession of ten ounces or more of a barbiturate became punishable by a
minimum of one year in prison, while under the old drug law someone.
convicted of the same offense might have been discharged without any
penalty whatever.

Many non-narcotic drugs can have a debilitating effect on the user and
raise serious social problems. The legal manufacture of these drugs is
carefully controlled, but their distributioin is so widespread that diversion
into illegal channels often occurs. Stimulants and depressants accounted
for more than one-third of all drug-related cases in metropolitan New
York hospital emergency rooms, as well as for a rising proportion of all
drugs used by clients entering treatment programs between 1974 and 1976.
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A nationwide survey estimated that five percent of the adult population
used these drugs for non-medical purposes in 1975.18

The data available to measure changes in the extent of non-narcotic
drug use were, even snore limited than the indicators employed to analyze
heroin use. Questionnaires administered among' the general populaton
have occasionally been used, but results of such surveys were not available
for New York. The one available measure of changes in non-narcotic drug
use came from hospital emergency rooms. Hospitals began reporting cases
involving drug use to the national Drug Abuse Warning Network
(DAWN) in l973.19 In time, this source will provide a valuable -gauge of

18. Strategy Council on Drug Abuse, Federal Strategy.for Drug Abuse and Drug Traffic
Prevention (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976).
19. DAWN is jointly sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration: the available data cover the period from July 1973 to April
1976, and are drawn from a representative sample of emergency rooms in non-Federal,
general hospitals in the New York City Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)
which includes New York City and Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester, and Rockland counties.
Only data from emergency rooms that reported throughout the entire period from July 1973
to April 1976 were analyzed.

239-299 0 - 78 -
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trends in the use of many drugs. Unfortunately. for the Project's work,
however, no comparable data exist with which. to Measure pre -1973
patterns.

Data from hospital emergency rooms reporting to DAWN were
statistically analyzed by comparing two one-year periods after the 1973
drug law went into effect, the first from October 1973'iiiSeptember 1974
and the second from April 1975 to March 1976. Analysis of these data (by a
Poisson probability model) indiCated a rise in the use of non-narcotic
drugs, suggesting that the 1973 drug law did not effectively curb their use.
In the absence of pre-law data, however, this conclusion cannot be firm.

Depressants (barbiturates, sedatives, Sand tranquilizers) accounted for
over one-third of all cases reported, and the frequency with which they
were reportedincreased 19% between the two periods. Cases involving
c Me and other stimulants increased by 40%, but these drugs have
hi cally accounted for less than 4% of all drug cases. Over the 'same
period, heroin cases, which were also reported by hospitals, amounted to
less than one-third of 'the depressant gases and increased only 5%.

There is some evidence that the increase in non-narcotic drug use after
1973 was a continuation of past trends. Between 1971 and 1974, the New

-York City Transit Authority conducted chemical analyses of urine samples
from over 3,000 job applicants a year in order to detect recent drug use.2°
Non-narcotic drugs were detected with increasing frequency, from 0.4% of
all applicants tested in 1971 to 1.1% in 1973.

Another large local employer, the New York Telephone Company, also
conducted urinalyses for large numbers of prospective employees.21 The
Telephone Company's results ran from 1970 to 19.75 and covered an
average of 4,500 individuals a year. The percentage of non-narcotic drug
users detected increased from 2.1% of those tested in1970 to 3.2%in 1973. ,

These increases are statistically significant and, although small in
magnitude, may be indicative of a trend in the general population: Both
employers recorded decreases in detected drug use during 1974, a result
which accords with the hospital emergency room data. Non-narcotic
drug-related emergency room visits were at their lowest levels during 1974,
but increased during 1975 and early 1976. -

,

Unlike cocaine, the manufacture of whichwas entirely illegal,
depressants and some stimulants generally were diverted from legal
sources for illicit use. An alarming rise in reported thefts of these drugs22 is
further evidence of an increase in non-narcotic drug use. Measured

20. New York'City Transit Authority, Medical Director's Office, personal communication.
21. New York Telephone Company, Office of Research add Development, Medical
Director. personal communication.
22. Data made available by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration.
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between the same periods used to examine the emergency room data
(October 1973. O September 1974 and April 1975 to March 1976), reported
thefts of all drugs in New York City increased 45% from355 to 533, and'the

. number-of dosage units stolen increased 86% from 1.4 million to over 2.6
million. The major component of this trend was thefts of non-barbiturate
depressants, the volume of which grew from Ckl- million to nearly one
million dosage units over this period. Thefts, of stimulants other than
amphetamines also rose steadily, but at their peak still-contributed only ten
percent to the tota1.23

Methadone,
Methadone was a special case among narcotics, as it was 1"---gally

dispensed in drug treatment programs. Methadone maintenance programs
were opened on a large scale in New York. City, during 1971, and the

.number of clients in treatment remained at about 32,000 after 1973,1%)-e-w.
York City had more clients enrolled in such programs than any other city,
and consequently had more trouble preventing diversion of the drug for
illegal use: Several studies have described the problem of methadone
diversion,24 some claiming that the extent of unsupervised use of
methadone in New York City was second only to that of heroin use.25

The data support the clam that methadone diversion was widespread.
They also suggest that illicit methadone use had been declining while
heroin use was relatively stable and use of non-narcotic drugs increased. In
hospital emergency rooms, methadone cases outnumbered heroin cases
from the middle. of1973 to May 1976, but methadone cases were declining
steadily. during this time. Methadone overdose deaths also were much
more frequent than deathS from heroin' throughout this period, but
methadone deaths were declining while heroin deaths fluctuated widely,
but without apparent, trend (Table 2).26

23. One set of data that appears to contradict the finding of increasing use of depressants
comes from medical examiners in the New York SMSA, who also reported to the DAWN
system. Between the same 12-month periods, deaths involving depressants appear to have
declined 48%. However, according to DAWN administrators, there was a reporting error in
these data, causing an unknown degree of underestimation. In the New York SMSA,
barbiturates were erroneously reported to DAWN only when a narcotic was also present.
24. Comptroller General. .of the United States, Security Controls for Methadone
Distribution Need Improving (Washington,-D.C.: U.S. General Accounting Office, January
1975).

25. John Martin, Methadone Diversion II. A Study in Five Cities (Rockville, Md.: National
Institute on Drug Abuse, 1975)..,
26. Evidence that deaths involving methadone are an indication of unsupervised use rather
than a function of the treatment population comes from the New York City Medical
Examiner, who reported that in at least 85% of deaths involving methadone, the victim was
not enrolled in a methadone program at the time of death. Data from semi-annual reports on
deaths from narcotism, Office of the Chief, Medical Examiner of the City of New York.

a
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T.ABLE 2

INDICATORS OF HEROIN AND ILLICIT METHADONE USE IN THE
NEWYORK CITY STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAa

Six -month Period
(Month and Year)

EMERGENCY. ROOM CASES
Methadone Heroin

DEATHS
Methadone Heroin

1/73 - 12/73 683 387 498 174
1/74 - 6/14 662 414 499 146
7/74 - 12/74 599 435 412 202
1/75- 6/75 546 ' 460

'391
3.79 , 491

7/75- 12/75 250 113

1/76- 6'76b 399 390 267 161

aThese data are from the entire SMSA and are larger than those from New York City alone pre
sented above...

hEstimated from data for the first four months. , .

Source: Drug Abuse Warning Network. National Institute on Drug Abuse.-Rockville. Md., slid'
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration. Washington. D.C.

The number of methadone users seeking treatment in State-financed
drug-free treatment programs also fell after 1973.27

Comparison with Other Cities
The rise of soft drpg use in New Y City from 1973 on is highlight

when the rise is co ared to changes in ther large East Coast cities. Hots=
ever, since data frol ri'the other cities are limited to the peod following
mid-1973, the 'ext t to which the law effected this change cannot be
determined. ,

- iHospital emergency room data were collected from Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C. (Table 3).28 Hospitals in New York City treated 20%
more patients for emergencies involving non-narcotic drugs in the second
period than in the first, a rise that was nearly matched in Philadelphia.
Washington, D.C. experienced no statistically significant change in the
level of either drug category.

Poly-drug Use and Drug Substitution
Poly-drug use (the regular use of more than one drug) is frequently cited

as an emerging drug pattern, but precise measures of trends in poly-drug
use in New York City were not available. Two rough measures provided
conflicting evidence. The average number of drugs mentioned per patient
admitted to an emergency room for a drug-related disorder remained fairly
constant at about 1.3 from, the middle of 1973 to the middle of 1976.

27. New York State (nice of Drug Abuse Services,,Bureau of Management Information
Services.

28. Baltimore, which was one of the cities used as a comparison city to New York for heroin'
use trends, was not included in the emergency room or medical examiner reporting systems
dpring this time.

:J



"TABLE 3
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN EMERGENCY'ROOM

NO,N-NARCOTIC DRUG CASES FR6M OCTOBER 1973-
$EPTEMBER 1974 TO APRIL 1975-MARCH 1976

Depressantsa Stimulantsa

New Nork City
Philadelphia
Washington. D C..

!19%: 0+4°W
+17 +19

5,

'Depressants include tranquilizers, barbiturates. ,and non-barbiturate
sedatives. Cocaine and all stimulants make up the second category, and
,generally occur only one-tenth as often as do depreffants. These data do not
distinguish between cases involving legall?and illegally obtained-drugs.

Sources : Drug Abuse Wariiing Network.' National Institute on Drug Abuse:
.:Rockville. Md.. and U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, Washington,

During the same period, however, the average number of drugs per drug
death victim, as detected by medical examiners, increased from 1.6 to 2.2,
suggesting a large rise in multiple drug use.

Resp.onses to a survey of clients in New York City treatment programs
indicated that there had been no increase after September 1973 in the
number of different drugs they used on a regular basis.29 Most of those
interviewed had been heroin addicts before entering treatment. The
respondents reported that they occasionally supplemented heroin with
other drugs during periods when heroin prices were high. Most often,,
cocaine and methadone were the preferred drugs. Those interviewed said
they were extremely reluctant to abstain altogether from heroin, even if
heroin prices rose significantly. In a hypothetical situation in which heroin
was not available at a reasonable price, most of the respondents indicated a
preference for methadone over any other alternative.

Findings on Crime
New York State: Serious property crime of the sort often associated with heroin
users *creased sharply between 1973 and 1975. The rise in NeW York was similar
to increases in nearby states:
In jurisdictions suffering from high levels of crime and heroin use, a

large share of 'crime is often attributed to heroin users. Indeed, one aim of
the 1%73 drug-law was to reduce, either directly or indirectly, the amount of
crime committed by drug users.30 A, direct reductidu would occur if drug,
law violators who otherwise would be committing crimes on the street were

29. In early 1977, the Drug Law Evaluation Project conducted a non-random survey of 290
clients enrolled in treatment programs throughout New York City.

30. Annual Message of the Governor to the Members of the Legislature of the State of New
York, January 3, 1973. See also 1973 N. Y.S. Laws, ch. 676 (3).



incarcerateC,An indirect reduction .would occur if drug use levels were
recInced,- PUS limiting the amount of crime counbittect by,bsers to support
their drug=particOlarly heroinhabia:

The relationship between d s a crime, and .especially .between
heroin and crime, is compl d elusive, a matter of cotisiderible
speculation even today.31 The: otivations of ding users who conimit
criminal offenses, such as the degree to which the indiVidual user is
"driven" or !`compelled" to commit a crit*to support a drug habit, are
undoubtedly varied. A frequent research Aiding is that the majoritylt&
heroin addicts who commit crimes were tp,mmitting them before they
began..using heroin.32 Quite possibly, many would continue ` "these acts
whether or not heroin were available to them. In-addition, illicit &jig use is
at most one cause of crime. Many others, incIuding unemployment, low
income, and social disorganization, now are ge4erally accepted as among
`the root causes of crime.

Becatise so many factors Playa role in influencing the pattern of crime in
a community, the explanatiO of year-to-year Cjianges in crime rates is
difficult. It is also difficUlt to determine the impact ota specific event on
short-term changes in crime. However, if the 1973 'law had exerted a
persistent restraint on Serious property crimes, the offenses most often
associated with heroin users,33 these crimes should have increased more
slowly in NeW York than in nearby states.34 Instetd,1- as measured by the
FBI, the rate at whichfelonious property crimes inc. 101ased in New York was
virtually identical to the average increase in Marylad, Pennsylvania, and .

New Jersey, three nearby states where the 1973 law vai' not a factor. The
rate of increase in these crimes was somewhat ldwer in New York than in
the other states during the years immediately preceding introduction of the
new la'w (Table 4).35

31. Stephanie Greenberg and Freda Adler, "Crimo and Addiction: An Empirical Analysisof
the Literature, 1920-1973,". Contemporary Drug Problems 3 (Sumn4t 1974). None of the
information presented in this section deals with the cause and effect Velationship between
narcotics use and crime. However. it is not necessary to establish causality in order to evaluate
the impact of the 1973 drug law on felony crime committed by heroinpsersA
32. Ibid., p. 260.
33. William C. Eckerman et al., Drug Usage and Arrest Charges, Report o tlfe Drug Control
Division SCID -TR -4 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs, Office of Scientific Support, December 1971).

.

34. Comparisons are made in terms of crime complaints per 100,000 population.
35. The data in the Uniform Crime Reports refer only to crime complaints and not to
offenses actually committed. Since not all crime is police, these data provide
only an approximation of the amount of crime committed o f trends in crime 'rates over
time.,The proportion of crimes reported to the police may vary between jurisdictionS or over
time, and police agencies may differ\in the way they record crime complaints. They may al§o
change their recording practices over time.
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TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN
FELONIOUS PROPERTY CRIME COMPLAINTSa

Pre-law Post-law
Location (-1970-1973) (1973-1975)

New York State -I% +15%
Average of Maryland.

Pennsylvania and
New Jersey +4% +14%

aComplaints per 100.000 population.
Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports.

A comparison was also made between New York City, where most of the
drug-related crime in the State was concentrated, and Philadelphia,
Baltimore, and Washington, D.C., the three cities used as controls in
measuring heroin use trends. Serious property crimes in New York City
did not increase at a slower rate than in these other communities. In fact,
Table 5 shows that in the post-law years New York City experienced a
more rapid increase than the comparison cities did.

TABLE 5
AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN
FELONIOUS PROPERTY CRIME COMPLAINTSa

Pre-law Post-law
Location (1970-1973i (1973-1975)

New 'fork City -3% +12%

Average of Philadelphia.
Baltimore and
Washington, D.C. +1% +

aComplaints per 100,000 population.
Source: Federal Bureau of investigation. Uniform Crone Reports.

The rapid growth of felonious property crimes in New Yorliatate and
the similarity between New York and the other states suggest that the 1973
law did not have the desired effect of reducing drug-related crime in New
York State.

New York City: There was a sharp rise in non-drug felony crimes between 1973
and 1975. However, the rise was apparently unconnected wink illegal narcotics
use: non-drug felony crimes known to have been committed by narcotics users
remained stable during that period.

A successful drug law would be most effective in combatting crime if
drug users were responsible for a large share of crime in the State. Exam-
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percentage of crimes committed by addicts remained relatively stable over
the five-year period.

TABLE 6

PERCENTAGE. OF 'NON-DRUG. FELONIES ATTRIBUTABLE
TO NARCOTICS USERS AND NON-USERS IN M A NH ATTAN3

.1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Users 52% 43% 35% 32% 28%
Addicts 30 30 24 25 24
Non-addicted users 22 13 11 7 4

NOn-users 48 57 65 68 72

a
The distributions were tested for significant change over the five year period. using the

chi - square test. The declines in crime by users and non-addicted users, and the increase in .
Crime by non-users. were all significant at t he .05 level: the decline in addict crime was not
found to be significant. The 95% confidence limits for these estimates are roughly ± 5
percentage points. Results were based on the following sample sires: 1971. 421: 1972.
439;1 973, 461: 1974. 511; 1975. 339.
Sourre: "Crime Committed by. Narcotics Users in Manhattan," Staff Working Papers.
No. 1.

Applying these percentages to the total number of non-drug felonies
pommitted between 197 land 1975 produced the results found in Chart 14.

Crimes committed-by users of narcotics (including addicts) showed no
statistically significant change (using a t-test) from 1973 to 1975 (Chart 14).
Crimes committed by addicts also remained constant during this period.
On the other hand, the total number of crimes committed in Manhattan
increased significantly after the new law went into effect. A parallel
increase occurred in the number of crimes committed by non-users. Thus,
the overall increase between 1973 and 1975 seems to be the result of an
irrkease in crimes committed by non-users and not the result of additional
cnmeTW----ntmttecr6Tusiis of riarailics.39

Comparable data from out-of-state cities are not available. Without
these data, which would have provided information about trends in cities
not agected by the 1973 law, it was nit possible to test statistically whether-
the post -1973 changes in the percentage and volume of crime committed by
narcotics users in New York City could be traced to the 1973 law.

Sparse information from other jurisdictions suggests that in Manhattan
a relatively large- proportion of offenders use narcotics. This is not
surprising in view of the fact that New York City has a higher

39. This study of crimes attributable (to narcotics users included only felony crimes, and
therefore underestimated the total number of offenses, including misdemeanors, committed
by users. The proportion of crimes attributable to users would increase if users were found to
commit a higher proportion of misdemeanors, e.g., shoplifting, than of felonies.
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CHART 14

TOTAL NUMBER OF' NONDRUG FELONIES IN MANHATTAN ATTRIBUTABLE TO

NARCOTICS USERS, NARCOTICS ADDICTS AND NONUSEl&l:

Total

Non-Users

All Users

Addicts

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Souke: Staff Working Papers No. 2, "Crime Committed by Narcotics Users in Mmiltattan,"
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concentration of heroin users than any other city in the country.40
? The implications of these results for enforcement policies are clearest in
jurisdictions with high concentrations of users. In Manhattan, for
example, with 28% of all non-drug felonies attributable to narcotics users,
it would be reasonable fOr police to pursue narcotics sale and possession
arrests as a means of curbing property crimes, particularly where dealing is
open and arrests are relatively easy to make. But this strategy would, have a
chance of success only if the arrests could be processed through the courts
with dispatch and punishment imposed. In cities with smaller proportions
of crime attributable to users, or where arrests are difficult to accomplish,
the wisdom of basing a crime control strategy on the pursuit of drug
offenders is less clear, since the impact on property crime rates would
probably be smaller.

New York City: The available evidence suggests thatthe recidivist sentencing
(predicate felony) provision of the 1973 law did not significantly deter prior
felony offendies from committing additional crimes.
The "predicate felony" provision of the 1973 law was written to reduce

crime committed by the "career" or hard-core criminal. This provision
applied to any defendant indicted for a felony who had previously been
sentenced for a felony; it applied, to both drug crimes and other crimes :1i
Once indicted, a defendant who had previously been sentenced for a felony
could not plead guilty to a misdemeanor (he could plead to a lower felony).
Once convicted, a second offender was subject to a minimum State prison
term of one and one-half years.42

Although the provision applied to drug and non-drug offenses alike, its
primary purpose was to combat non-drug crime. Because more second
offenders than drug offenders were arrested in New York City during 1971,

---:----the-predicate-felonyiwovisioh-had -the-potential have-anrajor-impact-on
crime and the criminal justice system.

1r4i

40. A 1971 study by the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Dritgs found that the
proportion of arrestees currently using heroin was more than 53% in New York, while in San
Antonio, with the next highest proportion, only 23% of arrestees wericurrent users (William
C. Eckerman, et al., Drug Usage and Arrest Charges, op. cit.). Using the narcotics user file
maintained by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (formerly the Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs), Joseph A. Greenwood estimated that between 39% and 48% of the
nation's narcotics users resided in New York City from 1969 through 1973. Cited in William
A. Glenn and Tyler D. Hartwell, Review of Methods of Estimating Number of Narcotics
Addicts (Research Triangle Park, North Carolina: Resarch Triangle Institute, August 1975).
Another study estimated that between 40% and 52% of the nation's narcotics users were in
New York City in 1971. W. H. McGothin, V. C. Tabbush,-C. D. Chambers et al.,Alternative
Approaches to Cate Addiction Control: Costs, Benefits and Potential (Washington, D.C.:
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, 1972).
41. The terms "predicate felony offender" and "second felony offender" mean econd or
subsequent felony offender. The predicate felony provision does not apply to class. A drug
felonies, where other mandatory sentencing provisions apply.
42. The previous conviction must have occurred within the defendant's last ten years at
liberty.
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Between January 1974 and June 1976, 5,144 predicate felony offenders
were committed to State prisons in New York State.'" More than 70% of
these sentences were from New York City. Even so, an analysis of the arrest
and court activities of a sample of felony offenders revealed that the
predicate felony provision apparently had not been a deterrent to criminal
activity by previously convicted felony offenders. That is, repeat offenders
were just as active in their criminal pursuits as before. Moreover, arrestees
with prior felony convictions were not incarcerated at a higher rate under
the new law.

The effects of the predicate felony provison were analyzed in two ways.
First, to establish the deterrent power of the statute, arrest records for
several hundred convicted felons were followed to see if there was any
reduction in the likelihood of rearrest after the new law went into effect.
Second, for all those offenders who were rearrested, the new arrests were
traced through the courts to determine if the chance of being sent to prison
(or jail) had gone up under the new law. A successful law should have
resulted in fewer rearrests and a higher chance of incarceration. Neither
result occurred.

Deterrence by Threat of Punishment
The predicate felony provision apparently did not deter the commission

of crime by repeat offenders. Convicted felons should have been arrested
less frequently after 1973 than before if the law had had its expected
deterrent effect. They were not. Previously convicted felons were arrested
with the same frequency after the law as before (Table 7), and this result
does not provide evidence of an enhanced deterrent.

In, this analysis, arrests were used as an indirect measure of criminal
, it,Avas assumed-that,oha nges in-theolume of arrests'arnong-a-----

.
specified group of offenders were an indication of changing criminal
activity within that group an arrest of any individual offender
would not prove his guilt). On the other hand, if the frequency of arrests of
prior offenders was determined solely by police policy, the comparison
would confuse the effects of changes in that policy with the effects of the
changing deterrent. No police officials suggested that a policy change with
respect to arrest of prior offenders had taken place under the predicate
felony provision.

The sample upon which Table 7 is based excluded offe nders imprisoned
after their initial felony conviction. It i ossible that a deterrent had been
created by the predicate felony provi on which will curtail future crime by

43. There were, in addition, an unknown numb r of such senjc nereCretn September 1973
and December 1973.
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those offenders, an effect not evident in offenders who were not previously
imprisoned. Such a result is not likely, however. Offenders who were
convicted for a second time and who had previously spent time in prison
were highly likely tb receive a sentence of incarceration again even before
the predicate felony provision became effective. An estimated 84% of such
offenders were sentenced to prison or jail in 1971." Thus, the added threat
posed by mandatory prison sentences would have meant less to those
offenders than to offenders not previously incarcerated.

TABLE 7
FELONY ARRESTS FOR PRIOR FELONY OFFENDERS, NEW YORK CITY

Original Conviction in 1970 Original Conviction in 1972
Number of Felony or 1971, and Subsequent or 1973, and Subsequent

Rearrests Arrest Period Before .Y. Arrest Period Under
(in a 2 year period) Predicate Felony Provision Predicate Felony Provision

Number of
Offenders
Rearrested Percent

Number of
Offenders
Rearrested Percent

0 178 79.8% 175 79.5%

I 26 11.7 23 10.5

2 13 5.8 I I 5.0

3 () 0.0 5 2.3

4 or more 6 2.7 6 2.7

Total 223 100.0% 220 100.0%

Average 0.37 tri 0.41

Source: Drug Law Evaluation Project sample.
To assemble the required number of cases. a random sample of calendar days was selected. New York City
Supreme Court sentencing calendars were examined for each day selected. All sentences meeting the
following criteria on the given day were chosen for the sample: the sentence was for a non-drug felony. the
defendant was not a Youthful Offender, and the sentence was other, than a term of incarceration.
Defendants in all cases which met the criteria were followed forward in time ko investigate subsequent arrest
histories. For the first group, convictions occurred between September 1970 and August 1971. Arrest
experience for offenders in this group was (raced from September 1971 through August 1973. For the
second group, convictions occurred between September 1972 and August 1973. Arrests for offendersin this
group were traced between September 1973 and August 1975. Drug offenders were eliminated from the
sample to maximize the percentage of repeat offenders who would be subject to prediCate felony sentencing.
If drug offenders continued to commit drug crimes. a large number of these crimes would fall into the classA
category and the offenders would not be sentenced as predicate felons (see footnote 41). The omission an'
drug offenses from the sample probably did not bias the results because drug offenders were not likelyto"' ..
represent a high proportion of those subject to the predicate felony statute.

The New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services provided the criminal histories. Samples in the
two periods were similar as to age, sex. borough and prior arrest history of defendants.

Deterrence Through Incarceration
The predicatg felony law might have prevented crime by incarcerating

dangerous offenders who otherwise might have remained at large.
However, evidence is that these potential benefits were not realized: the
number of second felony offenders who were sent to p.rison apparently did

44. Vera Institute of Justice, personal communication, March 1976.

0 3,
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not increase after the law was enacted. The reason is that declines in4he,
percentage of arrests leading to indictment and conviction more than
offset the increase in the percentage of convicted second felony offenders
who were sent tb prison.

Table 8 documents the evidence for the reduced risk ofindictment and
conviction following an arrest of a previously convicted felon. These

TABLE 8

PROBABILITY OF INCARCERATION FOR SECOND FELONY OFFENDERS
IN NEW YORK CITY :t

(NON-DRUG ARRESTS ONLY)

Arrests
(1970-1973)

Where Defendant
Was Not Subject

to Predicate
Felony Provision

'Arrests
(1973-1976)

Where Defendant
Was Subject
to Predicate

Felony Provision

Number of felony arrests
'in sample 78 146

Percentage of felony arrests
resulting in indictments 40% 24'

Percentage of indictments
resulting in.convictions 90 71

Percentage of convictions
resulting-in incarcerations:

.Local jail 12a 161)
State prison 58a 76.

'rota! incarcerations._ 30(T,a

16r/c

Percentage of felony arrests
resulting in incarcerations
in superior court

a FWO sentences were unknown. Percentages use only the 26 known sentence+ as a base.
blienteticc

apparently itt C9111110 V.1111 statute
.Vertin e IAug I.nv 1 caluanon Project samples. Indb iduals were +elected hyl'i he proces
described In the note6to table ". dor each of the 44 3 caws, any non-drug felon}' arrest which
occurred after the +ample con, iction was used a+ in MserY;ition. All results were divided into
two groups: those that occurred before September 1973 and those that occurred afterAugust
1971 Rearrest+ which occurred through December 1976 were included. 411 of the caw; were

ccdt hrouch t he New York City courts. Cases were eliminated if the disposition was not
known of had not it 01't:1111Td, 1,1-11111C 1eI[TeS1 aid not take place in New York Cite. Ntogethcr.
22.1 arrest+ were successfull followed through the New Yolrk City courts.

.1 hese arrests were not :1 random sample of felony arrest+ of prior ICIM1S in New York (ily.
Idow eier. there is nn reason 11i believe that the tw o groups would present a biased sample of such

Because set the small number of cases in this +ample:statist n-al test+ did not prme signiticant in
catecones Indictment and com let10111";11e, for the two gi imps were toilful to flf ditIcrent

from each other using an X lest at the QS' ; k+ el of Sll!lillIC:111Ce. lintnisontnent Tate, for the two
groups were not stansticall itillerent from one another Howe, crl the Slate MIS1111 rile 01 76'7 I,

dlf let ent 11,111I the 11, pm hcIR'd1 raft
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results were obtained by following all arrests of the offenders in the
Project's sample (see note to Table 7) through the criminal justice system.
These arrests do not represent a scientific sampling of all arrests where the
defendant was a prior felon, but the results suggest several areas where

implementation problems arose.
New arrests of prior felons between 1970 and 1973 resulted in an

indictment 40% of the time. Under the new law, that ratiodropped to 24%.
A more modest drop, from 30% to 19%, occurred for all non-drug felony
arrests (recidivists and others combined). These figures indicate that the
drop in indictments of Rredicate felons may have been greater than the
general trend for all criminal cases. The indictment rate was still higher for
recidivists, but the priority given by prosecutors to indicting repeat
offenders apparently did not increase under the piedicate felony statute.

Convictions in predicate felony cases also dropped after the predicate
felony provision was enacted. Only 25 of 35 indictments (71%) resulted in ate,

conviction, compared-to 90% of indictments before the new provision.
Indications are that convictions in non-predicate felony cases alsodeclined
during that period, but not quite as severely. (Convictions in allnon-drug
felony cases in New York City fell from 89% of indictments in 1972 to 82%

in 1975.)
Those offenders who were convicted of a second (or subsequent) felony

found their chances a going_ to State prison increased, as pexpected.
However, even though the law mandated State prison sentences for
convicted second felony offenders, some of these offenders (a surprisingly
high 6 out of 25 in the sample) received a non-State prison sentence.
Apparently neither the judge nor the prosecutor was aware of the

---"CfeTtriarifiliiT6Y-6611VieTfOirartlie-tiffe-of-gentencing. In most of these

. cases, the presentence report prepared by the Department of Probation
failed to reveal the prior conviction.

The net .result of the adjudication process in predicate felony cases was
that the probability of incarceration for the individual arrestee did not rise

despite the mandatory sentencing provision. Under the old law, 24% of
prior felons newly arrested for a felony had ultimately been sentenced to
prison or jail from the Supreme Court; under the new law, 16% were
incarcerated. If only State prison sentences are considered, the comparable
percentages are 20% under the old law and 13% under the new law.

Although the risk of incarceration facing persons .arrested for second
felony offenses declined after 1973, it is theoretically possible that the
decline in risk could have been offset by a large increase in the total number
of arrests of prior offenders. The available evidence, however; does not
point to such a result. The average number of non-drug felony arrests in
New York City rose from about 71,000 per year in the period from 1971 to

,g,
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1973 to about 78,000 per year in the period from 1974 to 1976, an increase
of 10%. However, it would have been necessary for the number of arrests of
prior felons to increase by fully 50% between those two periods in order to
nullify the decline in the risk of imprisonment facing an arrestee.45 ,

imprisonment
The post-1973 declines in the indictment rate and conviction rate in

cases involving arrestees with prior felony convictions might have
occurred even if the predicate felony provision had not been in effect. One
possible way to examine the potential impact of the predicate felony
provision (taken by itself) is to estimate the effect the provision had on the
sentencing of repeat felony offenders who were actually convicted. The
result of this analysis will yield an estimate of the number of convicted
repeat offenders who might not have been incarcerated in the absence of
the .predicate felony provision.
, Such an estimate may be derived as follows:

I. According to the sample results (Table 8), 76% of convicted second
felony offenders were sentenced to State prison under the predicate felony
provision, compared to 58% sentenced to. State prison previously.4 This
represents an increase of 31%.

2. There is reason to believe, however, that some of this increase would
have occurred even without the predicate felony provision. Between 1970
and 1975, for example, there was a sharp increase in the proportion of non-
drug felony offenders as a whole (including both first offenders and repeat
offenders) whoivere sentenced to prison. Between 1970 and 1973, about
26% of all convicted non-drug felony offenders received State prison
terms. During 1974 and 1975, about 41% were sentenced to State prison.
This was an increase of 58% over the 1970-1973 period.

3. Thus, only a part of the 31% increase in prison sentences for repeat
felons can be attributed to the predicate felony provision itself.

45. In order for the number of incarcerations in the post-law period to have equalled the
number in the pre-law period, it would have been necessary for arrests of second felony
offenders to itmease sufficieritly to offset the decline in the risk of incarceration facing
arrestees. This risk declined from 24%in the pre-law period to 16% in the post-law period (for
State prison and local jail sentences combined). In order to offset this decline, it would have
been necessary, for arrests to increase enough to -make up the difference between 16% and
24%, or by 50%. The risk of a sentence to State prison (excluding local jail) for second felony
arrestees declined from 20% in the pre-law period to 13% in the post-law period. In order to
offset this decline. it would have been necessary for arrests of second felony offenders to
increase by enough to make up the difference between 13% and 20%, or by just over 50%.

46. Although the sample was small, this result is very similar to the result derived from more
-extensive work conducted by the Vera Institute of Justice. In a study of felony dispositions in
New York City during 1 71, Vera found that 51% of prior felony offenders were sentenced to
prison following a subs quent felony conviction. Personal communication, March 1976. See
also Vera Institute of Justice. leleqt Arrests.. Their Prosecution and Disposition in New
York Cit.v's Courts (New York: Vera Institute of JuStice, 1977).
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To estimate the impact of the predicate felony provision on the number
of second felony offenders imprisoned after conviction, it was assumed
that one quarter of that 31% increase would have 'occurred even withoin
the predicate felony provision, i.e., that upon conviction, replat offenders
would have been sentenced to prison somewhat more frequently simply'
because all convicted offenders were being sentenced to prison more
frequently:" Under this assumption, 62% of convicted repeat offenders
would have been, sentenced to State prison even without the predicate
felony provisiOn (compared to the 58% sentenced to prison between 1970
and 1973).

4. Table 8 shows that 76% of the sample's repeat offenders were
sentenced to State prison under the predicate felony provision. The
difference between this 76% and the estimated 62%or 20% of those
actually imprisonedcan be attributed to the predicate felonyprovision
itself, the remaining sentences having been likely, to occur in any event. In
other words, about four-fifths of the State prison sentences actually
imposed under the predicate felony provision would have been imposed
even if the provision had not been in effect.

5.. Thus, although the evidence cited above points to a decline in the
number of second felony offenders convicted after 1973, about 20% of
those who were convicted and sentenced to prison would not have been so
sentenced in the absence of the predicate felony provision.

In New York City, 3,664 convicted second felony offenders were
sentenced to State prison between 1974 and mid-1976 under the predicate
felony provision. The reasoning of the preceding paragraphs suggests that
20% of these prison sentences (about 730, or 300 annually) would not have
occurred had the predicate felony provision not been in effect.48

It must be reemphasized that despite the increase in the likelihood of
imprisonment following conviction, this increase was probably, not
sufficient to result in an absolute increase in the number of repeatoffenders
sentenced to prison because convictions themselves were probably lower

after the new law took effect."

47. A higher proportion of the rise in prison sentences for repeat offenders could be at-
tributed to the general upward trend in prison sentences (i.e., higher than the one-quarter
assumed here). Such alternative assumptions would have the effect of lowering the resulting
estimate of the number of prison terms attributable to the predicate felony provision.

48. The estimate of the rate of State prison sentences after September 1973 (76% in Table 8) is

based on a small number of cases. If the estimate is far too low and the incarceration rate were
actually as high as 86%, there would have been a 48% increase in, prison sentences for prior
felons under the new law (58% to 86%). Assuming, as above, that one-quarter of this increase
would have occuired even without the law, the prison rate for repeat offenders would have
been 65% in the absence of the predicate felony provision. Under thesedrcumstances, there
might have been about 900 feWer prison sentences over the I 974-mid-76 period in the absence
of the proVision, or about 360 fewer prison sentences per year.
49. There are no data available to directly measure the rlumber of repeat offenders convicted
in the period before the new law took effect.

259 -2'w- - 7H - 7
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Prosecutor Policies
Although the predicate felony provision directl'affectea only the plea

bargaining and sentencing procedures in superior, court, a defendant's
prior record continued to have a bearing on the way his case was processed
throughout both the lower and superior courts. For example, it remained a
factor which a judge should consider in setting bail.5" In New York City, a
defendant's prior record also remained a factor which prosecutors
considered in deciding whether a case would be prosecuted by one of the
specialized bureaus established by the district attorneys to handle high
priority cases.

According to interviews with several assistant district attorneys,
however, a defendant's prior felony record played a minor role in the
original charging process in the lower court. It took on a greater, but still
not major, role in the decision on whether to submit the case to the grand
jury for indictment or to accept a guilty plea to a reduced charge (a
misdemeanor) in the lower court. Enactment of the predicate felony
provision apparently did not have a major impact on these areas of
prosecutorial discretion. The main elements in both the charging and the
indictment decisions remained the seriousness of the crime and the
strength of the proof against the defendant.

One important reason that a defendant's predicate felony status had
little bearing on the original charging and indictment processes in New
York City is that information about prior convictions was often not readily
available to the prosecutor at these early 'stages of the court process.
Apparently, no systematic effort was made by prosecutors while cases were
in the pre-indictment stages of. the adjudication process to determine
whether the defendant was a previous offender. The conviction
information contained on a defendant's official criminal history his "rap
sheet " -was notoriously incomplete, and it often remained incomplete
until a presentencing report was prepared by the Department of Probation
after he was convicted. Even at this stage the information was ngtalways
obtained, as evidenced by the fact that several repeat felony offenders in
the Project's sample were not given the prison sentences required by
the statute.

Even where specialized bureaus had been established in a district
attorney's office to prosecute cases involving career criminals or
,particulvly serious crimes, the incomplete. conviction data available to the
prosecutor could result in a faulty evaluation of cases. Cases were typically
assigned to these bureaus on the basis of a point systein, with a higher point
'value given to a prior felony offender than tp a defendant who had only
prior felony arrests. (The rap sheets were generally reliable in listing past

50. CPL-510.30 (2) (a) jv).
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arrests.) No systematic effort was made at this stage of case assignment to
complete missing conviction data in order to assure proper evaluation of
the case. Prosecutors attributed the failure to complete this information to
a deficiency in resources.

Outside New York City, prosecutors reported that the identification of
prior felons early in the court process was not particularly difficult. This *5-

was apparently due in large measure to the fact that defendants arrested in
a particular county were likely ,to have had a criminal record restricted to

that county.
For example, because Monroe County covers the City of Rochester and

much surrounding area, a defendant's prior history was likely to be
available within Monroe County itself. There, a defendant's rap sheet was
always completed by a prosecutor while the case was still in the lower 9ourt,

so that predicate felons were clearly identified at that stage. The assistant)
district attorney-who handled a case in the lower court could readily
complete the rap sheet by checking his own filesin the usual case where the

prior arrest had' been in Monroe County, or by phoning the appropriate
jurisdiction in the few cases where the prior arrests had been elsewhere.

In New York City, on the other hand, prior arrests of newly arrested
,defendants in one of the City's constituent counties had often taken place

in another.
Also, prosecutors reported that the prospect of the .lengthy superior

court process itself inhibited decisions to seek indictments in cases where
the defendant was known to be a prior felon. There are no data on the
point, but prosecutors indicated that indictments charging class D and
class.E felonies (the two lowest felony classifications) against, prior felons

were difficult to dispose of by plea, and were likely_to result in trials. This
was because, as defense attorneys pointed out, there was little advantage to
pleading guilty; a prison sentence imposed on an offender. who pled guilty:

was often no shorter than one following conviction at trial. Therefore trial,'
and, the chance of acquittal, was, frequently the preferred strategy of the

defe'nse.\
One judge suggested that dispositions in class D and class E predicate

felony cases could have been achieved more readily by plea if it had 1?een

possible to impose a definite one-year prison term instead of the
indeterminate senience required by the statute.

Findings on Other Results of the 1973 Law
Measured in Dollars, the Experiment of the 1973 Law Was Expensive.

Under the 'emergency Dangerous Drug Control. Program (EDDC)?),5'
which was enacted to implement the substantive provisions of the 1973

51. 1973 N. Y . S. Laws, ch. 603.
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law, 49 new court parts were opened across the State,52 31 of,which were ,

located in New York, City.53 These parts cost approximately $76 million
through June 1976 (Table 9). The average annual operating cost of a pa)r.t
was $630,000.54 The entire cost was borne by the State. Normally, Tiletv
York City and the counties outside New York City finance all sukridr
court expenditures with the exception of a small portion ofjudges' salaries,

TABLE 9

OPERATING EXPENDITURES FOR THE.FORTY-NINE NEW PARTS 1973-1976!
(in thousands of dollars) "N.
9/10973

to°
3/31/1974

4/1/1974
to

3/31/1975

.
4110975

to
3/31/1976

4/1/1976
- to

6/30/1976
1,,

;":'.

Total ,

New 'York City 7,461 $17,216 $24,310 $6,078' $55,065
Other counties 2,218 5,984' 7,263 1,816 17,281
Statewide costs for

construction and
drug treatment
services 1484 1.396 356 3,236

Total $11,161 $24,596 $31,929 $7,894 $75, 82

aFigures in this table do not include expenditure for adMinis'irative's head or.for"the opeEato thbDivision of Criminal Justice Services, also supported through,EDD , ' l
, 4b

Estimated as 25,7r of 1975.1976 expenditures.
,

Sources:. Pata furnished by Office of Court AdMinistration, State of
-.7

New York.'t nd'New rork SkDivision of Criminal Justice Services. r
.

4 IL,

, . , _

. -,-
The operating expenses of a typical-cor-pari-in New Yo"ik' City are

itemized in Table 10. Costs include all expendituteS necessary to okrajte
the courtroom, including judicial perso4riel pi-''secutorial a'nd defe:dse
counsel resources, supporting staffs, and costs. .. .,

Use of the New Resources
At the time that the 1973 drug and sentencing law was ena.,cte.d.;. it was

expected to result in a substantial increase in the workload of the State's
superior court system. In 1972 only six percent of dispositionsobtained in
drug cases in New York State superior courts had been obtained by trial,
Since the 1973 law introduced mandatory prison sentences and put

52. A "part" is the term used to denote a working courtroom, includinga judge and all other
persorinel required to operate a courtroom,.
53. The upstate parts included one each in Albany, Niagara, and Onondaga counties. two in
Suffolk, three each in Eric, Monroe, and Westchester, and four inNassau:County. Dutchess
County has received non-court State funds under the program.
54. Parts were opened at various times in 1973, 1974, and 1975.
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limitations on plea bargaining possibilities, this proportion was expected

to ".increase substantially, . .

In addition, pfedicite felony Offenders now faced-mandatory State .
prison 'sentences lit inclu d bstantial periods of parole ineligibility.

They too wer expected to deman trials in large numbers.

It was e cted, therefore, that additional superior court parts%ould be

TABLE 10
TYPICAL COST. OF A COURT PART IN NEW YORK CITYa

I. Judge
2. Law secretary '°
3. Court clerks and law assistants
4. Security forces

( 5. Interpreterst, reporters, stenographers, secre rtes

6. Fringe benefits n

7. Jury fees
8. District attorneys and support staff

1 9. Defense counsel and support staff
, 10. Rent space, construction and supplies

i 1. Police laboratory, probation and local correction staff

$ 49,000
30,000
31,000
93,000
64,000
38,000
50,000
86,000
9.3,000
30,000
36,000

Total $660.000 °

agigures rouncledlehearest thousand dollars.
Sources: Items I through 7: Annual Budget,New York City Court Component, New York City
Office of Court Administration, fiscal year 1974-1975; (Wins 8 through I I: pgr part allocation ofj
acturitexpenditurei for New York City, New.York State Division of Criminal JusticeServices,

fatal year 1974-1975.

.
needed across the State to hear the Increased number of trials exucted.
6ovetnor Rockefeller bad proposed: the creation of 100 new judgeships
whew he testified.on behalf of his dumflaw program before the Toint Codes

Cornmittee of the New York State Legislature,55 but there was uncertainty
,'about the number of new court parts that would be needed,., Thomas

McCoy,-Director of the Judicial Conference, estimated that 147 new parts

'would be needed.56 However, because there was no prior experience with-a
similar change in law in the'State, it was not possible to judge the need

4.,

,,,,, ,091Tately. f ,
Theoretically, the new parts were provided to cope with'the additional

demand for court resources whiCh the law was expected to generate. In
pructiere, however, the new parts were, assigned.the entire drug caseload of
thOtiristlictions in which they were opened:This mrent,that the new parts

:. ', ., s

55. Albany, Januar;30, 4.973; tranript p. 32.
.

56. Te
%

script
'

stimerly before the Joint Collis CommitteeCOf the N.Y.S. Senate and Assembly Codes

Committees)vAlbany, February 16,1973.



,..Were meeting not only the additional demand generated by the new law,
but also the'demand that would have existed ip any event. This proved a

.7substantial benefit to existing court parts because it relieved them entirely
front hearing drug cases.

How Mtich of the $76 Million Was Spent on Drug Cases9
By examining court calendars in New York City and by interviewing

0-

court, officials in counties outside New York City, it was estimated that
approximately $32 million of the $76 million spent on the 49 new parts
throughout the State was spent to process drug cases. The remaining $44
million was spent on predicate felony cases and on general court business.

Drug cases accounted for appsiximately 42% of the cases the new parts
handled in New York City during the 1974-1975 and 1975-1976 State fiscal
years.57

TABLE
'TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR DRUG CASES IN EDDCP PARTS

IN NEW YOR'ICCITYa

Drug Cases as Expenditures
a Percentage, of Total Expenditures on Drug CasesFiscal All cases for EDDCP Parts in the EDDCP Pgrts,Year in EDDCP Parts (S thousands) p (S thousands)

1973-1974 43%
b

5 7,461 S 3,2581974-1975 43 17,216 7,403
1975-1976 42 24;310 10,210April-June 1976 N.A. 6,078 2,553c..E; ..
Total .iI $55,065 523.374

aExcludes certain construction costs and drug treatment service costs of approximately $4 million not.allocated between New Yolk City and other COUWICS.

br4 0 calendar sample available for 1973 -1974. AXsumed equal to the average of FY1974-1975 and FY1975-1976.
cEstimated as 29% ef expenditures during 1975-V974,
N.A.: Not available.

Sources.' Table 9 ?cid estimates by tht Drug Law Evaluation Project.

An estimated $55 million was spent on the 31 parts opened in New York
City between September 1973 and June 1976: Applying the 42% derived,
above to this $55 million yields an estimate of$23 million spent to process
drug cases. The year-by-year expenditures are shown in Table. 11.

57. Calendar samples were taken in each county of New York City in which new parls wereopened to deterrrline the.percentage of drug cases in the new parts. The percentage calculated
for eactr county was then weighted by each county's relative shar.kofthe new parts to arrive at
the citywide figure for the percentage of drug_cases in the new parts.
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The fact that less than half of the total expenditure was for drug cases
can be explained ,in Part by the termination of a statewide agreement
governing the assignment of cases to the new parts. When the parts were
first opened, the State Adminittrative Judge and the Division of Criminal
Justice Services agreed that 80% of the cases (indictments) assigned the
new courts should be new drug and predicate felony cases, and that nc
more than 200 should be cases unrelated to the 1973 law. However,
jurisdictions found it administratively burdensome to separate cases in the
manner prescribed by this agreement. The 80% requirement was never
monitored closely, and Governor Carey relaxedthe restriction on the new
courts otrvr-Th carc 20,- .I 97_58 Aft-eT maych----1 ,9.75; th-e-riew-parts-were
administrativOY indistinguisjlable from other parts of the court system,
except thkt they continued to be financed solely by the State. Several
jurisdictions, ir!'cludin8 New York City and Erie County-(Buffalo), did
continue to assign most drug cases to the new parts.

Fiscal
Year

TABLE 12
TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR DRUG CASES IN EDDCP- PARTS

OUTSIDE NEW YORK CITYa

Drug Cases as Expenditures
a Percentage -of Total Expenditures on Drug-Cases" I

All Cases for EDDCP Parts in the EDDCP Parts
in Ebbcp partsb ($ thousands) , ($ thousands)__

1973-1974 58% 2,218 81,285
1974-1975 55 5,984 3,291
1975-1976 44 7,263 3,196
April-June 1976. N.A. 1,816c 799c

Total $17,281 $8.572:
.

°Excludes certain construVncosts and drug treatment service costs of approximately 34 million ipt
allocated between New Y°" City and other counties.

-Y relative share 91 new court parts operating in each,cou'rity during each
year.
blndividual counties weighted I.,

01 expenditures during 1975-1976.cEstimated as 25%
111.A.: Not 'available.
Sources: Table 9 and Drug 1-,A, Evaluation project estimates.

In counties outside New York City, estimates of the percentage of 'drug
year in the new parts were obtained from

judges
cases ht,ndled each
administrative and court administrators. Their responses suggested
that between 55% and 60% of the cases in the EDDCP parts in these coun-
ties were dru g cases before April 1975. The percentage fell to between 40%

. and 45% after April 1975 (Table 12).

'158: Press Release of the Governor, March 20, 1975.
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Applying these estimates to the $17 million spent on-the EDDCP parts
outside New York City produces a cost of $8.6 million which can be
attributed directly to new law drug cases.

A Retrospective Estimate of the Number of Court Parts Required to Implement
the),9rug.Provisions of the 1923 Law
As i noted in TElble 9, $76 million was spent on new court resources

between 1 73 and June 1976, and $32 million of that sum was attributable
to the a ication of drug cases.59 Another perspective .on costs can be
obtained by posing the question: if resources were to be allocated today,
with the benefit of hindsight, how many courts parts would be required to
process drug cases under the 1973 law?

Three factors are of prime importance in making such an estimate: first,
under the 1973 law, the statewide trial rate in drug cases increased from 6%
in 1972 and 1973 to over 16% in 1975 and the_first half of 1976.60 Second,
the time it took to dispose of a drug case increased by approximately 70%,

- from an estimated 1.0 days per disposition under the old law to 1.7 days
under the new law.61 These two factors required the addition of court
resources because they represented an increased demand on judicial time.
On the other hand, the statewide' number of drug indictments declined
substantially under the new law, so that while each case thok longer to
process, there were fewer cases.

An estewate of the increase in court resources required to process all new
law drugc,ases appears in Table 13. ft accounts for both the increase in the
time it took to dispose of a case under the 1973 law and the large decline in
the total number of indictments. The net result was that the 49 new court
parts furnished to manage new law cases were more than sufficient to
cover the courts' entire workload of new law drug cases. Those cases

.9

59. The $32 million does' not include the cost of peocessing drug cases in the pre-existing *
courts.
60. New 'York State Division of Criminal Justice Services, Forms D. (Form D, "Outcome of
Procedures in Supreme and County Courts," is the form filed monthly by the superior courts.
to record dispositions of indictments.)
61. Disposition time under the old law was estimated by/dividing the total number of court
days by the number of dispositions in all cases (drug and non-drug) in 1972 in New York City
and Albany, Dutchess, Erie, Monroe, and Nassau counties; The result was 1.0 days per
disposition. The c 1Ph e in disposition time between 1972 and 1975-76 was estimated by
comparing the elapsed es between indictment and conviction for diugcases during the two
time periods. These , which yielded an increase of 70%, were derived from the Project's
survey of convictions under the old and new drug laws. (See "Sentencing Patterns Under the
1973 New York State Drug Law," Staff Working Papers, No. 4.) The 70% increase in elapsed
time was then applied to the 1.0 days per disposition to arrive at the 1.7 days per disposition in
1975-76. (A second estimate, 1.5 days per disposition of drug cases in Manhattan during 1975-
,76, provides some confirmation of this procedure. See "The Effects of the 1973 Drug Law on
the New York State Courts," Staff Working Papers. No. 3.)
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should have required the full-time, services of 37 parts per year.
The 37 c parts per year actually required represents an increase of

only six paiWper year over the 31 parts required statewide under the old
drug law. The remaining 43 parts were indeed absorbed into the judicial
system, but apparently to'carry out business not directly associated with
the drug pro'isions of the 1973 law. Much of their work was devoted to
cases which would have occurred even under the old law. SOme of their
time undoubtedly went into the higher trial rate and longer processing time
in cases involving defendants with a prior felony conviction. HOwever,
predicate felony dispositions accounted for only seven percent of statewide
dispositions of 'felony indictments during the period between January 1,
1974 and June 30, 1976. The fact that only six of 49 new parts were needed
to handle the increase in drug case activity generated by the new law
strongly implies that the difficulty experienced by the courts in disposing
of new law drug cases was not due to a deficiency of courtroom resources.

At 1976 costs, the 43 remaining parts required the expenditure of $27
million a year. They represented a 42% increase in the capacity of the
State's superior criminal courts over the 102 court parts which were in
operation during most of 1973. Thus the State court system as a whole
received a large benefit which was not explicitly intended when the 1973
law waa, enacted.

TABLE 13
COURT RESOURCES REQUIRED TOYROCESS DRUG INDICTMENTS, STATEWIDE

*Old Law
(1972-1973)

-:.New Laim
4 (19721-June 1'06)

Total drug indictments (Statewide)
Drug indictments per year

13.479
cz 6.740

11,930
4.772

Court part days per disposition 1.0 1.7
Court part days needed per year . 6.740 8,112
Court parts needed per year 31 37
Additional court parts needed * '' 6
Additional court parts provided _, 49

Source's: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services and Drug Law Evaluation Project
estimates.

Some of the Fears Voiced by Critics of the 1973 Law,Were Not Realized.
Youth and First Offenders

Opponents 'of mandatory prison .sentences were concerned by the
possibility that the burden of this provision would fall largely on young
offenders and individuals without previous criminal involvement. The
sentencing dtcretion usually afforded these two groups, it was argued,
would not be possible if mandatory sentencing existed.
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A surveyN of defendants convicted of drug offenses in the' State's
superior courts fointd,' however, that under the new law these two groups
continued to receive prison or jail sentences at a far lower rate than the
typical offender under the new law. Under the old law, though one-third of
all defendants convicted of drug offenses in superior court had received
prison or jail terms, y 0.of defendants between the ages of 16 and 18
had been incarcerate (Cases involving offenders under 16 years of age are

,processed in the Fa mi , urt rather than in the.adtilt criminal justice
system.) Similarly, onl 8% of defendants without prior felony arrests
had received prison or jail sentences.

The preferences accorded these two groups of offenders were
substantially maintained during the first two years the 1973 law was in
effect. In 1974 and 1975, only 15% of offenders in the 16-18 age group went
to prison or jail' after a superior court conviction (Table 14). The

TABLE 14

THE LIKELIHOOD OF PRISON OR JAIL. SENitENCES FOR THE
YOUNG AND FIRST OFFENDERS AFTER A SUPERIOR
COURT DRUG CONVICTION, NEW YORK STATEa

Old raw New Law
Type of Offender (1972-1974) (1974-1975)

16-18,year-olds 18.1% 15.3%,
No prior felony arrest 17.8 . 23.5
All offenders 33.5 40.0

aTheChan e in the likelihood of prison or jail sentences among 16 -18- year -olds is not
significant at the 5cf level. The Iwo other changes in likelihood of prison or jail
sentences are significant at the 5r,' level.
Sr,uree: **Sentencing Patterns Under the 19,73 New York State Drug ws.- Staff
Working Papery. No 4. a

percentage of first offenders who received prison or jail sentences increased'
from 18% to 24% during this period, while the percentage of all offenders
sentenced to prison or jail increased from. 34% to 40%.

Partly because sentencing preferences were maintained for these groups, .

fewer young people and first offenders went to prison during 1974 and
1975 under the 'new law than during the two years immediately preceding
the law (Table 15).

Everilf sentencing discretion had not been maintained for these groups,
the number of young and first offenders sentenced to prison or jail still
would have declined, because the-total number of prison and jail sentences
fell dramatically in 1974 and 1975. The reasons for this decline are
discussed in Section II below.

62. A survey by the Drug Law Evaluation Project described in.Starl Vorking Papers, No. 4..



TABLE 15

ESTIMATED *MEER OF YOUNG AND FIRST OFFENDERS
INCARCERATED AFTER A SUPERIOR COURT DRUG

CONVICTION, NEW YORK STATE

Old Law New Law
Type of Offender (1972-1973) (1974-1975)

16-18-year-olds 234 108

No prior felony arrest 883 540

All offenders 3.594 1,666

Source: "Sentencing Patterns Under the 1973 New York State Drug Laws," Staff
Working Papers, No. 4.
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The sentencing preference that young people' enjoyed during 1974 and
1975 apparently occurred because Youthful Offender status was extended

to many ofthetn. New York State law provides thattan offender between
the ages of 16 and 18 may be adjudicated as a Youthful Offender and be
placed on probation if he has not been previously sentenced for a felony.
When the 1973 law introduced mandatory sentencing, there was a question
about whether it would be permissible to accord this status to youths ,

indicted for crimes carrying mandatory lifetime sentences. However, in.
January 1975, the First Judicial Department, which has jurisdiction in
Manhattan and the Bronx, affirmed a 1974 lower court decision which
held that Youthful Offender status applied to all youths regardless of
charge.63.Later in 1975, the Legislature amended the Youthful Offender
provisions specifically to include youths indicted for class A-III felonies,
the bottom category of class A felonies, and the one in which the great
majority of youthful and first offenders fej1.64

The preference granted first offenders Cs due in part to the'fact that
many first offenders also qualified as Youthful Offenders.

Youths in the Heroin DIstriibution System
Theihas beenornuch discussion recently (early 1977) among law

enforcement officidls, as well as in the press, about-the emergence of youths

as active members' of the heroin distribution sy§tem in New York City..

There have been increasingly frequent citations of youths below the age of
16 engaged actively in the heroin trade. It is thought that these youths are
recruited by adult heroin merchants because youths under 16 years are
exempt from the adult criminal justice process and do not fall within the
penalty provisions of the 1973. law. It is further alleged that youths between

63. People v. Brian R.. 356 N.Y.S. 2nd 1004(1974), gird 47 A.D. 2d 599, 365.N. Y.S. 2d 998

(1975). , w.r

64. 1975 N. I.S. Ldws. ch. 832.,
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the ages of l6 and 18, who may be accord ed Youthful Offender status and
aw; have also been recruited inthus escape the heavy penalties of the 1973

large numbers into the heroin trade.65-
-

While no direct measures of such activity exist, arrest statistics might
provide an indication of changing age distribution patterns. These data do
not indicate a striking rise in the number of youths arrested for heroin
felonies under the new law, ,

all
In 1970, during the height of the

Historically, youths under 16 have accounted for a very

i t

heroin felony arrests in New York City.
small share of a

heroin epidemic, only 302 of 22,603 heroin felony arrests in New
n
York

t ,Clthis`Yinvolved youths under the age of 16, a share of only 1.3%. By

) group accounted for 15% of the 67,225 non-drug felony arrests that year.
Beginning in 1974 however, the proportion of youths under 16 arrested

for heroin felonies began to increase. In I 976this group accounted for 143
of tho 4,968 heroin arrests that occurred in New York City, a.2!9% share.
While the numbers involved are quite small, the increasingly larger share
of all heroin arrests accounted for by this group (Table 16) is cause for
concern.

TABLE '16

Youfiis ARRESTED FOR HEROIN FELONIES IN
NEW YORK CITy

7.

1970 1972 1974 1976 T

Total arrests
Arrestees under 16 years old

22,603 7,450 3,854 4,968

Number 302. 80 90 , I43
Percentage of all arrests 1.3% 1.1% 2.3% 2.9%

Arrestees 16-18 years old
Number 2,795 775 483 674
Percentage of all arrests 12.4% 10.4% 12.6% 13.6%

Source: New York City Police Department. Statistical Reports.

The prOiOrtion of heroin felony arrests involving youths between the
ages of 16 and 18 also increased marginally between 1972-end 1976 (Table
16). The rise frOtn 13% to 14%,between'1974 and 1976, however, is not
enough to estabish that this change is related to the Youthful Offender
status granted to defendants in this age group in 1975.66

65. Jerome H ornblass, Addiction Services Agencyjetter to Drug Law.:Evaluation Project,
Jgnuary 3, 1977, based bn the Agency's survey nfindges and practitioners; survey reported in
The New York Times. January 2, 1977, p,
66. In non-drug felonies, there was no apparent trend between 1972 and 1976 in the
percentage of arrests iffvolving these two groups. despite year-to-year variation. The under 16
group accounted for 14.8% of non-drug felony arrests in 1972 and 16.5% in 1976. The 16 to 18:
group accounted for 20.8% in 1972 and 20.1% in 1976. Many more people in both age groups
were arrested for non-drug felonies than .for,,drug felonies.onies.
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Informants
Most informants are defendants in pending prosecutions to whom police

and prosecutors have offered concessions for various forms of
cooperation.6r Their cooperation can range from identifying other dealers
operating at the same level'of the drug distribution system to tesItIfying

. against their own drug sources,
When police observc-druglraffic occurring in the open, they_caninake_

an arrest without the assistance of an inforinant. But in the usual case ,
here drug trafficking is more surreptitious, and when the polieoant to

m 'ye beyond street-level transactions to build a case against distributors,
info ants become an indispensable part of the case development. process.

Info nts are employed in these cases to identify dealers and distributors
and to arrange introductions for police undercover agents who want to buy
drugs and build a case that can be prosecuted successfully.

As originally proposed by the Governor, the 1973 law did not permit any
plea bargaining at all. The State District Attorney's Association, which
'opposed the original bill for this reason, predicted that defendants would

have no incentive to become informants.68 The laNi that was enacted,

howeve ermitted limited plea bargaining. It also contained a provision

design d to ake it easierfor police and proiecutors to recruit informants:

a defendant onvicted of a class A-III felony could receive a sentence of
lifetime probation instead of a prison sentence if he became an informant'
in another drug felony case."

This combination of stiff sentences, limited plea bargaining, and the
opportunity for lifetime probation instead of a long prison sentence
evidently proved to be an effective method of, eliciting coo eration from
drug defendants. Police and prosecutors across the Sta reported n6
problems, in recruiting informants at the several levels of the drug
distribution system. District attorneys uniformly praised the 1973 law for
giving theni an effective method for moving "up the ladder" o
distribution system. An assistant district attorney in charge of d
prosecution in a suburban county observed that many defendants in
law drug cases had been reluctant to cooperate and provide information
after speaking with their defense lairyers; under the 1973 law, he said, large

67. In testimony before the Joint Codes Committee considering the enactment of the drug
law; Frank Rogers, then Assistant District Attorney, Special Narcotics Courts, New York
County, estimated that virtually'all the informants his office was using were "working ofa
case,""i.e., were defendatits cooperating in return for favorable treatment in cases pending
'against them (New York City, February 8, 1973, trals`cript p. 123). ,

68. John O'Mara, President, State District Aper4p Association, testifying before the
Joint Codes Committee, Albany, February 6, 1973 (transcript p. 132).

69. PL 60.03 (6), 1973 N.Y.S. Laws. ch. 278 (2).
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numbers of defendants were willing to become informants on the advice of
counsel..

Defendants indicted for low-level narcotics sales (a class A-III felony)
could not, under the 1973 law, haVe their charge reduced. In addition to
using the informant prabation sentence, however, some .proseeutors
agreed to seek short minimum sentences for defendants who cooperated.
Since the minimum penalty for a low-level sale ranged between one year
and eight and one-third years, defendants could benefit substantially by
becoining informants.

Defendants charged with the more serious class A-I or class *II
offenses were permitted to engage in limited plea bargaining. For example,
during 1974 and 1975, 65% of the defendants indicted for class A-I drug
offenses who eventually pled guilty to some offense, and 86% of .those
indicted for class A-II drug felonies who pled guilty, did so to a glass A-III
charge. Since cooperation is the major concession a defendant can make
(aside from abandoning the right to a jury trial), and since prosecutors
actively seek cooperation in order to build other cases, it is likely that
information provided by defendants played an important role in these
charge reductions. The minimum prison term for a class A-I offense
ranged between 15 and 25 years. Thus, a defendant could achieve.as much
as a 24-year reduction in his minirpum sentence by becomingan informant
and pleading guilty to an A-III charge.

As noted above, convicted cIss A-III offenders who provided assistance
in the investigation or prosecution of a drug felony could receive 'lifetime
probation instead of a mandatory prison sentence.This provision was used
sparingly. In New York City, only 55 persons received lifetime probation
during the 34 months tbe.1973 law was in effect.'° Precise data were not
available in upstate counties,-but district attorneys in these comities rerlort
that lifetime sentences were infrequent.7I

Prison Sentences
It was reasonable to expect that implementation of the 1973 law would

bring about large numbers of sentences to State prisons. In 1972, there had
been 751 such sentences in drug cases, a number which represented only
12% of all convictions obtained in drug cases in superior courts.72 The

70. Data furnished by the New York City Department of Probation..
71. For example, in Erie County. the, assistant district attorney who supervised drug cases in
that county estimated in January 1977 that only twelve such sentences had been passed in Erie
County since Septernber 1973 (conversation with Drug Law Evaluation Project at Buffalo,
N.Y., January 14, 1977), ..

,

72.. Another 1,288 defendants were sentenced to local jail terms. in 1972 This section
concerns sentences to State prisons alone.
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introduction of mandatory prison sentences threatened to -increase that
number substantially.

As it developed, the prison population did increase substantially
between 1973 and 1976, but the new drug law was not responsible for the
increase (Table 17).

.-TA B -1-7
INMATES UNDER CUSTODY IN NEW YORK STATE PRISONS

Total Drug
Drug as ercent

of I.

End of year
5

1972 12,444 1028 , 10.7%
1975 16,Q74 .1,744 10.8%
1976 17,749 N.A. -N.A.

1972-1975 increase
Number 3,630 416 11.5% lt
Percent 29.2% 31.3%

N.A.:.Not available.
Source. State of New York, Department of Correctional Services, Characteristics of/
Inmates Under Custody 1972 and Characteristics of Inmates Under Custodi:, 1975
(Albany: 197.2, 1975): State of New York, Department of Correctional Services. idem
personal communication, February 1977.

Between 1972 and 1975, there was virtually no, change in the percentage
of drug offenders in prisons because new commitments of drug and.non-
drug offenders grew at the same rate. In 1976, however, commitments of
drug offenders rose substantially (Table 18). Drug law offenders
accounted for 15.5% of all State prison commitments that year, an increase
of 'wady 25% over their Share in previous years. Thus, it is likely that the
percentage of drug law offenders under custody had grown by the end df
1976.73

TABLE 18
NEW COMMITMENTS TO STATE PRISONS

Total Drug
Drug as a Percent

of Total

Year
1972 -5,971 751 12.6%
1975 7;482 933 12.5%
1976 8,110 1.260 15.5%

1922-1976 increase
Number , 2,139 509 23.8%
Percentage 35.8% 67.8%

Source; State of New* York, Department of Correctional Services. Charadrristirs of
New Commitments, (Albany. 1972. 1975. 1976).

73. Data covering the year-end 1976 population were not available.
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A primary reason for the modest rise in the commitment of drug law
violators until 1976, relative to all commitments, was the delay in
processing new law drug cases through the courts (see below, pp. 103-108).
In the absence of those delays, far more prison sentences would have
occurred during 1974 and 1975.

In view of the 1976 amendment to the drug law, under which offenders
indicted for class A-Ill crimes no longer face strict plea baigdining
restrictions and the,certainty of State prison terms, it is unlikely that the
rise in prison sentences experienced in 1976 will be sustained. On the other
hand, an increase in sentences to local jails (where offenders serve terms of
one year or less) is expectedia-occur.

.1,



What Accounts for .the Disappointing
Results of 1973 Drug Law? 3

The Criminal Justice Process as a Whole Did Not Increase the Threat
to. the Offender. -2
The mandatory sentencing provisions of the' 1973 law directly affected

only one final stage of the adjudication 'processsentencing-convicted
dofendants in a superior court. However, crimes which result in a felony
court conviction represent only a small fraction of crimes actually
committed. Thus, a law which focuses on convicted offenders has a limited
potential for increasing an offender's risk of eventual incarceration. ,

Under the new drug law, the risk of incarceration facing a drug offender
convicted in superior court increased from 33% in 1972 to about 55% in
1976. However; this large rise was largely offset by other changes which
occurred in the adjudication proceilf. The net result was that the risk of
incarceration facing persons arrested for a new law drug felony remained
substantially unchanged from' he risk they had faced under the old law. In
1972 about 11% of felony cTRig arrests resulted in a prison or jail sentence in
superior court; in early 1976, the proportion was an identical 11%.

Chart 15 gives dispositions likely to occur as a result of the 8,166 felony
drug arrests actually made across the State during the first half of 1976.
According to an analysis of indictments and dispositions during the first
half of 1976; only 2,073 (25%).of those arrests were likely to result in an
indictment for a drug felony. A total of 1,663 of those indictments. (80%)
would result in a superior court conviction. Of these, 919 (55%) would lead
to incarceration in either. State prison or local jails. 'A total of 422 jail

1. The indictments in these calm had typically occurred before 1976.

87
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PROJEC TED DISPOSITIONS1TESULTING FROM DRUG LAW FELONt

ORESTS IN NEW YORK S'LITE, JANUARY-JUNE, r976

SUPERIOR
COURT

DISMISSAL

337

DRUG FELONIES.
COMMITTED

(number
unknown)"',.

FELONY ARRESTS

8,166

INDICTMENT

2,073

SUPERIOR
COURT

ACQUITTAL

73

SUPERIOR
COURT

CONVICTION

1,663,

'DISCHARGE
OR

tPTHER

130

PROBATION

614

PRISON
OR

JAIL

919

1
LOWER COURT.

DISPOSITION

6,093

LOWER,:
COURT

CONVICTION

2,200

. .

LOWER
COURT

DISMISSAL.
OR

ACQUITTAL

3,89a-

JAIL

422

PROBATION,
FINE,

DISCHARGE,
OTHER

1,7'78

Sources:. New YorkState Division 0 Justice SAL-vices, Fe p rocessingReport, January -June 1976; Office of'Coutt Administration N. . Courts, Filings,Dispositions, and Sentences, 1975.



:sentences would result from the 6,093 arrests disposed of in lower courts.2

As Chart 15 suggests, deVelopMents at several points in the judicial

;Process can affect the final outcome of felony cases. The developMents that

.inost--affected the way in which the 1973.: law actually operated' are

described in the following sections, which examine each stage of the court

process in sequence.

Arrest
There are no accurate means of estimating the risk of arrest facing drug

offenders. For crimes sugh as burglary and robbery,complaints by victims

to the police are often used as 'a rough estimate of the total' numbei of

crimes actually committed. No comparable data exist for estimating the

total number. of drug crimes committed, because drug crimes do not

utivally 'result,in complaints to the police. However, in the absence of

complaints it is reasonable 'to assume-that drug offenders run a very low

risk of being arrested for any single offense.
When combined with the -finding that illegal drug use' itself did not

decline under the 1973 law, the datain Table 19 suggest that drug offenders

in New York. State faced no greater risk of being arrested under the new

law than under the olchi The annual number of felony drug arrests fell

below its 1972 level, and despite year-to-year fluctuation did not exhibit

any trend after 1973. Non-drug felony arrests; on the other hand, increased

after '1972, as crime -ratet rose sharply.

TABLE 19

FELONY ARRESTS IN NEW YORK STATE, 1972-1976

Jan.-June
1972 ''1973 1974 1975 1976

Drug arrests 19,269 15,594 17,670 15,941. 8,166

Non-drug arrests 105,607 101,624 108,222 111,154 57,147

Source: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services. Felony processing Reports.

.

Because the 1973 law reclassified low-level narcotic drug crimes as high

degree felonies, there was some expectation that police departments across

the State would attach a higher priority to these offenses and step up their

'efforts to arrest drug law offenders. Conversations with police officials

throughout New York State failed, however, to identify widespread

changes in drug enforcement policies after the 1973 law took effect.

2. Data on lower court dispositions are not available for the State as awhole. The projection

on Chart 15 are based upon statistics of lower court dispositions in New York City during

1975, the most recent complete year for which these data were available.



: ,-, The stateWide-.CleClinein drug arrests after 1972 was due in large part to
the decline in New York City (Table- 20). In the rest of'the State, drug."
arrests remliiita-relatively stable after 1972., . . .

TABLE 2O
'FELONY_ARRESTS IN NEW YORK CITY, 197021976

1970 ,-` 1971 1972.

.

1973

.

1974 e1975
Jan-June

T 1976
Eirug arreSts
Non-drug arrests

26,378

57,573

20,473
71,248

11,259

73,780
7,408'

68,798

7,439

77,545
7,498

77,666
4,611

41,261
Source: New York Ciiyi"olice Deptrynent, Statiiticat Reports.

..
,

.,, The sharp drop in New York City,wasdue largely to a change in policy
by the City's Police Department. The Department had the opportunity,
because of the large volume of street-level drug activity in New York City,

itto make large numbers of street-level arrests under the new drug law. For
historical reasons, however, it did not elect to do so.

In 1969, the Department had im.Wemented a policy similar to the one
implied by the new law Large numbersof low-level drug arrests had been
encouraged, and the-number of felony-drug arrests had risen from 7,199 in
1967 to 26,378 in 1970. In,1971, however, Police Commissioner Patrick ,

. - .
Murphy abandoned this Policy because (a) only a small percentage of the

Arrests Ivere resulting in prison or jail sentences and (b) the mass arrest,
policy did not appear to be having a significant impact on the drugtraffic.3In thejDepartment's view, the mass arrest policywas also creating serious
workload problems for the courts: immediately after the change in Policy,
arrests felt sharply; in 1973 there were only a little more than one-third is
many as iwo years 'earlier.

Thy °decision to de-emphasize street level arrests occurred at:about the
same time4hai heroin use was reaching a peak. The fact that narcotics

_ 4 deaths and hepatitis dropped between 1971 and 1973 indicates that arrest
activifywould have declined somewhat even without the change in PoliceDeparement policy. . ,

According to Donald' Cawley, New York City Police. Commissioner
when the 1973 law became effective, the Department decided not to changeits enfordeinent policies in response to the 1973 legislation. The
Department continued to focus its enforcement activities on the middle

. ,

3. Statedient by Police Commissioner Patrick V. Murphy before the New York StateCommission of Investigation (April 20, 1971), p, 4.

e



and:upper level* of drug distribution rather than upon street-leVel drug
aetivitY'I . . '" Y ; . . ! : : ! "

The decline in,felonydrUg arrests in (New York City /between 1970 and
, ' 1973 was due mainly to *drop in the nuMber of heroin arrests (Table 21), ;
' Street- ever arrests.of lierOin offenders hid: been chiefly responsible for the
'1/iharp i erease in drug arrests in 1969 and 1970. In the context of relatively

/stable 1 vets of heroin.ttie between 1973 and 1(076, the parallel stability in
,

j arrests implies that the risk of arrest facing law offenders did not
'"i changelVery much after the new law* took ,effect. i

1 , 1

' TABLE 21, I

i FELONY HEROIN ARRESTS IN NEW YORK CITY, 1970-1976

1970"

t122,30,1
'a+

1971 1972. 1973 , 1974 197S

16,445 7,370 3,728: 3,764 ' 3,937

Source: New York City. Police Department. Statistical Reports.

Jan.-Jiine
i 1; I976

2.34r

A

In the first six months of 1976,,' 'arrests for ding offenses in New York
City incr aced once again: Since no explicit change in enforcement policy
had ocau d which sought to intrease narcotics an-est&,this increase may
simply ha e happened because thugs were more Widelytivailible during
this perio z

Bail j

None of e provisions of the 1973 drug law had a direct bearing on bail
practices I deed, there are. Constitutional guarat}tees to bail which are
immune to egislative action: However, beCanse fhe law did create long
prison terms for many drug offenses, it ';might have induced some
defendants to jump bail rather than face the higher-penalties. If so, judges
might have responded by setting higher bail, at least for those offenders
who were judged the poorest risks,

The sparse data that are available indicate just the opposite trend. In
Manhattan, lower,bail was set for drug felony defendants under the new
law than under theOld, and persons facing,drug felonies weresignificantly
more likely to be paroled (i.e., released on their own repbgnizance) in the
1:1St-law period than in the pre-law period (Table 22)1Unfortunately, no

f'
4, "The. Effects of the -:1973 Drug Laws on' the New Yark State Courts," Staff Working
Papers, No. 3, contains a discussion of some of the factoisinfluencing police) decision-making
on drug law enforcement. r

4
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TABLE 22

BAn. FOR DRUG FELONY DEFENDANTS AT ARRAIGNMENT IN
MANHATTAN cRIMINAL COutra.h 4 .

Released on ecognizance' $100- $501- 9.ver
.(With ut Bail) $500 $1500 $1500, Otherc

Pre -law.
(January 1972-
,March 1973) 39%

Post -late
(January 4974-
December 1475) 38% 17% 15% 28% 2%

aThe data were colljeted from arraignment tecordS of felony cases in Manhattan Criminal court for spiel
latkperiod (January 1972 to March 1973) and a piast-liv; period (January 1974 to December 1975) as part of
the.stutly of crimes attributable to narcoticsuisers:The pre-law sample consisted 0159 cases and fhe post4aw
sample of 40 cases. The-bail distributions before. and after enactment of the new law were found to be

statistically different at the 5% significance levet. using the chi-square, test. .. ' ,
. 1: a 4b ' ' i..

Low bail is rarely set for felonies: Either deiendants-are releaSed without bail or high.bails are set: There'
were no cases in Qte sample with bail of less than $100. and 95% of the defendants in the 5100-5500category
received bail of 5500. . . - ,. . ..

,rIncludes'elefendants remanded to liospitals for 'medical (including psychiatric) reasons, and cases with
unknown bail status. , .

Sonrte: "Crime Gommitted by Narcotics Users in Manhattan," Staff $'orking Papers. No. 2.

data are available to measure the frequency of bail jumping under either
the old of the new law.

Drug case. defendants were not the only ones who benefited from lower
bail during tbeltost-law period: Table 23 shows that lower bail aiSo was set
for many defenda6ts charged with non-drug felonis.

TABLE 23
. BAIL FOR NON-DRUG FELONY DEFENDANTS AT ARRAIGNMENT IN MANHATTAN

CRIMINAL COURTa

Pre-law.
(Januay-y 1972-

. March tl 973)
t-law
(January 1974
December 1975)

Released on Recognizance $100- $501- Over
(Without Bail) $500, $1500 $1500 Otherb

I

30% 119%. 73 4%.

: -

38% 15% :23% '19% 5%

,
a

i ri=law sample consisted of 360 cases, and the post-law sample of 3Z cases. The two bail ditributions -.

wer round to be statistically different at the 5% significance level. usin the chi-square test.
e ., 6 a

I des defendants remanded to "hospitals for medical (including psy hiatric) reasons. and ases With'
nown bail statue.

.

Soitrre:-Ctitn't 'Committed liy NarCotics (Ng in Manila Ilan."' Stuff irking Papers. No. 2 0 ...
_



The increase in the number of drug defendints released on their own
recOgniiance thus appears to have been part ofa broader trend. Bail or
dritg laW defendants.sitas higher than bail for non-drug defendants in the

T Prellisv period; but the difference between the two, groups diminished
.aubstantially in the post4aW period. These data indicate that the drug laW

.

did not test& in higher bail for felony drug defendants.
Eight narcotics part judges in Manhattan and Brooklyn Supreme

Courts were asked their iMpressions of bail practices under the n w law. -,
They reportedthat the law did not affect bail practices, although m t felt

1
..1 that heroin' users probably received higher bail than non -users facing
. \ same charges

The frequency with which suspected offenders are released on bail does\not gQ un noticed by the public. It is often presented in the press and
perceived by the public.as symbolic of thesWeakness of penal sanctions.

,... When drug dealers turn to the street shortly after arrest, community
relit:IC11'0 see it las oof of an inability of the criminal justicesystem to

- curtail Open drug sales.6 Drug program counselors in Harlem and East
Harlem:as, well .as; public officials from these and Other Manhattan
neighborhoods, noted thai residents became skeptical about the 1973 drug
law partly because known drug dealers onickly reappeared on the streets
and "continued to sell drugs after having been arrested.

Ifrifiekniens
The Plea bargaining restrictions and Mindatory sentencing provisions

of the new law applied' to -defendants indicted for drug felonies._ The
proportion of drug'felony arrests that resulted in an indictment declined
steadily after the 1973 law took effect. In 1972, about 61% of all felony drug
arrests, were disposed of in lower court proceedings, while the remaining

, 39% of arrest's resulted in an indictment. In 1976, only 25%,of drug felony
'arrests led to an indictment (Table 24).

The decline in indictments was especially evident in New York'Cily
gable 25). Between 1972 and1976, the indictrnent,rate for drug offenses in

, counties outside New York City fell from 39.2% to 31.2% compared to the .
39.0% to 23.9% decline that occurred in New-York City.

Thettudy of felony cases in Manhattan Criminal Court showed that narcotics users facing
, an/felony charge were significaOy more likely to face higher bail than non-users facing the

same charge. This was true in both the pre-law and post-law periods.
6. Sterling Johnson, Special Narcotics Prosecutor for New York City, testimony in: U:S.
'House of Representatives Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and. Control, Ninety-Fifth
CongreSs, New YorIc Hearing: Drug Law Enforcement, Second Mterim Report
(WaShington D C U'S Government Printing Office, 1977).
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TABLE 24
DRUG INDICTMENTS IN NEW. YORK STATE, 1972-1976

NA 1972 1973 1974

\ `'Felony arrests 19;269. 15,594 17.670

Indictmentsa 7328 5,969 :5,791
Indictritent rate 39.1% - 438.3% 32.8%

1

Jan.-June
/ 1975 1976

15,941 8,166
4,283 2,073

26.9.% 25.4%

alppdictments refer to6umbers of defendants indicted. Figuresof 1974, 1975 and 1976 are estimates, by the
D g Law Evaluation Project.

. . ,
So (s: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services. Felony Reocessing Reports and Forms A
and.

-, -

TABLE 25
DRUG INDICTMENTS IN NEW YORK CITY, 1972-1976

Jan.-June
1972 1973 1974 . 1975 1976

Felony arses
indictment's
lridictment rat

7,408 7,439 7,498 4,6i 1. _
4,388 3,278 2,815 2,250 1,100

39.0% 44.2% 37.8% 30.0% 23.9%

Sources: New York tate Division of Criminal Justice Services. Felony'Plocessing; Reports and FosinsiC
and 13: New York Ci Police Department. Statistical Reports.

.

These (statisti ly significant) declines in the frequency of indictment
cannot be attribute to the new la1w alone, because a compdrable decline
occurred in the ind ctment rate for non-drug felonies during the same
period, bdth in New York City and inthe State as a whole (Table 26).
Nevertheless, the fall i indictments served to limit the applicability of the
1973 law to a smallertr np of defendants than would otherwise have been'
subject to the law.

00:

TABLE 26
INDICTMENT RATES FOR gON-DRUG FELONIES, 1972-1976a

I 'Jan.-June
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Statewide 33.5% 28.8% 24.6% 25.2% 22.0%
New York City 27.5/70 20.3% 19.0% 14.6%

ainclIctment figures for 1974. 1975 and 1976 are estimates by the Drug Law Evalualion Project.
Sources: New York State DiviSion of Criminal Justice Services. Felont Proceising Reports and

-Forms C and D; New York.City Police Department.. Statigtical Repor'ts.

S
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e polity:, tiaopted in early1976,-wai* directly-related to-the law ati
IPW the.number of drug law :indictments in New York %City: the

%;:. S Narcotics froiecutoricir Ne*York City began offering some drug
defe anta.originally charied,with a class ',Oil tiffense a chap6e toblead
guilt tai a Misdemeanor and thus avid indictment.? Prosecutors
else" erelin the State did not report any chine in indictnient "deciiions in
respo se tg the plea bargaining restrictions of the 1973 law. .

7--7.774:t he same time, factori unrelated to the newaw oontributedto the
decli e in indictments. 3toy example, beginning in 1912, a number of
noun ies introduced new screening prop:anis for felony offense hese
pro ml were intended to reduce the frequericS, of indictinent ses,
whe e the likelihood of obtaining a felonY conviction was not hi .

F rthe9nore , there has been a marked reduction in emphasis in recent
-yea on the, prosecution of cases involving marijuana. Penalties' for
iha Juana Offenses were.not increased by the 1973 law, and distlict
att ineys across the State reported that they were less prole to seek

.*- in intments in these cases after 1973 than previously:It is likely that the
d line in drug indictments was due in large part to this change, and that
ins ktmentrin cases involving heroin or other hard drugs did-a6t fall as
tp eh as the total suggests :..

_.- .

Convictuliv
Convictions as a Percentage of Indictments
Even out of the smaller number of indictments, there was a deOline under o

the 1973-law in the rate at which convictions were obtained in drug cases in
superior court (Table 271 In 1972, about 86% of the Stats's drug ...,%

indictments resulted in conviction. By 1976, this figure had Fallen to 79%.
There was no comparable decline in the cotitiction rate in non-drug felony
cases during this period: -4

The statewide decline in the' otIviction rate.for drug offenses in superior
court was due solely to a decrease in the convict -ion rate in New /ork City:
where it fell from 91.7% in 1972 to 81.7% in 1976. That was due mainly to
an increase in 'elism ssais and not to an inc4ase in the likelihood ofI
acquittals by jury2-13 missals in drug cases in New York City rose from
6.8% of dispositions in 1972 to per 20% during 1975 (Table 28). In the first
half of 1976, dismissals declihed again to about -14% of dispositions, '

.- Apparently, motions macre by defense attorneys to have d indictments
dismissed. (see below, p. 107) met with .increasingsuccess nder the
law.

,t

' 7. Office of. Prosecution, Special Narcotics Courts,-New York City, internal memorandum,
February 6, 1976. .
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. TABLE427

CONVICTIONS OBTAINED IN FELONY DRUB CASES-IN NEW Y STATE '

r

t 6.. .

SUPERIOR COURTS, 197,2 -1976

1

1972 1973
-
i 1974

u e)-
li

1975 ._

IQtictznents d isposed of a
Trinvictionsb
Conviction rate

Conviction rate in
no ti-d rug cases'

,

:-,

6,991

6,033

86.3%

1
87.6%

5,5800

.- 4,739

- 84.9%
.

N.A.

3,939

3,085

78,3%

84.7%

/ 1
3,989 - ,2,1173

3,147 . ' 11,724

': 78;9% / )9.3%
;

. .
85:1%, 85.3%,.

Note: The19741976 data include dipositions of indictments obtained under The bld law: drurcases
continued to be processed under the old law if the offense had occurred prior t2. September 11973..

.aExcludes'indictrnents disposed4cif,fry consolidation Or abatement! t
..,-..,

bConvictions on drukchargis only. \ .

,,cEstimates by the Drug Law EtIluation Project.
. N.A. :, Not aVailable. ' , ' k' , I4,,,I, ,

Sources: New York State Division of Grit:nit:al Justice Servies. Felony ProcgsisItg Reports and orms D.
,

A

: - : , -

TABLE 28 1.

ts§ir. RATE IN- DRUG ,CASES'
YNE ORK CITY SUPREME COURTS

Jan.-June' 7
1972, 1973 1974* t975 19176 m.

'6.8% 6 9% 16.7% 21.34-4:

'Dismissals as a proportion of dispositions. Cases disposed'. of, by
consolidation Or abatement were not counted 'as dispositions when
calculating dismissal rates.
Sources: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services, Felons,
Processing Reports and Forms D.

.

.

,

In the first half of 1976, there wIt only one superiorcourt conviction for
every five felony-drug arrests;-in 1912,the ratio had been one to three. Thus
there was a dilution in the number of cases in Nhich the strict sentencing
provisions of the 1973 law could be applied.

N,S0Total Convictions
The total number of drug convictions obtained in New York State

superior courts fell by alwst half between 1972 and 1975 (Table 27). In
part, the decline (from 6,0)31 convictions in 1972 to 3,1 nvictions in



.
.105) wds due to,the decrease in the number of felony. drug arrests. noted

above, and to the drop in the indidtment rate nd cbnviction rate for drug
offenses. Another significant r, dE ed Blow (pp. 103-108), was
the slowdown in the rate at which ndictinents were disposed of by tire.
courts after (973.

Prison terms
For- thbse, drug law offenders who were convicted, the mandatory

sentencing provisions of the 1973 law resultedjn a significant increase in
the likelihood of a State prison or local jafrterrnifiy law, all offenders'

me iced to terms of more than one year were sent 'to State prisons;
gffenciers incarcerated for periods of up to one year were sent t &local jails.
One-third of all offenders convicted in superior court were incarcerated in
1972; by the first half of 1976, over haltwere being sentenced to prison or to

i

jail (Table 29), Ays5%, the incarceration rate for drug law offenders was
virtually- denica to the 54, incarcdratiOn rate faced by all offenders
convicted in sttperior courts (for drug and ,nbn-drug crimes combined ' '

' 1 -` ._ , s k s ;...

......
t '''; i MBLE, 29" .i;

PRISON AND JAIL. SE TENCES IMPOSED ON DRUG .OFFEND
NtWTORK* S )TE SUPERIOR Colin, 1,972-1976;

r ' Jaikelii&
.1972' 1973. 1974 4 1975 1976 ' --

Convictions 6.: 6;033 -; "4,7V 3.085 -3,144 024" -a. .

r. *ism! ant jailsentinces , 2039 41 . 1.555 L074 1,369 945 4
e/ . . .

, As

-L

- a pOcontage
'

of
41 rgOnvictions i ,' 113.8%, 32.8% '.34'.8% 43.5% 54.8%

Aa,p,posntage of arrests. 10.6% 10.0% '6 !To:" 8.6% ' 11.64
.. - 66 .

. .

ICre: The 1974 -1974 data include dispositions 0 indictments obtained under the old law. Drug cases a:,
continu5d to be pAicesied under the 014 law if offense had occurred prior to September I, 197), -

....- ; i,
. Sources: Nev. York Sutte Diviiibn of Criminal:Justice Services,:feionr Processing Repohs Sind Forms D ..,1

and E.
k

7:., -.'-.
t. C , .

. , , _.s. , . .. ,
The decline in total superior court convictions, however, considerably .

,
diluted whatever impact themandatory sentencing proiisions of the 1973 7 'If?

law might have had The result was tha=t theChances of incafreration facing

° '.a defendant arrested for a drug felony reinained virtually unehangeil under

:, the new law. About 1 l'Vo of persons'arrested,for crig felo ies in 1972-

,,i.. received,prison or jail sentences in the felony courts. the irst half of
" . )

.., ,
1 ....-----

c.,,, I ,.,
. -le

.97

4
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3,1976, tiett en11 %a int 12%6f arr6steeste're incarceratell(Table 29).-8 The
3 ,388 'renter4ssfrom 19'144o mid-197 'len short: of. the443 5934 sehloncps

litLinpoied durilg the pliortwo ?gars. The 3,3818 sentexce,s'i ct ;55;1
Uti-le nce s iirijAsed uticler the 0t3 law. The remaining 837 sentences ame

4'.
_ ,ih old law,schugchichWefc'itill pending lathe tVourts after Septe ber

r *- ,,1 19733W ., i ' ', , .. b

;-. fifthe ra o Al incarceration to onvict,ion had .risereasit did, but there ,,

.r" had been n .decline in indictineht or conviction tates,',the 1973 law ulilpf
Kaye increased ararrestee's risif of incarcerati4frony 11% in 1972 to o er .'., ,

. '01,84in vv§. crheJ 870 isigkrired by combining the 5.5% incircerationir to -"--/'

actuatlyraChieved- with IV& 39%Indictment rate and 86% con;iicti rate
whin,)) appliedtih' 1972). ' . '

'i4if`- e-riii fa4116ii arrestee had gone up as substantially as this, the ey31

York drtikaw4Wolt3ld Wave provided a better tcst forthe hypothesiftha ifi.
increase in thec'tirtainty of punishinent can provide an effective cl ent.

. - However, in a criminal justice system in whicIrpolibies and Pro resare,j, ...

.., ;Continuously changing, it is not 4reatliitic to `erect`erect the salts (e.g... `'
. 3

indictments or convictio s) of one period to apply to allothe period: The
pre4ding sections poi t out some of the factors likely to influence the ,.

.

outcome of changes in t e criminal justice proce:;s.--factbrs which should
be taken into account, when' planriingfuture pckliciew to control,crime.

& The "iisk of iocarceratio " in the /ext and Table-21 is interpreted as the,"risk 'of timely

,,i',. the likelihood that an arrts e will eventually,,carceratea, (i.e., at any""slimefolIckwitig
inkarceration." Changes in t is risk of incarceratioFcan occur both Z1) because of chartges in

'- arrest), ana.(2) because of c nkes irttfietieed'w* Ihich arresteare professed through tpe.
Courts. n , 0 , . .'t n, ' ,S v

3 Dther :pleasures of risk are possible. Fot;eXample, changes inhhet speed .of justice con.be, ,
'-

ignoted, and thetehances of eventu incarceration alone.oart Vestimated: Arithmetiia*,
thii,is.clone by acultiplYing (a) the 600 of prison and jail sentences4b all superior court
dispo§itions. (including convictions) by (b) the ratio of indictments to felony :atrests.This

w
3 processinores any imbalancebetween indictInedts and dispositions In a' iven year For NeW
( York Staten.the resulting risks, which may be compared tbthe last lipe. if Table 29, are:-# . .e, ,.

- , s San.-Eine
1972 1971E 1974.. 1975 J'976

r
( 11.4c; - -10$9 9.1% '99% 1N.,..0%

.. i . -.3 , /I. .-.. r t
The moitaccurate way to measureeventual risk for tndividuatarrestees is to trace a sample

of arrests through the entire court.process to, deterioine ho w .many arrests in the sample. t .
eventually lead to Inc teration. In a situation where the courts ace generally keeping up with A

, the inflow of new cii (i.e., when the size of the Pt odirticaseload Is notchanging very much), °
the "risk of incarceration" cited in the text will cl sely resemble the tisk determ d by these

: other niethods. In.New York State as a whole and in New York City; this c edition was
'A probably met duelhg 1976. . . -..

=4* The most appropriate measure of risk is the one which most closely affects the behaviorof.,
would-be offenders. But this ctiteri on is not helpful in choosing among the several measures
of,,,risk because no empirical evidence 9n the question. is available, ,

r . . 1
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m kr011endeli t '
c the 1973 law made State prison sehteficeilnandatory .

i
... de stonviCted of class A drug feloniei. However, lifetime

tioin &enact be grahted to defendants convicted of cla`si A.feion-
ho provided information considered, useful; to the prosecution In

ditioh, their,sinendment extending Youthful Offender treatinfnt to
Ito 18-year-o s convicted of class A-.III offenses meant that these
fended cOtil granted probation 'without resort to theinformant
qnirethini.u0 ;:, f

Moretbin I
rig 1974, 14-

Out.offive defendants convicted of class A drug felonies
and :the first half of 1976 receivediState prison ten*:

balande we sentenced to probation as either informants or Youthful
Offenders. Un .the old drug law, abo t two-thirds of the defendants
convictedtin superior court of offenses et inlvalent to new class A felonies:
had been sentenced to 'prison or jail (Table 30).

TABLE 30
PERCENTAGE OF DEFENDANTS SENTEN0 D TO STATE PRISON,

'DieLOCAL JAIL FOELOWING CONVICTION, OR DIM OFFENSES,
NE*Vi YDRK STATE SUPERIOR. CeURTS

Percentage of Defendants
Sentenced to Prison or Jail

Old law offenses equivalent to'
new law class A felonies
(1972-1974)

New law class A offenses
(1974-June 19761

Old lap offenses equivalent, to
newlaw felonies below
class A (1972-1974)

New law offenses below class A,
felony (1974-June 1976)

65.6%.

83.4%.

32.0%

'21.1%

Source: -Sentencing Pattern(}. Under the 1973 Nei,/ YOrNtate Drug Laws," Scoff
Working Poptrs. No. 4. / .

Offenders convicted in superior court of drug offenses below the class A
level found their chances of going to prison or jail reduced under'the new
law; only a fifth received prison or jail terms. Under the old drug law about

_one-third of the defendants convicted in superior court of similar offenses
were sentenced to priSonikijail.

5 Under'the )973 law, then, certainty ofpunishment flowing conviction
rose.for those offenders most likely to have en sentenced to prison or jail

PL 60.03 (b), 1973 N. Y.S. Laws, ch. 278(2).
10 CPL 720.10 (2), 1975 N,Y.S. Laws, ch. 832.
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under the, old law. To some extent, "there was a shift in prison resources
away from,the less se,rious drug offenders to the more serious. .

,a

Pu*shment
Drug.offenderssentenced to prison under the .1973 law received longer.

,
prison seritinceslhap offenders sentenced under the old law. Between 1972
and ,1974, only three petcent of those convicted and sentenced to prison for
old tar' drug felonies received a -minimum sentence of more than.three.

`years. 'During '1974 and 1975 under the new .driig'lawcabout 22% received
minimuwentences of more than three years." Furthermore, 'some 1,777
defendants, convicted Ader the new drug** law were sentenced to
indetermffiate lifetime. prison terms between Septelnbet -1973. and June
1976. Only athandful of thtse sentences would. have been likely under the
Old la,w. )

, Precise compariSons between sentencing Patterns under the old anctnew:-
laivs are complicated by the 'fact ,that the 1973 law resulted in major
chnges in sentencing practices for drug/offenses.. Under the old law;
minimum terms of imprisonment were imposed by judges on all class A 0
offenders, but.few class A prosecutions ocurred. In non -class A' cases

.

the large majority
p jdrug case's _under the old law judges .set only

maximum terms of imprisonment.' Minimum terms of imprisonment (i.e.;
periods.of parole ineligibility) for drug offenders-weA set by the New york
'State Board of Parole after the offender had already been incarcerated.
Officials knowledgeable. about. the ,:parole 'system report that, on the
average, inmates served, one-third of the maximum term...originally
imposed by The judge. ,

Under the new drug law, judges set the period of parole ineligibility for
class A feloa, and a lifetime maximum prison term applied in all these
Cases. The Parole Board retained the discretion of releasing inmates at any
time after they had served. their, minimum sentence. Thus, the maximum
term.was no longer relevant as.a gauge of time spent in prison. Data made

',available by the New York State Department of Correctional Services
indicate that the minimum term imposed by the judge was probably a more
accurate measure of the-time which each inmate Would spend in prison'

. under the'new law. These data,show ihat about one-third of all class A7III.
offendeis sentenced to one year to life terms during 1974 were .released

-
.atter their minimum term' had been served.12- .

,

0
11. Survey by the Drug Law Evaluation Project described in Staff Working Papers. No.4.
12' New York State Departmtnt of Correctional Services, personal communication, June

1976.



To estimate the effect of the new 1pw on time served, Table 31 compares
minimum terms of imprisonment in new bfw dais A cases with maximum
terms of imprisonment in old law cases whiCh would be classified as class A

cases today. Under the old' law, 64% of alloffenderstotad expect to serve
).term's of two years orless. Under the new law, 58% of the seluences carried

a minimum period of two years or less.

a

LENGTH OF PRISON TERMS FOLLOWING CLASS A FELONY DRUG CONVICTIONS

IN NEW YORK STATE SUPERIORCOURTSa

TABLE 31

Old Law (1972-1974)
Equivalent to New Law Class .A
Average Term (= 1/3 Maximum)

New Law., (1974-1975)
MinimuM Term

Lock! jg
Up.to 'year, actual

,term
State prison

10.0%
_b

1 yefir.
44.1% 46.1%

1 year to 2 years 40.3 ' 11,6

Greater than 2 years 35.6 42.3

Tdtal
100.0%

.aThetsVo distributions are significantly different at the 5% level, using the Chj-square test. About,9% of 929

,.....old law clan A equitialent cases were- sampled. The total number of new law class A prison sentences was

,..' .-'1;094. of which 416 were sampled. ..

bLocal jail sentences for class A offenders are not permissible under, the 197i law."' . `

Source: " enteneing Patterns Under the 1973 New Vorit State Drug Laws," Staff Working Papers. No. 4.

,.,.Som crithe will have been prevented as potentiall, dangerous offenders
,

spent longer -periods under incarceration, but at least part of this benefit
will have been , offset because there were fewer prison and jail sentences
imposed under the new' aw (Table 29).

Although the length of time served in prison, riion will probably increase fo?;-'4P

those offenders sentenced to prison, mostoffenders sentenced to prison for

class. A offenses .received the lowest possible sentence which the law
allowed. During 1974 and 1975, .about. 63% of .defendants convicted of
class A-III offenses were given the lowest possible term under the new law,

one year t9 life (Table 32). Only 14% of these defendants received a

Minimum term greater than three yea Of defendants convicted of class

'. A-I 'drug felonies, over 95% were givenNhe lowest possible sentence of 15

years to life, while a similar proportion of class A-II offenders received the

minimum possible term of sit years to life.13
0

13. Survey by the Drug Law Evaluation Project described in Staff Working Papers, No.4.

10 )
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TABLE 32
MINIMUMTERMS OF IMPRISONMENT.IMPOSED ON

DEFENDANTS CONVICTED OF CLASS A-Ill OFFENSES
IN NEW YORK STATE, 1974-1975

Minimum Sentence Number of As a Percentage
Imposed Defendants of Total

One year 513 62.6% -
a

One to three years
(13 to 36 months) 193 23.6

Three to eigtt and
one-third years
(37 to 100 months) 113 13.8

Total '819 100.0%

Source: New York State Department of Correctional- Services, personal
communication, June 15, 1976.

Plea Bargaining

The plea bargaining provisions of the 1973 law prohibited defendants in
class A cases from-pleading guilty to a charge below the classtA leVel. Plea
bargaining ,within the class A category was permitted, hbwever, and
occurred frequently.

Class A-I and class A-II indictments accounted for 53% of all class A
drug indictments between 1974 and mid-1976, but there were compara-
tively few class A-I and class A-II convictions during this period. Of all
class A-L indictments which resulted in conviction during 1974 and 1975,
for example; only 20% resulted in a class A-I conviction, while 56% led to
convictions on class A-III charges. Of all class A-II indictments resulting in
conviction during 1974 and 1975, only 29% led to a class A-II conviction,
while 71% resulted in convictions on class A-III charges. Partly as a result,
of extensive-plea bargaining among class A defendants, over 84% of all
class A convictions obtained between 1974 and mid-1976 were class A-III
convictions a fact which had a significant imp4ct on the average length
of sentence imposed under the new law.

Under the old law, 80% of defendants indicted for offenses which would
be class offenses under the 1973 law pled guilty to lower charges (i.e. to
criipes ich were classified below class A crimes under the 1973 law). As
noted above, tie new law prohibited defendants in class A cases from
pleading guilty to offenses below the class A level.

Extensive plea bargaining also occurred in drug cases below the class A
level. The 1973 law prescribed mandatory prison sentences for all
offenders convicted of clash B and class C drug felonies (with the exception

"cff offenses involving marijuana) but did not restrict plea bargaining in
Allege oases. Of the 2,667 class\ B and class C drug indiytment which

1iD
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resulted in conviction between 1974 and mid-1976 (all but 14 of the
indictments were for class C crimes), about 87% led, to convictions below
the class C level where prison was not mandatory.

h New York City,. the Time Required to Process Drtig Law Cases
Lengthened Dramatically.
In spite of the 31 additional, judges furnished to the New York City

Supreme Court, court delays in drug cases increased between 1973 and
1976. The median length of time taken to dispose of drug cases increased
from about six months to almost one year. During the save period, the
length of _time required to process all felonies in New York. City, also
increased signficantly, but not as much (Table 33).

TABLE 33
MEDIAN DAYS FROM INDICTMENT TO DISPOSITION IN FELONY
/s CASES, NEW YORK CITY, 1973 TO 1976

Sept.-Dec.
1973 1974 1975

Jan.-June
1976

Drug cases
All felonies

172
148

239
178

265
176..

351
223

Source: New. York State Division of Criminal Justice Services, Felorn Processing
Reports.

The slowdown in the disposition of drug felonies in New York City
_ resulted in a steady increase iti the backlog of new law drug indictments. By

mid-19761, the backlog of new law drug cases had risen to over 2,600 cases

(Table 34).

TABLE 34

. NEW LAW DRUG CASES IN THE NEW YORK CITY SUPREME tOURT
. SEPTEMBER 1, 1973 TO JUNE 30, .1976

Percentage
, Rise in, Contribution

Case Type Indictments Dispositions Backloga to Backlog

Class A drug felonies 4,898 2.693 2;p5 85%

Other new law drug felonies 1,765 1,364 401 15%

Total new law drug felonies 6,663 4,057 2,606 100%

4In any year that the courts dispose of fewer cases than the number of new indictments, the back log(size of
pending caseload) increases accordingly. In any year that the courtsdispose of more cases than thernumber
of new indictments, the backlog of cases is reduced.
Sources: New York State Divisfain of Criminal Justice Services, Forms D. Data cOntained.bt "The Effects of
the 1973 Drug Laws on the New York State Courts." Staff Working Papers. No. 3 on the backlog of drug
cases in New York City were compiled from two sources: The New York State Division of Criminal Justice

Services. Forms D; and the Management Planning Unit. Office of Court Administration, JC-I 53 forms.
Since these data series differ from each other by a statisticalltinsignificant margin, only the data from the

State Division of Crithinal Jtistice Services were used in this table.

e
259-299 0 - 78 - H

1_
1 r
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The continued growth,of the drug case backlog was tilue inistly totht,
'sloW pace, at which class A castes were disposed of by tlieNew YOACity.'
courts. Between September 1973. and June 1976, disNSitions were.
obtained in only 55% of class A drug indictments. As a result,'by mid-1976,
these cases accounted for. 85% of the pending new laW- drug caseload.

Two factors contributed to the slowdown in the critninal justice process:
the demand for trials in drug cases rose sharply, and tht productivity ofthe
new courts created under the 1973 law failed to match that of the
established courts. Contribdting to the low prOductiv. ity was the fact that

t6 even cases which did not result in a trial took longer to dispose of because
incentives for delay were increased.

CHART 16
TRIALS IN THE NEW YORK CITY SUPREME COURT

20°,0_

1972 1973 1974 1975

Source: New York State Division of Criminal
Justice,Services, Forms-D. _

1976

Drug.
Cases

Non-
drug
cases

The mandatory.sentencing and- plea bargaining provisions' of the 1973
law encouraged drug defendants to take their cases to trial in increasing
numbers. Diiring 1972. and 1973, an average of only six percent of drug
indictments had been disposed of by trial.,After the 1973 law took effect,
trials rose to about 17% of dispositions (in the first half of 1976). In non-
drug cases, the percentage of trial dispositions also increased, but rose only
from 6% to 12% (Chart 16).14

14. These trial percentages; as welt as those in Chart 16, reflect trials as a percentage of net
dispositions, i.e., excluding indictments disposed of by consolidation with cither indictments.
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41 The heightened demand for trials resulted in 2111drug trials in the New
Y.cirk City Supreme Couit4pring the first half of 19$ alone, compared to
166in all of 1972.0 A trial presents the best forum fotAcz.rppletkieview of
the facts in a case. At the sametime; it is very expensiye to 9Onduct. In New .

York City in 1974, it took between ten and fifteen times as Much court time
to dispose of a case by trial as by plea.I6

Because defendants indicted for class felonies were not permitted 9
to plea bargain to any lower charge, they had the greatest incentive to take /,
their cases to trial. Between:January 1974 and June 1976, about one-third

Hof all defendants indicted on class A-I1I felonies went to triarrath,er than
pled guilty (Table,-.35). Since class A-III indictments accounted for,.41% of
all class A indictihents in-New York City during this period, thehigh trial
rate among clasi A-III defendadts was an important factorin the workload
that confronted the City's coats. Class A-III drug trials accounted for 61%
of the class A trial workload and 40% of the entire drug trial orkload in
the New York City. Supreme Court dining this period (Table 35).

TABLE 35
CLASS A DRUG CASES IN NEW YORK CITY

JANUARY 1, 1974 TO JUNE 30,4.1976

Case Type Indictmentsa DispOsitionsb Trials Trial,Ratec

A-I 1,611 (30.7%) : i 702 92 (17.1%) , 13:51%
/A-II 1,508 (28.7%) '646 117 (21.7%) -. 18.1%

A-111 2,132 (40.6%) 951 3,29 (61.2%) .34.6%

.

5,251(100 %) 2,299 538(100%)
.

23.4%All A cases
All drug cases , 7;120 7 4,760 733 15.4%

.4Defendant-indictments. When onedefendant is named in multiple indictments, each indictment is counted
separately (see Glossary). .--
bTata i dispositions minus indictments disposed of by consolidation with other. indictments.

cTrials as a percentage of dispositions.
Source: New York State Division of Criminal Justice ServiceS, Felony Processing Reports and Forms D.

The second reason delays occulted in processing new law cases was that,
even after allowing for the increase intrials that occurred under the 1973
law, the productivity of the courts created to implement the 1973 law did
not match the productivity of existing courts.

During, the first half of 1974, when the backlog of new law cases was
increasing at its fastest pace, the new drug nd predicate felony parts in the
Manhattan Supreme Court disposed of .7 cases every day a court part

15! This figure excludes triali which resulted in Youthful Offender sentences.

16. Seg Staff Working Papers. No. 3, Section 6.
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was open. During the same period, the non-d
Isposed of 1.2 tases. per part day (Table.36)."

a

TABLE 36
. a

, R UCTI V ITY IN THE MANHATTAN SUPREME COURT
JANUARYrJUNE,, 1474

g parts in, anhattan
ti

Drug and Pi.edicate
Felony Parts

Non-
Part *.

\.Tnal rate 9.9%
Tithe required for trial

disposition 7. 'days
'Time/required for non -trial

, dkososition I 0.75 Sys

Dispositipn per part-day 0.72 positions
.Average number of aicpear- -

anceS per disposition 21

7.1%

6.4 da

0.37 drys
1.24 d spositions

Source: "The Effects 'of the 1913 Drug Laws on York S ate Courts,` Sr ff Workirw
Papers, NO. 3. Section 6.

The fact that the drug courts had,t cope with a high and Tor trials
provides part of the explanatiorrfo? hisjarge difference. the non -drug
parts had experienced. the same tri 1 rateas the drug partsfrable 36), their
productivity would have fallen from 1.2,.c9ses a day to ab lit 1.0 case a day. .

The higher trial rate, thvrefOrie, explainsAnly atOut,half the difference in
productivity between drtg, and rion4rug parts.

If the drug parts had Matched the' prOductiVi thee. non -drug parts
during the first half of 1974, they would have disposed 14:1;665 cases, even
while conducting the greater timber of trials in drug cases. In attualkty;
.1,249 indictments were dispOsed of:during the s x.rnorith Period.

The time taken to dispose of trial cases was abont the same in,the drug
parts (7.1 days) as in the non -drug parts (6.4 days). The time taken to
dispose of non-trial cases, however,: was twice a% long in the drug parts
(0.75 days) as in the non-drug parts (0.37 day This differenCelcanf
probably be explained by the large, number of co rt appearances it took to
dispose of a non-trial. drug case. In the non.dr4 parts, the aVerve caSe;
Whether disposed of by plea or by4rial, appeare&on the oOur(calendar 11
times hefore disposition. In drdg parts, cases appeared average of 21
times before disposition.

h
17. Productivity measures/for the NeWYork City Awns were available only for the period
after 1973. Of all the New York City counties, only Manhatta-n had enough cOukt-rooma

"Specializing in drug cases to provide a sound basis for comparion with non-drug courts. See
Staff Working Papers, No. 3, for a description of 'the,;estimattng procedure.
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, restrictions was passed by t e Legislature in, 1975, but vetoed; bjr the
boveinor. In 1976, a similar rattiendment, was enacelletqto law. Those

.

defendants who had succeeded delayingtheir sentencing date until the
amendment became orterative be fired from this change.

: Court. Delays Reduced the Threat the New
As a result of delayi in processingne' law cases, f er drug indictments

were disposed of under the new law th n would have e n expected during
a similar period of time unde,g the old aw. During 1972, Apr example; the .

New York State -courts were able to dispose of 93% of all new drug
indictments. Between January1}974 a June 1976, the courts disposed of
only 62% of the 12,026 indictment rought"under thegne.d,drug law.18`!t

Ai noted above, the New York City courts were particularly sloW in
disposinrof new class A drug cases. On a statewide basis, feWer than one-
fifth of all class A drug indictments were disposed of by the courts, during
1974. By the middle of 1976, the courts had disposed of only 3'2% of-all'
class Afindictments that had been obtained since. the new jaw becanie
effective (Table 37Y9 f - .

TABLE 37
NEW LAW CLASS A DRUG FELONIES IN ,

NEW YORK STATE, 1974-1976

Jan.-June
1974 1975- 1976 Total

IndictmThts a 2,672 2,348 1,165 6,185
Dispoiitionsb 515 L524 1.,154 3,193
ConvIetionsd - 322 1,005' 803 2,130
Prison sentences 296 798 . 683 '1,77.

Number of defendants.

bExcludes indictments disposed of by consolidation.

Excludes convictions obtained on non - class -Ay of non-drug charges.

Source: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services. Felons' Processing
Reports,Figures for indictments aryestimates by the Drug Law Evaluation Project.

18. The figure of 12,026 refers to defendants, not defendant-indictments (see Glossary). This
figure'is an estimate by the Drtig Law ,Evaluation Project.
19. The statewide figure of,52% is derived from the Felony Processing Reports of the New
York State Division of Criminal Justice Services:Data friarn the New York State Division of-.
Criminal Justice Services, Forms D, indicate that the New York City courts had disposed of
55% of all class 'A indictments by mid-1,976 (Table 34), suggesting that the courts in New York
City had 'disposed of a greater percentage of all class A indictments than courts in counties
outside New. York City, The Felony Processing Reports, however, show that the New Yak
City courts had disposed of only 49% of class A indictments by June 1976, while courts in the
rest of the State had disposed of 58%. While the data from Forms D probably provide the
most accurate indication of what took place in New York City, the Felony Processing
Reports are preferred as a means of comparing court performance in New York City with
court performance in the rest of the State.
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The delay in processing, Class A drug .cases considerably 'diluftd the
impact- of the mandatory, sentensing provisions of the 1973 lii, During
1974 and 1,975,..more than pne7half of all new law drug indicorientAverelor
class A offensis.13ut, because of tlie delay in disposing oi`class A cases
fewer than one-third o

d
all cOlivictions obtained in siglrior courts 'underL

the new lawuring thi rio3"were class A convictions. During 1974 and
1975, over 82% of convicted glass A defendants Were sentenced to prison,
bill the relatively smalintimber of class kcionvictions meant that only a

-, moderate Increase occurred in the overall incarceration -rate for dug
*offenses. In 4, the inca ' tion rate stood at about .5%, only a slight
''inctea ver the pre:1973 ve of 33%. In 1975; the incarceration rate rose

the; number of class A cases disposed of in
to about 44%.

In flip fir's half of 197
superior co - almost matched the number of new crass A indictments
(Table 37.). The number'of,noTA drug cases disposed ofidsuperior courts
41sof roughly matched the n'uinber of new non-A indictments. The
exPaience of the courts =during the. first six months of I976,therefore,
pr4ides girt inidicatiorr-riMosw the f973 law would have operdted if there
h * betn no lag in the gispotition of new law cases. During this period, the
ov -ail rale 'of incarceration-for drug: defendants convicted in superior
co s rose to-about 55%.

If ways had peen found to counteract the prOblem of court delays, and if
the counts had been able to functionas effectively in 1974 and 1975 as they

, did in -the first -half of 1976, the new drug law would have led to
approximately 560 mote prison,,and jail sentences etch year across the
State than would. have been imposed under the old d4g law.20 This wo d
have meant an increase of about 36% over the 100 pristin and ail
sentences imposed on drug offenders convicted in superior courts in 1 73.

The 1976 AMendment and Its Implications
In July 1976, the drug law was amended to permit defendants indi

for class A-III offenses to plead' gUilty to a class C felony instea-c1.21
conviction of a class' C felony, such defendants could be sentenced to
erm.of a year or le'ss in local jail insteab of to an indeterminate lifetime

to -in State prison. ThiA amendment was expected to ease problems of
.- co rt delay by encouraging defendants in class A-III cases to plead guilty

rather than take their cases to trial. By reducing the number of jury/rials in
dil'ug cases, the amendment was expected to reduce processing times and to
help the courts to dispose of their pending drug cases. .

During the first six months the 1976 arbendment was in effect it did

20. Thi6stimate is derived by "allowing" the courts to dispose, of all new indictments. and
then by applying the actuali con action rate (80%) and the actual incarceration percentage
(55%) to the resulting dispOsitio s.
21. Chapter 424 of the 1976 Laws of New York State.
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indeed result in a substantial reduction in the frequency with which drug
'cases went,to trial in New York City (Table 38).

TABLE 38 n
TRIALRATESa IN THE NEW YORK CITY SUPREME COURTS

January-June,197ti Jgly-Degember,1976
,

All drug cases 17.1% .9.1%
Class A-Ill cases 34.4% 5.7.%

aTriag as a percentage of dispositions excluding indictments disposedpf by
consolidatn.

g
Source: Nel, York State Division of Crinfinal Justice Services. Forms D.

In counties outside New York City, the 1976 amendment did not have
such a noticeable impadt. Ind. some' of these counties, class A cases

all proportion of the total drug felony
of increased notably even under !Jae 1973

number of class A drug cases,lowever,
ate redbction in the trial (ate for drug

accounted for a relatively s
workload, and trial rates had

Jaw. In counties with a significa
the amendment did result in a mo
offenses (Table 39).22

TABLE 39
TRIAL RATESa IN DWG CASES IN THE SUPERIOR COURTS
OF. SELECTED COUNTIES .OUTSIDE NEW YORK' CITY, 1976

January-June July-Deceinber

t
Albany
Erie
Monroe
Nassau

26.3%
6.9
4.1

4.1

26.7%
3.4k.
2.8 .
3.0

aTrials as a percentage of dispositionsexeluding indi tments disposed of by
consolidation, ,

eSource...N w York .State Division of Criminal Justi e Services, Forms D.

During the first six ninths that the .1976 amendment was in effect;
however, it did not lead tdra noticeable reduction in processing times or in
drug case backlogs. The majorimpact of the amendment was to stabilize'
the backlog of drug cases, miller than to reduce it.In the New York City
Supreme Court, for example, the backlog of drug cases had begun to level
off even before the amendment came into effect, and remained virtailly
un-Cpanged from the end of 1975, when it stood at 2,568 periding
indictments; there were 2,606 indictments pending at the end of June 1976;
and 2,580'at year's end.23

22. For a disci ssio of the experienCe of counties outside New York City under the 1973 law,
see below, pp. 12I -145.
23. Neiv York Stet Divisien of Criminal Justice Services, Forms D.

1. J
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. Procesiingtirnes in drug cases in the New York City SuPreme Court did

not show a significant change after the amendment became effective.

During the first half of 1976, the median time taken to dispose of a drug .

case stood at 351 days. For-the full Year, the median time taken to process

drug cases was 339 days.24. ; _

Data fromindividualkoroughs (counties) in New York CitysUggest that

district attorneys 'made selective use of the plea bargaining opportunities
afforded by the 1976 amendment.' In the Manhattan Special Narcotici

Court the newly gained flexibility apparently produced positive results.
The backlog of drug cases, which had increaseny 80 cases in the first six

months of 1976, was reduced by 121 cases in the second half of the year.25

However, the backlog did not changesignificantly in other boroughs, even.

though there were fewer drugIndictments in the second half of 1976 than 1

earlier in the year. . °

'-' It remainsto be seen if the courts can productively channel the resources'
..

released from class A-III. trials into more serious drug cases. During the

amendment's first six months-, the New York City courts had greater

flexibility and a sharply reduced trial workload but were unable as a whole.

to dispose of drug cases any faster or to make significant inroads into their

pending caseload. '.Although it would be premature to judge the 1976 -

amendment on the basis of six month's performance, that brief experience

supports the conclusion that court delays undei the 1973 law were due as

much to lower, productivity in the courts as to an increased demand for

trials among drug defendants. 4

Ao Besides reducing the _number of trials in drug cases, the,'majOr -

consequence of the 1976 amendment during the first six months it was in

operation was to increase the number of local jail sentences imposed on

drug defendants convicted in superior courts. The amendment provided

that class A-Ill defendants who pled guilty to class C felonies could be

sentenced to local jail terms instead of to,,State prison. By State law, there

was to .statut *ininium length r afo locar jail sentence. It Might beas,ir

short as one dl, but in no case might it exceed oneyear. In Nei* York:City,

the number of defendarits.sentenc.ed to local jail fcalowing a superior court

drug convictionacreased from 81 in the first half of 1976 to 218 in the

second half of 1976. This represented an increase from 8.4% to27..0% of all

sentences imposed 'on drug, offenders in superior courts.26 Sentences 'to

State prison fell accordingly.
,

By permitting class A-III ,defendants to plead guilty, to a charge for

which they could receive a local sentence, the 1976 amendment may in.the

24. New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services,Felony Processing Reports. .

k 25.. NeW York State Diviiion of Criminal Jt1stic6 Services, Forrhs D.

26. New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services, Forms D. it%
, .
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future have the effect of increasing the overall incarceration rate foidr.----4
offenders; since class A-III defendants ,will be more likely to plead guilty,
their cases will be less likely to result irrdiSmissal or acquittal. Data for the
second half of 1976, in fact, show that the rate of ipedrceration for drug
offenders did increase after the amendment took effect, both in. New York.
City,and in the State as a whole (Table 40). This was true even though drug
cases were not disposed of at a faster rate than in the first half of the year.

N

TABLE'D

DRUG OFFENDERS SENTENCE TO PRISON OR J AIL
FOLLOWING A.SUPERIOR C( URT. CONVICTION

January -June, 1976 Jtily-December.1976

Statewide
Number sent to

prison or jail 945' 978

Percentage of those
convicted 54.8°4,

New York City.
Numbv se t to

prison o jail 539 585

Percentag of those
convicted 75.0q

r.Voiirc'er. New York State Division of Aiminal Justice Services, FelonyPrin'es:sing Reports.

Eve so, he risk of incarceration facing an arre'stee did not increase,
becau fewe drug arrestsled to inaietMents in the last six months of 1976.
The sta Fwid atio of indictments to felony arrests fell from 25% in early
19 to ,19% in the second half. In New York City, the:percentae d ropPed
by a' '611-d, from c24% to 16%. But as far as incarceration in general i5
cAcerned, some of this decline may have been Compensated for by a rise in
the numVr of local jail sentences imposed on defepdantswhose caseswere
disposed of in lower courts instead of th.tough indictinent. Pipparently,
when prgsecutors are faced with the possibility of obtaining 14 least some
punishment as a result of a lower court disposition, they are14

least
to

pursue the case through a time consuming superior court process.

Summary of Changes in the Criminal Justice Procesi
Under the old drug law in 1972 and 1973, there Were 3,594 prison and'jail

sentences imposed on, drug law offenders in the State's superior courts..
These sentences arose out of 34,863 felony drug arrests. The process from
arrest to incarceration was as follows:
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1972-1973
Of 34,8,, felony arrOstt, ,

13,07 (39%) led to indictment; of which
12,571 (93%) were disposed of ip the courts; of which

' 10,772, (86%) resulted in a conviction;'and of these,
3,594 (33%) result IA in a prison or jail sentAce, an average of
1;797 per 'fear:,

In trying to forecast thenUmber of prison and' jail sentences under the 1,

new law, an observer in 1973 mighthave thought that only the last of thew
percentages would change: that as a result of the mandatory prison
serltences, embodied in the 1973 la*, far more than 33% of convicted
offenders would be incarcerated.

The 1973 observer would bave.been correct in this )ast projection: 54%

of new law offenders convicted. in SuperioF courts were incarcerated in tie
first' half of 1916. (The 55%' incarceration rate referred to elsewhere
indludes the results of both new law and old law cases disposed' of during
the first half of 1976.),If this statistic had been known to the forecaster, and
if he had also known .thlt 41,334 felony drug arrests would be made
between 1974 and June 1976, he might have forecas that 6;462 pricson and .

jail sentences would result

Forecast
'Of 41,334 felony arrests,:

,'"...16,120 (39%),
14,992 (93%)
12,893 (86%)
6,962 (54%)

2,785

would lead to indictment; of which
would be disposed of in the courts; of which
would .result in a conviction; and of these
mould result iii a prison or jail sentence; an averafge
of a +,

per year (over 2 1/2 years).-

Comparing this result with the 1,797 annual sentences under the old
drug iaw, the 1973 forecaster would have seen a 55% increase, and the.
additional 1;000. annual _sentences might have looked large enough td
Produce a redUction in drug use and drug - related crime.

But several changes intervened to frustrate theforecaster's*projection.
*Some of the'changes were attributable in part to the 1973 law and some

were not, but they all,combined to dilute the effect of the increase (from
33% to '54%) in. the frequency' of prison and jail sentences following
conviction.

First, far fewer arrests leeto indictment.,und.er the new law: than
previd'usly, and this reduction absorbed a ,large share of. the 1,000

additional annual sentences'



Effect of Lower Indictments
Of the 41,334 felony arrests, only.

12;026 (29%) . led to
If this had been the'onice phange;

101,184 (93%) would have been disposed of in the courts; of
'which :

9,618 (86%) would have resulted in a conviction; and of
these r. ,

5,194 (54%) would have resulted in a prison or jail.sen-,
-tence; ap average of

2,078 Per year

Second, the couit process slowed considerably -so that, o'er the 2 1/2
year period less than two-thirds of the new law bnigindictments were dis-
posed of. This furtlierxecluced the number of sentences under the newlaw:,

Added Effect of. Court Slowdotvh
Of the 41,334 felony arrests,

12,0'26 (29%) led to indictment, of whigh only
7,410 (62%). were disposed of inthe courts.

If these had been the-only changes,.
6,373 (86%)' would have resulted in a conviction; and, of

these
3,441 (54%) would have resulted in a prison or jail sentence,

an average of -
1,376 , per year.

This number of sentences is below the number actually imposed under
the old law.. Thins, the combination of a lower indictment rate and the.4.
slowdown in the courts eliminated whatever additional sentences would
have been expected under the 1973 law, .

There were still further reductions. Convictions fell under the 1973 laW.
This was due in part to the shift from pleas to trials: some portion of the
new trials resulted in acquittals. In addition, dismissals rose markedly in
New York City.

-

Added Effect ,..of Lower Convictions
Of the 41,334 ° felony', 'arrests,

12,026' (29%) led to indictment; of which
7,410 (62%) were disposed of in the courts; of which only,: i.
5,802 -(78%) resulted in a cqnviction.

If,these had been-the only changes,
3,133 (54%). Would have resulted in a prison or jail sentence,

e an, average of
1,253 per year:

1



-Fourth, and finally, 'the frequency with which convictions in superior
court led to incarceration did not rise -.instantly to 54%, As court
dispositions of class A cases lagged, the percentage of offenders
incarcerated rose only to 35% during 1974 and to 44% in 1975; it reached
54% only in the first half of 1976. aver the entire 2 1/2 year period, the
average percentage was 44%. The actual number of prison and jail

' sentences between 1974 and June 1976 thus resulted in the .following
manner:

F

Added Effects of Lag in Prison and Jail Sentences (Actual Sentences Imposed)
felony arrests,
led to indictment; of which
were disposed of by the courts; of which
resulted in a conviction; and of these, -'

resulted in a prison or jail sentence, an average
of
per year.

Of the 41,334
12,026 (29%)
7,410 (62%)
5,802 (78%)
2,551 (44%)

1,020

Chart 17 depicts the cases summarized above.

cHAkT17 .:,
A- . GE ANNUAL PRISON AND JAIL SENTENCES IN..

. NEW YORK STATE SUPERIOR COURTS FOR.DRUG OFFENSES
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Within the State's`Criminal Justice System, There Was Little Enthu-
siasm for the 1973 Drug'Laix.

In emphasizing a need for 'tiff penalties against the low level
sharer-pusher of narcotics, Govellor Rockefeller was shifting the focus of
New York State policy. The Governor viewed the sharer-pusher as

';_Bolding the primary responsibility for the spread of addiction in the late
1960s and early 1970s, and for the increase in non-drug crime during that
period:27 During the late 1960s and early 1970s, State policy had
encouraged diversion of the sharer-pusher into treatment:The governor
felt that this policy had failed; and that substituting the threat of severe
penalties could establish an effective deterrent to illegal drug use and drug-
related crime.28

The governor's sudden shift understandably produced controversy.
Most of the opposition came from criminal justite practitioners in New
York City, where crime and drug use were most widespread. The
Governor's proposal implied that the enforcement policies which had been
followed during the preceding two years had been misguided. As noted
above, the City's' Police Department had abandoned a policy of extensive
street-level enforcement in favOr of concentrating resources on higher level
dealers of narcotics. As Deputy Police Commissioner William McCarthy
saidin his testimony before the Legislature: "When the retail distributor is
arrested no real damage has been done to the organiiation's . . .

mechanism:" 29 Deputy Chief Police Inspector William Bonacum pointed k
to the accomplishments of the Narcotics Division in making arrests of
higher level dealers after the 1971 policy change.3° The priorities of the
New York City Police Department in narcotics enforcement were not
changed in response to the- 1973 law.

The opposition of the. New York City Police Department was not
matched by the. Department's counterparts in other s of the States For
example, police officials in Syracuse and Buffalo spoke favor of the
tougher approach before the Joint Codes Committee onsidering
Governor Rockefeller's propdsa1.31

Prosecutors and judges in New York City felt that the penalties in the
proposed law were too stiff for the low-level street addict. They doubted
that tough penalties would create an effective deterrent or that justice

27. Testimony of Governor Nelson Rockefeller before the Joint Codes committee, New
York State Legislature, January 30, 1973.
23. 1973 Annual Message of the Governor before the islature.
29. Testimony before the Joint Codes Committee, New York State Legislature, at New York
CityFebruary 973, transcript p. 72.
30., Ibid., pp. 75 -87.

. 31. 'bid, at Buffalo, February 23. 1973, transcript pp. 172ff. and at Syracuse, February 23,
197.3, transcript pp. 1ff.

1
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.,)
. .

i'. would be served by the` removal of prosecutorial and judicial discretion in
the plea bargaining and sentencing processes. Another concern was that
the.judicial system might be badly disrupted by the vigorous demand for
trials that was expected to develop in drug cases.

New York: County District Attorney Frank Hogan scored the
Governor's proposal as "impractical, inequitable, and inexplicable"32 and

::. Called for a renewed comuu:tment to treatrnent for low-level drug
: offenders. Stlpreme Court Justice. Burto oberts, a former District
eiseAttorney of Bronx County, chatacteriz heavy penological approach
emphasized by the Governor as a "simPlistic, irresponsible solution
attempted solutionfor a prohlem that is rather difficult"33und proposed
that the, police Maki a serious effort to commit ;addicts to treatment
through civil proceedings..

Justice I. Irwin Shapiro ot the Appellate Division, Second Department,
called for a renewed effort at treatment of street addicts, and commented
that "[t]he belief that the terrific penalty of:life imprisonment will act as a

adeterrent is just mirage,"34 Acting Supreme Court Justice Irving Lang, a
member of the Temporary State Commission to Evaluate the Drug Laws,
called for additional court resources to reduce administrative pressures to
plea bargain.35 .

1

After the 1973 law became operational, several judges in New York City
reiterated their opposition to the rigid plea bargaining restrictions. Judges
have frequently said that they found it personally difficult to pronounce a
mandatory lifetiine sentences particularly when they believed that a non-
prison sentence would be more -appropriate. Several judges have also
contended that the penalty structure of the 1973 law was too harsh. In
interviews with Project staff, one judge characterized the penalties as
`Savage," while another believed they were too severe in comparison with
penalties for other serious crimes. A defendant indicted for murder, ror
example, faced no plea bargaining restrictions.

institutional opposition to the 1973 law in areas outside New York City
was much less strident. One reason was that judges outside New York City
believed that the law was aimed directly at the alleged judicial leniency in
the City and that in their own jurisdictions drug felonies already were being
dealt with severely. Even without the mandatory provisions, said Justice
Frederick Marshall, Administrative Judge of Erie County, individuals
convicted of crimes defined by the `1.973 law as slassAfelonies would most
probably have been sentenced to -State prison...His concern, shared by

32. Ibid., at New York City, February 8, 1973, transcript p.
33. Ibid., p. 34
34. Ibid., February 16, 1973, transcript p. 46: See also B. Roberts, ibid., p. 42.

35. Ibid., p. 78.

1



judges in other counties, was for the convicted offender for whom aprison
sentence .might not be appropriate, typically the young first offender.36

Secondly, serious drug crime acounted for a much smaller share of the J
court calendar outside the City, so that the threat to normal court business
was lep immediate.

In spite of the calm with which the law was received upstate, however,
there was only mild support on the partof judges and prosecutors for
mandatory life sentences and plea bargaigirig restrictions.

Jude J. Clarence Herlihy, PresidingJustice, of the Third Department,
which includes the northeastern and southern central counties of the State,
believed that harsh penalties Would provide an effective deterrent to drug
crime. He supported the Governor's approach, but was troubled by the
severity of °the penilties proposed, and by the rigidity of -the plea
bargaining rektrictions.il District' Attorney Pagtrick Monserrate and
County'Courtledge Stephen Smyk, both of Broome County, criticized
the law more for its rigidity in the treatment of individual offenders rather
than for its generally tough treatment of drug offenses.3s

On the other hand, Albany County Court Judge John Clyne expressed '
'the opinion that the combination of lengthy prison sentences and the
State's pUblicity campaign about them in 1973 had .a significant deterrent
effect on dritg activity in his county/39

The contrast between widespread opposition to the law in New York
City and its relative acceptance elsewhere in the State suggests that the
implementation process may have proceeded more smoothly in some
placei than in others. A discussion of the iMplementation process
several counties is given below (pp. 121-145).

An Example of Intensive Enforcement
'At a hearing of the Select Comgiittee on Narcotics Abuse and Control of

the U.S. Honse of Representatives, conducted in Harlenin November
1976, several congressmen severely criticized the City's drug law
enforcenfent policy.40 Within a week, an intensive street-level enforcement
effort was under way, aimed specifically at controlling the heroin
marketplace which had been allowed to thrive in parts of Harlem.

36. Conversation with Drug Law EvaluatiOn Projfct, August 11, 1975.
37. Testimony before the Joint Codes Committee,'New York State Legislature, February 6,
1973 at Albjny, transcript pp. 57ff.
38. Conversations'with Drug Law. Evaluation Project, August 26, 1975.
39. Conversation with Drug Law Evaluation Pro*t, September8, 1975.

40. Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control, 2nd Interim Report, op. cit., pp. 15-
16.



The new effort, known as "Operaticaprup," drew resources from both
the Police Department's Narcotics iiivision.and the uniformed patrol
force. In its first three months it produced over 4,000 drug and non-drug
arrests in Harlem (Table 41). The 1,194 felony drug arrests were more than
double the 556 felony drug arrests that had occurred during the same
period a year earlier., As of June 1977 the operation was still seen as
temporary, but no termination date had been set.

119

ARREST ACTIVITY UNDER OPERATION DRUGS
NT/EMBER 26, 1976 - FEBRUARY 23, 1977

Total arrests 4,123

Drug charges 2,767
Drug felonies 1,194

Class A drug felonies 967
Drug misdemeanors 1,573

Non-drug charges 921
Non-drug felonies - 418
Non-d\rug misdemeanors 503

Violations (drug and non-drug) 435

. Source: New York Oky Police Department. Orpnized Crime Control Burean.

Arrests ,under Operation DrugsAvere typicaly not the "sweep" arrests
that had characteriied much street-level enforcement in the late 1960s.
Rather, they most often resulted from police observation of transactions.
In addition, some arrests were made after an undercover officer had made
a drug pUrchase himself"buy and bust" arrests. Other arrests were made
for "loitering for the purpose of using drugs."

Disposition patterns for felony arrests under Operation Drugs indicate
that. the."quality" of arrests was roughly comparable to that of arrests
n0Ourring in New. York City at other times. From Criminal Court
dispositions of these felony arrests, it appears that dismissals under
Operation Drugs occurred with theisame (high) frequency as at other times
(Table. 42). (Data describing the disposition of arrests in Harlem before
Operation Drugs began are not available.) And while there were
considerably fewer grand jury indictments under the Operation than ,at
other times, misdemeanor pleas resulted in jail sentences much more often.
TVs indicates generally speedier disposition of cases through avoidance of
grand jury and Supreme Court. processing. It also indicates ntore frequent'
but shortersentences of imprisonment.

Officials of the Police Department's Narcotics Division, which normally
spends only a small portion of its effort on street operations, were skeptical

289499 0 78 9
1.2 7

d't
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TABLE 42
DISPOSITION 8F DRUG FELONY ARRESTS IN THE CRIMINAL COURT

Operation Drugs New NorliTity ,
Nov. 1976-Feb. 1977 1975-

Total felony drug arrests
disposed of in Criminal Court 503 6.868. '

Percentage dismissed " 45% 46%
Percentage guilty of

misdemeanor 44% 26%
Percentage of these sentenced
' to jail after conviction '48% 18%

Average length of sentence 67 days 77 days
Percentage indicted 11.%r 28%

Sources: For Operation. Drugs: New York City ,POlice Department. Organized Crime
Control Bureau. For New York City: Office of Coutt'Administration. New York City Courts.
Criminal Court of the City of New York: Filings. Dispositions and Sentences, by Charge.
Calendar Year 1975.

about Operation Drugs. From their experience, they believed that street-
.,

level enforcement produces only, superficial relief because major drug
dealers are not directly affeCted. In addition, they looked upon Operittion'
Diugs as an effoit that drew resources 'away from other investigations;
produced arrests with unacceptably high dismissal rates awl relatively
short sentences; threatened.tq reveal the identities of the limited number of

4 undercover agents available to the Division; neglected other areas of tip
.drew upon overtime funds.

officials were also concerned by the danger that, an arrest or an
intensified police presence might prOvoke isolated civil disturbances,
particularly during the hot summer weather,when the streets become more
crowded than during other seaiiins.

Three month's experience with Operation Drugs did not change these
views. However, Narcotics Division officials have conceded that the effort
did improve the appearance of the neighborhOod and reduce sidewalk
congestion.

Community reaction wasfavorable to both the police presence and the
less dowded streets, and police and (residents both believed that street
conditions would revert to their previous congestion if Operation Drugs
were terminated. Before- Operation btugs, the targeted areas had been
thronged with peopleaddicts, dealers, hawkersmuch like .a crowde'd
fair or bazaar. After the;Operation began, transactions moved from the
avenues, with their wide sidewalks, broad streets and high visibility, to the
side streets, where crowds became groupings of only a few people. Clusters
formed and disbanded quickly.,Dealers reportedly carried less drugs, so as

15?
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tti- be able to sell out their inventor9 quickly (which incidentally made
iSidence against then harder to obtain):

Thin increased caution in the ingketplacc was bound, to reduce the use'
ofWahl somewhat. Police operations such as Operation Drily; in essence,
;raise the priCe of drugs by making them more difficult to obtain.c But it
will take more than three months-of data to determine how significant the
reduction is, or what impact the Operation had i4 crime, Early analyses of
neighborhood crime statistics prOve4 inconclusive.

Operation Drop cost the Police Department $4 million during s first
four Months. Without 0)Tttion Dpiigs,,most of this cost would have n
incurred for other police activities, because all but overtime costs are
essentially fiXed. Overtime accounted for-4500,000 of the total. ss

quantifiable but equally important costa accrued because drug dealing that
is forted of the streets apparently occurs more often in apartments and ,

,building lobbies. It is harder to make an arrest in these settings because it is
more difficult to 'observe a transaction taking Mace. ;The evidentiary
problem ,of linking contraband to defendants, which always is difficult; is
even harder when transactions occur. indoors. In addition, persistent
pressures on a limited market area might spread the marketplace into
previonily unaffected areas, making future control of these activities more
difficult and creating new problems for residents.

Experience Outside New York City
Narcotics use is concentrated heavily in the nation's cities, and in New

York State it is concentrated in New York City. In 1975, there were nearly
11 timesjis many deaths from narcotics in NeW York City as there were in
the other 57 counties of the -State combined. Narcotics deaths in Erie

',::ounty, which contains the State's second largest city, Buffalo, occurred at
only 1/35 the rate that was preValentIn New York.

The'relatively low level of narcotics use outside New. York City meant
that the statistical techniques used to examine changes in heroin use in the
City could not be employed in other communities, The number of
narcotics deathi and serum hepatitis cases 'outside the City was often so
low that the small changes that-, . occurred created la-rge percentage
fluctuatiOns, making trends difficult to distinguish statistically frimn

random fluctuations.
As a substitute for a reliable statistical base, interviews with 'criminal

justice Officials and drug treatment program administrators from several
parts of the State were conducted. Interviews in New York City showed

41. See Mark H. Moore, Buy and Bust: The Effective Regulation of an Illicit Market in
Heroin (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1977).
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4
that the consensus of police, defense and prosecutorial staffs, judges, and
treatment program operators provided an accurate reflection of what the
best. statistical data indicated. Where indicators were available for the
other counties, they were examined to complement the observations of the
officials. r
- The criminal juice system in New York City differed in scale from
systems in otfier jurisdictions. With 117 superior court judges sitting in
crirninalmatters during 1975, New York City's court system was ten times
as large as the State's second largest system, which is in Nassau County. In
1976, there were 15,512 indictments (for all felonies) in New York City.
Nassau County, in second_ place, had 1,965. There were 2,385 indictments
for drug law felonies in Net,/ York City in 1976. Nassau County, again the
runner-up, had only 263 suckt indictments.

Size was not the only distiriutshing feature of the City's criminal justice
system. Interviews with judges, defense attorneys, and prosecutors across
the State left the impression that a less pressured pace in the courts outside
the City made it likely that changes in the law or in administrative practices
could be accommodated with less disruption than was possible in the City.
In counties outside New York City, the time taken to process drug cases
did increase after the new law toOk effect but, in most counties, remained
far below the time taken to disclose of drug cases in New York. City. In

,..

counties outside New York City. Ind its suburbs, the median time taken to
dispose of di-ug felonies rose from 105 days in 1974 to 147 days in the first
half of 1976 (data ,for 1973 were not available). In New York City,.-in
contrast, the median time taken to dispose of drug cases in.the first half of
1976 stood at almost one year. In suburban New York City counties, the
median time taken to aispose of drug cases increased even more markedly
than in New York City, from 147 days in 1974 to 365 days in the first half of
1976. Most of this increase, however, was. probably accounted for by .

"`..\11problems of court delay in' Nassau county (see below), which ad the
largest number of drug, cases to contend with. The relative cal of the
courts outside the City probably contributed to the comparatively smooth
implementation of the 1973 law irome counties, and their ability to avoid
the persistent case backlog found- in New York City.

The absence of persistent case backlogs in some counties outside the
City made it possible to investigate whether, without New York City's k\congestion, the law had succeeded in increasing the frequency of prison

I sentences and had led to a reduction in drug use and drug-related crime.
The following sections present findings about the results of the 1973 .

drug law in the five largest counties outside New York City. Erie, Monroe,
Nissau,'Suffolk, and Westchester counties had a combined population of

oTh

1. to?
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5,276,000 (1970 census), accounting for half the non-Nevi York City
population in the State. In 1975, 3,814 drug felony arrests were made in
these counties, about 52% of the State's total drug arrests outside New
York City.

Experiences in the five counties yaried, with Erie, Monroe, and
WistchesterfiaVing achieved some measure of success in implementing-the
new law, while Nassau and Suffolk lagged behind. Heroin use apparently
did not decline noticeably from pre-law levels in any of the counties. There"
is wide agreement, however, that the period surrounding implementation
of the new law was characterized by a marked, though temporary,
retrenchment in heroin, markets. Most probablY, this tightening in the
marketplace was the result of uncertainty about the enforcement practices
which would accompany the new law, and the fear that vigorous
enforcement would make it riskto deal in 'drugs.

Table 43 presents heroin use and criminal justice data for the five
counties. Similar information for New York City and far the State as a
whole is presented for purposes of comparison.

Erie County
Erie County, on the Niagara frontier, had a population of 1,100,000 in

1970. It includes Buffalo, the State's second largest city with a 1.970
ptpulation of 463,000. In contrast to the New York City expgrienc'e, the
Erie County courts were generally successful in implementing the 1973
law. Indictments, convictions, and prison sentences for drug offenses
increased significantly after the law took effect, and 'the risk of
incarceration facing 'defendants arr for drug felonies rose sharply.
There was no noticeable problem of delay in disposing of cases. Yet
in spite of the increased risk of imps ent facing drug offenders, there
apparently was no sustained reduction in levels of drug use.

The Implementation Process
Drug felony actions in Erie County between 197 2 and 1976 areshown in

1Table 44.,

/ ARRESTS AND INDICTMENTS. Local police officials in Erie County
reported that enforcement activity against drug offenders was stepped up-
after 1973 and greater priority was given to narcotics offenses. The head of

the Buffalo Police Depart,ment's Narcotics Unit, for example, stated that
the increase id drug felohy arrests between 1973 and 1974 was the result of

an emphasis on drug law enforcement. The assistant district attorney in
charge of narcotics prosecufilan pointed out that his office had devoted

tip special attention since the law had been enacted'to improving coordination

131



TABLE 43

HEROIN USE1DICATORS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE DRUG STATISTICS, 1975

Erie Monroe Nassau .

Deaths from narcotics 2 5 23 ,

Per 100,000

population,

West. New York New York

Suffolk chester City State

3 14 529 579

r.,. 100349 0.5 2.0 t . 5.0 0.8 4,8' 19,1 9.3

C,Iiii of serum hepatitis 91 14 . 24 51 35,..,. 443 782

'''I'Per memo ,

,,
population,;'

0

:, aged 13.39 24.8 5.6 5.3 Al '111 16,0 12.5

Felony drug arrests 1,180 563 . p6 782 , 443 8,307 15,941

Felony drug indictments 209 224 353 264 199 2,53 4,809 '\,
As a percentage of all

felony iidictments '' ..32,80 26,2F'p. 28.5% 14.4%4 ,15,9% , 13,8% 133% ,
.

Supenorr art prson

a

drug offenses ill:
51 73 '. 23 70 1,397

r]ail sentences for

evi,court pars

established to imple

Mint the 1973 law!

Total superior court

parts available ,for
h ,,:t

. ,,, ,,

A

crirnintl cales ) 317 04112 215 318 311117 4131,190

_

#foirrer New York State Department of Hes New York State Division ofCriminal Justice Services, Forms C, D and E:idern, Crime and Juitirein New York Stitt, 1975

(Any: Division of Criminal Justice, Services,, 1916):



I TABLE 44
DRUG FELONY AtTIONS,IN ERIOUNTY

Jan.-Julie
1972' 1973. 1974 1-975- 1976

Arrests 787 856 1,385 1.180 414

Indictments 106 185 271 209 958

Pispositionsb 108 ip 211 241 121

Convictionsb 70 i84 145 189, 107

Prison and jail
senteneesb 22 20 43 75 50

AS a percentage of
convictions 31.4% 23.8% 29.7% 39.7% 46.7%

As a percentage of
arrests 2.8% 2.3% 3:1 %. 6.4% 12.1%

aSuperior court arraignments.

biuperior court ictioni only;
Source New York State Division of Cnmidsl. JuktiCe'Servicer.forins A.D.0 and E

.

among local enforcement, units and to,,, Upgrading the quality of
investigations mitarrests of narcotics offenders.

EVen with the emphasis on narcotics offenseti, marijuana arrests
'continued to account for the majority of all felony drug arrests in Erie
County. Class A drug arrests accounted for only between 12% and 14% of
all. felony .dtug arrests during 1975 and 1976. .

In contrast to the sharp decline in New York City, there was no
sianficant reduCtion after 1973 in-the frequency of indictment following a
felony drug arrest. Under the Einergency Dangerous Drug :Co w&
Program, 'three new court parrs were 'assigned to. Erie County, and tne
District Attomey assigned eight additional assistant district attorneys to
full-time prosecution of drug eases. This additional manpower, combined
with the large increase in arrests noted above; led to the substantial
increase in drUg indietmehtS,in 1974. According to prosecutors, narcotics
indictments increased ,more- than drug indictments as a whole, while
marijuana cases .accounted for a steadily declining percentage of drill;
indictments after 1973.

CONVICTIONS AND SENTENCES TO PRISON AND JAIL. Unlike New York
'City, Erie County's conviction rate in drug cases increased uner the new
law, while dismissals declined. In 1972, 65% of all drug cases disposed of ip
superior court resulted in convictions. During the first half .0.1976, the
proportion increased to 88%. In 1975, there were nearly three times 'as
many drug convictions in Erie County superior courts as there had'bein in
1972. Dismissali in drug cases fell from 30% of dispositions in 1972 to only



"

12% in the first-half of 1976. A rise in-dismissals was prOtninerit'in New
York City.

As convictions increase tn Erie County, so did the number of convicted
drug offenders sentenced to prison and jail. In the first half of 1976;50
offenders were incarcerated following a superior cow/. conviction, .

compared to only. 20 in. all of 1973. Sentences to State correctional
insfitutionsincreaSed even more indicating that the length of time under'
incarceration also increase. In 1973, only 11 convicted drug offenders,
were sentenced to State prisons. In 1975, 50 were so sentenced. . ,

. . A significant result of Erie County's successin processing drug cases was
... that the risk' of -incarceration for persons arrested for drug offenses

increased sharply: In 1973, only one superior court prison or jail sentence
*as imposed for every 50 drug felony arrests. During thefirst half of 1976,
one prison or jail sentence was imposed for every eight drug felony arrests.
Even with this increase, however, the risk of incarceration fdr arrested
drug defendants was no greater than the statewide average.

Defendas, arrested for class A drug crimes faced a higher 'risk of
punishment than defendants arrested for other drug felonies. In the first
half of 1976, for example, 51 class A drug arrests were made in the count

, (out of 414 drug felony arrests), and 24 convicted class A offenderim
sentenced to prison, representing 47% of. arrestees.42 Together with the
much higher volume of prison and jail sentences, these figures suggeset *
the risk of ,incarceration for arrested narcotics.:' offenders increa
substantially under the 1973 law.. v ,..e:", ,

, ' .P. ..
, ,t,.; ,'.

THE ABSENCE OF COURT DELAY. In 4974, the backlog of superior court ,
. I , 1

drug cases rose by 60, a modest rise which was accounted for solely by class
A cases. By 1975, the courts had already begun to educe this backlog.

One explanation for the'relative ease in disposing of cases after theinitial
upsurge in the backlog during 1974 is that, surprisingly, there was ,no'
significant increase in trials among defendants after the law,took effect.
Defense attorneys explained that defendants indicted for class ALIII
felonies were generally offered lenient sentences in ,exchange for a plea of
guilty. A study of class A-III cases disposed of in Erie County during

. 197543 revealed that nearly 90% of the defendants who pled guilty after
being indicted for a class A-III felony received minimum terms of
imprisonment of one year, the shortest term permitted'by the law. On the

.,, other.hand, none who were convicted ofa class A-III felony after a trial
received a minimum sentence of one year, and 80% received sentences of

( three years or More: Apparently, the high cost of demanding a trial was
recognized by most defendants. .

. '
,

42. Some of the 24 offenders sentenced to prison were arrested before January .1976.
- 43. Survey by the Drug Law Evaluation Project described it 4taff Working papers, No. 4.
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111101IBDIICASE FELONY PROVISION. Local officials in Erie County stated
that:thee:darts experienced' few problems in iinplementing ihe.predicate
felony provision: ailLenew law. Although defendants with prior. felony
convictions were 'pei-mitted to plead guilty to a misdemeanor rather
than face indictment, they. were nevertheless more likely to be indicted than
defendants without,prior convictions.

The. District Attorney's office routinely investigated idefendint's prior
conviction recotci immediately after- arrest. Prosecutors reported that
althOugh the. predieate felony provision resulted in a moderate increase in
the trial rate in cases involving repeat offenders, the courts encouraged
predicate felony defendants to pleadsuilty by offering Prison :sentences of
relitivelY short length.44

Drug Use and Availability
Despite *fivefold...rise in the number of prison and jail sentences

between.1972,and 1976, there was no clear evidence of a sustained decrease
in the use or availaisility of heroin in Erie County. However, there is
evidence of a drOp in heroin use during 1974. Officials in Erie CoUntyare in

-wide agreement about these generiil findings, which are confirmed by
sketchy

The di of the County's two methadone maintenance clinics and
nunierous other treatment program officials believed that the introduction
of the 1973 law had.' temporarily caused narcotics. traffic to move

-"underground." Narcotics enforcement offieicilifrcim the Buffalo Police
Department and the U.S.: Mug Enforcement Administration agreed.
There was some disagreement about the duration of this disruption of
normal dealing *terns. The increased secretiveness in the heroin Oaiket.
was said to have persisted for between two and nine. months.

All officials contacted by the Project felt, however, that over the long
term the levet of heroin use in Buffalo.hacl not been affected by the law.

The two indicators of heroin use for Erie County are consistent with
these observations, but, because they fluctuate widely from year to year,do

not contribute powerful statistical support. Narcotics deaths and cases of
serum hepatitis declined,during 1974 and rose during 1975 and 1976 (Chart
1syt6tiurn hepariiii eases in 1976 were as numerous as they had been in .
1973.*

44. Mandatory prisori sentences were required, but there was some discretion insetting
- periods of parole ineligibility.

45. Another indicator of the 1974 recession in drug,r1se comes from hospital emergency
rooms. These data, which include all drugs, not just narcotics, Over only the post-law period.
They show that during the first six months of 1974, the number of people seeking medical
assistance for drug-related emergencies was sharply lower than it had been during the
preceding six months. Beginning with the second half of 1974, theft' figures roseagain
through the.first half of 1976. The Drug Abuse Warning Network supplied a special data set
of reports from facilities which have reported continuously to the DAWN system.
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The temporary c.autiOn in the heroin market reported by officials, and
the resulting decline in heroin use which is suggested by the data, maytiVe.
resulted from publicity .about:the law. Subsequent rises in the indicators
during 1915 and 1976 suggest that the 1974 drop ryas notdue to a deterrent: ,

-effecf resulting from larger numbers of prison sentences, since these
sentences( increased each year between 1973 and 1976. Rather, the drop
may have been a conseqaence'.of the fear evoked by the statewide publicity
Campaign which preceded enactment of the. law.

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER CITIES. Two out -of -state cities, Pittsburgh
and Bostoo,, were chosen as comparisons for Buffalo." These cities'were
chosen because they are demographically similar to Buffalo, but Wititlqt
subject to the influence of the 1973 drug law. Narcotics use indic.atoriffoin

: .

46. See Staff WorkinePapers, No 1, for discussion of the use of comparison areas for New
York State jurisdictions. Most of the heroin use and trafficking in Erie Cdunty was

. concentrated in Buffalo: For purposes of this analysis, Buffalo can stand as a proxy for Erie
County.
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each of the cities were compared to indicators for Buffalo in order to
isolate post-laW changes unique to Buffalo. ,

The contrasts between BUffalo and these other cities could not be gauged
.precisely, but they tend to support the observation of a drop in heroin use
in Buffalo during 1974: Changes in narcotics deaths in Pittsburgh and
Boston contrast with the changes in Erie County. Deaths from narcotics in
both Pittsburgh and Boston were higher in 1974 than in 1973, whereas in
Buffalo they were lower in 1974.

MoVement of serum hepatitis in Boston .contrast with alb changes in
Buffalo: hepatitis in Boston was lower in 1973 than in 1974, while in
Buffalo it was lower in 1974. In Pittsburgh serum hepatitis remained
"unchanged between 1973 and 1974.

NON-NARCOTIC DRUGS. Officials reported that non-narcotic drugs such
as amphetamines, barbiturates, sedatives, and cocaine were also available
in the illicit drug markets of Erie County. Increases in the availability and
use of cocaine and in the frequency of poly-drug use were fnentioned by
several treatment program administrators. No relationship between these
developments and the 1973 law was noted.

Monroe County .,

Monroe County, bordering Lake Ontario, is the fifth largest county in
the State outside New York City. Appro4,trately 40% of its 700,000.
residents live in Rochester, the State;s third largest city.

Like its close neighbor, Erie County, Monroe experienced a high level of
drug law enforcement activity after the 1973 drug law became effective.
Unlike Erie County, however, the superior courts in Monroe encountered
noteworthy, difficulties in processing he most serious drug felonies.

There was little evidence of reduc d heroin traffic in Monroe County
following introduction of the 1973 law.

The Implementation Process
Drug felony actions in Monroe County between 1972 and 1976 are

shown in Table 45.

ARRESTS. Local officials believed that the large increase in drug arrests
during 1974 was only partly a response to the 1973 law. A more important
factor, they contended, was the establishment of a U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration Task Force in Rochester in April 1974. The introduction
of the Task Force produced a considerable influx of manpower and
resources for drug enforcement in the Rochester area.

As a result of the interagency coordination which the Task Force
prompted, there was a sharp increase in narcotics arrests throughout the



TABLE 45

DRUG FELONY ACTIONS IN MONROE COUNTY

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Arrests 415 372 660 569 '445
Indictments 133 (- 153 281 224 N.A.
Dispositionsa 166 126 223 188 179

Convictionsa 104 90 143 151 121

Prison and jail
_sentencesa 28 23 41 48 57

As a percentage
of convictions 26.9% 25.6% 28.7% 31.8% 47.1%

As of a percentage
of arrests - 6.7% 6.2% 6.2% 8.4 %. 12.8%

aSuperior court actions only.
N.A.: Not available.
Sources: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services. Forms A.C.D and E. and Felony
Processing Forms.

County. The head of the Task Force confirmed that about 75% of the
arrests made by his unit were for narcotics offenses. Both the County
§heriff and the head of the Narcotics Unit of the Rochester Police
Department agreed that narcotics arrests had accounted for a greater share
of drug arrests since 1974. They also believed that the establishment of the
Task Force resulted in higher quality investigations and prosecutions of
narcotics offenders. In common with local enforcement agencies in other
counties, these agencies had been placing far less emphasis on marijuana
arrests after 1973 than they had before.

INDICTMENTS. These changing priorities in enforcement were reportedly
matched by prosecutorial policies, which began to concentrate heavily on
narcotics offenses. Mon-roe .County received three additional court parts
under the Emergency Dangerous Drug Control Program, nearly doubling
the size of its superior court sysiem. In 1976, there were seven superior
court judges sitting in Monroe County.

Creation of the additional -court parts enabled the District Attorney to
hire new staff as well. Partly as a result of these additional resources, and
partly because of the jump in arrests, drug indictments in Monroe County
rose by 84% from 1973 to 1974.

Narcotics prosecutions accounted for a greater share of all drug
indictments after 1973. The assistant district attorney in charge of drug
prosecution in Monroe County stated that the 1973 law also contributed to
the increase in narcotics indictments because the stiffer penalties made it
easier to persuade defendants to act as informants. Enforcement officials
capitalized on these opportunities to open cases against additional
defendants. In contrast to the rise in narcotics indictments, there was a

1
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steady decline in the number of prosecutionsjor marijuana offenses after
the 1973 law took effect.

The emphasis placed by the District Attorney on narcotics offenses is
evident from the data: while only 21% of felony drug arrests in 1975 were
for class A (usually narcotics) crimes, those crimes accounted for 57% of all
drug indictments.

CONVICTIONS. Together with the rise in drug indictments, drug law
convictions in the superior court roseby 59% in 1974 and increased again
in 197$.. Convictions for heroin and cocaine offenses rose at an even faster
pace after 1973, according to prosecutors.

PRISON AND JAIL SENTENCES. The number of drug defendants sentenced to
prison or jail after a superior court conviction increased substantially as
well, from 28 in 1972 to 57 in 1976. As in Erie County, length of
imprisonment will increase, as the number of drug offenders sentenced to
State correctional institutions rose from. only 15 in 1972 to 53 in 1976.

These increases occurred despite delays in processing class A cases in the
courts. Without those delays, prison sentences would have risen more
rapidly.

COURT DELAY, In 1974, the backlog of drug cases in the County's
superior courts rose by 58, almost all of which were class A cases. Unlike
most other upstate counties, Monroe County continued to experience
backlog growth 1975, when pending drug cases rose by 36 (Table 45). Of
class A indictments under the new law,,only 40% had been disposed of by
the end of 1975 (Table 46).

TABLE 46
CLASS A DRUG CASES IN MONROE COUNTY'

1973 1974 975

Indictments 5 87 127

Dispositions 0 30 59a
Convictions 0 24 37a
Prison sentences 0. 24 35a

aFull year estimate based upon the first nine months.
Sources: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services,
Forms A.C,D and E. and Felony Processing Forms.

A major reason for the delay in case processing was that drug defendants
in superior court took their cases to trial at a faihigher rate than before.
The trial rate in drug cases rose from two percent in 1973 to seven percent
in 1974 and to eleven percent in 1975. Trials in class A cases were chiefly
responsible for the increase. About one-third of class A defendants took

Z59-299 0 - 78 - 10 1
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their cases to trial during 1974 and 1975, a slightly higher percentage than
in New York City.

Partiof the reason for the high trial rate among class A'defendants was ,
that the District Attaney in Monroe County, restricted plea bargaining in
class A cases. According to prosecutors, probably no more than one-half
of all defendants indicted on class. A-I or class A-II felonies were, allowed to
plead guilty to a class A-III offense. Statewide, about two-thirds of
indictments for class A-I and A-II crimes were disposed of by pleas to class
A-III offenses.47 Another factor accounting for the high trial rate was that
judges in Monroe County did not give more lenient sentences to class A-III
defendants who pled guilty instead of going to trial. A survey of sentences
imposed on defendants indicted and convicted for class A-III offenses in
1974 and 1975, for example, showed that 67% of the defendants who pled
guilty receive one year minimum sentences, while a similar 60% of the
defendants convicted at trial received the one-year minimum term.48

Neither prosecutors nor the defense bar believed that the problem of
court delay in Monroe County could be ascribed to an increase in defense
motions in drug cases or to greater leniency among judges in granting
continuances.

Drug Use and Availability
Observers in Monroe County had a stronger sense of the temporary

disruption in the heroin market than officials in other counties. After the
new law went into effect, a reduction in the amount of heroin involved in
single transactions was noted. Dealers presumably followed this practice
to avoid arrest for class A-I or A-II offenses, which carry the highest
penalties. Some police officers in other counties and in New York City
reported a similar development. The high price and low quality of heroin
available to users was also noted.

Another result of the law was reported by treatment personnel, who said
that it became more difficult to enroll users in treatment after the 1973 law,
was enacted. Treatment adminsitrators felt that users concealed their drug
use more carefully and that treatment programs were popularly associate()
with the law because the widespread advertising campaign in the summer
of 1973 urged users to enter treatment before the law went into effect.

Despite these changes in drug dealing patterns, which might have been
expected to reduce consumption of heroin somewhat, officials'in Monroe
County believed that the laws had not prodUced a decline in the volume or
supply of heroin or in the number of users.

Directors of three treatment programs agreed with the Sheriff, several

47. See Staff Working Papers. No. 4.
48. Survey by the Drug Law Evaluation Project described in Staff Working Papers, No. 4.

1
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. assistant district attorneys who conducted narcotics prosecutions, and the
tread of the Nikrcoties Unit of the Rochester Police Department that
narcotics use and trafficking remained reasonably stable after 1973. The
head of the Drug Enforcement Administration Task Force CAmfirmed this,
saying that in mid-1976 there was as much narcotics use as there had been
in the early 1970s. All these officials agreed that these was no permanent
interruption in the supply of drugs to users.

Increases in narcotics deaths and cases of serum hepatitis in Monroe
County after 1913 substantiate this view (Chart 19).
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Source. New York State Department of Health.

Westchester County
Westchester County is the fourth largest countyin the State outside New

York City. It borders New York City on the 'north, and its heroin traffic
and use patterns are influenced by this proximity. According to reports of

criminal justice officials,-effectiveness in implementing the 1973 law in
Westchester improved as time went by. Neither these officials nor drug
treatment program administrators believed that there was a persistent

1A
I
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drop in heroin ust..,after the new law went into effect. These views are
generally supported by the available data. Some evidence indicates that a
tthnporary decline in heroin use occurred during 1974, as in Erie and
Monroe counties.

The /implementation Process
Judges, prosecutors, and police officials reported that the efficiency of

the criminal justice system in Westchester had improved hetween 1974 and
1977. Three new court parts were opened in' 1974 under the Emergency
Dangerous Drug Control Program, nearly doubling the number of
superior court judges hearing felony cases in the County. (In early 1977
there were between seven and nine superior court justices presiding over
felony cases at any one time.)

According to local officials, the total number of cases pending in
superior court fell by half after 1975, processing times were cut, and drug
cases were disposed of more quickly than non-drug cases. Although more
drug felonies were disposed of by trial under the new law than before, the
average processing time for drug felonies in superi6r court was 200 days in
1976, compared to 229 days for all feloines.49 These were still much longer
delays than typical in some upstate counties, but reportedly lower than in
the past. Compatible disposition times for the suburban counties around
New York City (including Westchester) were 373 days for drug felonies
and 272 days for all Jelonies.50 In New York City, drug indictments also
took longer to dispose of than non-drug indictments.

Several officials gave pittial credit for Westchester's improvement to a
computerized management information system installed during 1975,
which allowed the administrative judge to keep track of all pending cases
on a daily basis.

Some practitioners in Westchester had the same reservations about the
'fa w that were common throughout the State. Several jtidges, assistant
district attorneys and defense attorneys criticized the law because it, treated
first offenders too harshly, did not offer treatmentalternatives to users and
,first offenders, provided mandatory sentences for small-time pushers
(until July 1976); and concentrated on low-level dealers instead of major
distributors. In spite of such reservations, these officials said that the 1973
law did not copse major problems for the County's criminal justice system.

49. Although the data in Table 45 do not show it, collo officials reported that the initial
backlog developed in 1973 and 1974 was effectively reduced by the three new court parts.
50. Westchester County processing time supplied by the office of the Westchester County
District Attorney. Processing time for suburban counties around New Yotk City is from the
Division of Criminal Justice Services, Felony Processing Report: 1976. The suburban
counties around New. York City are Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester, and Rockland.

1
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ARRESTS AND INDICTMENTS. Drug felony actions in Westchester County
between 1972 an 1976 are shown in Table 47.

TABLE 47
DRUG FELONY ACTIONS IN WESTCHESTER COUNTY

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Arrests 442 469 613 439 475
Indictmentsa 205 219 234 199 183

Dielpositionsb- 264 144 188 170 166
Convictionsb 204 119 169 144 153
Prison and jail

senteresb 52 ' 34 34 60 75

As a percentage
of convictions 25.54 28.6% 20.1% 41.7% 49.0%

As a percentage
of arrests 11.8% 724 5.5% 13.7% . 15.8%

'Figures for 1972-1975 refer to defendants indicted. The figure (or 1976 is defendant-indictments
(see Glossary).

Superior court actions only.
Sources; New York State Division of Criminal Justicd Services, Forms A,C,b and E, and Felony
Processing Forms; Westchester County District Attorney's Office.

Police and district attorney staff reported that arrests under the new
law were more heavily concentrated on the more serious drug offenses.51
Most felony arrests involving heroin were of street level dealers, who were
caught with small amounts of dilute heroin. Arrest's for heroin and cocaine
generally involved smaller quantities of drugs than in New York City.
Until about the middle of 1976, many arrests were made for marijuana
offenses. Later, marijuana was de-emphasized by both the Sheriff and the
District Attorney in anticipation of the enactment of decriminalization
proposals then pending in the State Legislature.

Assistant, distriCt attorneys also reported that there had been fewer
indictments for marijuana offenses since 1973 4nd that a larger share of
indictments had been for offenses involving cocaine, narcotics, and other
dangerous drugs.

After the 1973 law went into effect, class A felonies rose from 31% of all
drug indictments in 1974 to more than 52% in 1976. Westchester
prosecutors maintained a high conviction rate in drug felony cases after
1973.

51, Most drug arrests in Westchester were made the Sheriff, who employed a substantial
number of undercover agents to make drug,purc ases and develop cases against dealers.
Although there was some loss of manpower in 1975, po ly accounting for the fall in arrests,
new.agents were restyred to the force in 1976, indicating the continued importance of drug
arrests in the Sheriff's enforcement policy.
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PRISON AND JAIL ,SENTENCES. The number of prison and jail sentence
imposed on defendants convicted of 'drug offenses in Westchester County ,3
superior courts doubled between 1973 and 1976, when there were 75 such
sentences, and indications are that the risk of incarceration facing a
/defendant arrested for a drug felony increased after 1974. During 1972 anil

973, between 25% and 30% of superior court drug convictions resulted in
a sentence of incarceration. In 1975, that percentage rose to 42%, and in
1976 to 49%.

If Erie County,can be used as a guide, these increases in the likelihood of
incarceration masked even greater increases faced by class A offenders.
Westchester offenders arrested for a class A crime, then, probably faced a
substantial risk of imprisonment.

Drug Use and Availability
'Mxist of the heroin available in Westchester was originally purchased in

New York Cit7-y and sold within the County in small quantities. The heroin
available in Westchester was generally higher in price than the heroin
available in New York. Some of it was marked by the "brand" names found
on the streets of Harlem. Narcotics use was concentrated in the main urban
areas, including 'Yonkers, New Rochelle, and Mount Vernon. There was
reportedly some use as well among the affluent youth of the County
(Westchester has the second highest family income among ditinties,in the
State). z

There is no evidence of a persistent drop in the use or availabifity of
heroin in Wechester County under the 1973 law. Nearly every treat-
ment and law enforcement official interviewed agreed that a market for
heroin existed in the larger cities, towns, and villages in Westchester.
Officials from treatment progranis concurred with assistant district
attorneys and the Sheriff's Senior Criminal Investigator for Narcotics that
heroin-use was as prevalent in mid-1976 as it had been before the law was

. implemented.
Many officials repeated an observaIion that was common throughout

the State: that the introduction of the 1973 drug law, had resulted in more
covert patterns of heroin dealing. In a pattern similar to that evident in
other counties, the caution exhibited by drug dealers was most apparent
during the first three or four months the new law was in effect. The caution
apparently persisted to some extent in Westchester. Street dealers
preferred to sell only to individuals they knew after 1973, and this,made if
more difficult for police to make undercover purchases. Some dealers
would sell only to users, in order to be certain that the buyer was not an
undercover agent.

Although it would be logical to conclude that these changes in behavior
would hcave led to some reduction in heroin use, no such reduction was
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reported by local officials. The Chief Counsel of the Criminal Division of

the Legal Aid Society (indigent counsel) believed the law produced only a

temporary shock effect and that this caused a drop in his drug caseload
from October to December 1973. After that, he said, street dealing
resumed its normal patterns and his drug caseload returned to previous
levels. After the new law took effect, fewer of his defendants admitted to
theeaddiction, but he thought this might have been due to increased
reluctance of users to identify themselves rather than to any decrease in

heroin use. 1
ea,
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The limited data available concerning narcotics deaths and serum
hepatitis are consistent with the views of these officials. Examination of the

data (Chart 20) does not suggest a notable change in narcotic's use between

1973 and '1976. Neither do admissions to the County's methadone.'
maintenance clinics show any changes which can be associated with the

new law.52

52. Admissions figures for the methadone maintenance clinics were obtained from the

'Methadone Information Center, Community Treatment Foundation, tnc., New York City.
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NON-NARCOTIC DRUGS. According to local treatment program personnel
and ;enforcement officials; a wide variety of illegal drugs were used in the
Connty. Cocaine became increasingly prevalent in Westchester in the year
and a half to two years preceding July 1976, and a variety of pills were also
available locally.

Nassau County

Nassau County, which borders New York City owthe east, is the State's
largest county outside-the City. Its 1970 population stood at 1,425,000.
Like. Westchester, Nassau is a largely suburban county, and its drug
distribution patterns' aroi.influenced by its proximity to New York City.
Because Nassau has'no large urban centers, its drug use patterns were
particularly difficult to gauge accurately. Th4 attribute is shared by
Suffolk County, Nassau's neighbor to the east. Ale information available
does not indicate a marked change in heroin use under the 1973 law. On the
other hand, officials report that use of non-narcotic drugs expanded in the,
period after 1973.

The Implementation Process
Developments after 1973 in drug felony prosecution's in Nassau County

co?were distinguished by two main features.
First, the shift in enforcement and prosecutorial priority.away from

marijuana offenses, common in many other counties, appears to have been
even more pronounced in Nassau.

Second, although the Nassau County superior courts were able to
reduce their total drug case backlog after 1973, they had greater difficulty
than any of the other four counties in disposing of class A cases. Even the
reduction in the drug case backlog which did occur in 1975 and 1976 was
due mainly to a drop in marijuana indictments, and not to an increase in
the annual number of drug cases disposed of.

As a result of these two factors, total felony arrests, indictments and
superior court convictions for drug offenses all declined after 1973, and
there was also a decline after 1973 in the number of prison and jail
sentences imposed on drug defendants convicted in superior court (Table
48).

Local police officials and prosecutors reported that after 1974 their
emphasis shifted from offenses involving marijuana to crimes involving
heroin and cocaine. One result of this change in policy was that class A
cases accounted for a much higher share of drug indictments during 1975
and 1976 (41%) than in 19.74, when class A cases 'had accounted for only
16% of all drug indictments.

In comparison with other counties, the imprisonment rate for convicted

1 /4



TABLE 48
DRUG FELONY ACTIONS IN NASSAU COUNTY,
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1972 1973 1974 - 1975
Jan.-June

1976
,..

Arrests 1,180 1,451 1,320 846 334
Indictments 883 831 . 709 353 152 a
Dispositions b 979 705 550 505 319
Cdnvictionib 743 603 410 354 207
Prison and jail _ ..

sentencesb 151 117 72 73 56
As a percentage

of convictions 20.3% 19.4% 17.6% 20.6% 271%
As a percentage f .

of arrests 12.8% ,8.I% , 5.5% 8.6% 16.8% e

aSuperior courfarAignments.

e 1perior court actions' only.
:Source: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services, Forms A,C,D and E.

class A drug offenders in Naisau County was low. During 1975 and the
first half.of 1976, for example, only 55% of convicted class A offenders
swere sentenced to prison. The statewide average was 85%. Nassau's low
rate of imprisonment was due to two factors. First, a large proportion of
class A defendants in Nassau County were 16 to 18 years old and had been
sentenced to probation terms as Youthful Offenders. Second, the District
Attorney made liberal use of the portion of the 1973 law which permitted
probationary terms without imprisonment for class A-III offenders who
supplied information aiding in the arrest and prosecution of other drug
offenders. During,the first two yea the law was in effect, fully 25% of all
'sentences in class A-III cases cam under this provision.

The ratio of superior court prison and jail sentences to felony drug"
arrests fell from 11% in 1972 to niily 6% in 1974: This 'ratio rose to 9% in
1975, however, anto 17% in the first half of 1976. These figures suggest
that it was only in 1976 that the new law began to have a significant impact
on drug dispositions in 'Nassau County. -

COURT DELAYS. The Nassau County superior courts experienced
considerable delay in disposing of class A cases under the new law (Table
49). White the drug case backlog as'a whole actually fell after the law was
enacted (Table 48), the courts disposed of only one-fifth of an class A
indictments up to Septerriber 1975. . .

The delay in disPosing of dais A drug cases can be attributed to three
factors.

First, until the second half of 1975, many of the class. A-III cases were



TABLE 49
CLASS A DRUG CASES IN NASSAU COUNTY

1973 1974 1975
Jan.-June

1976

4Indictments 12 120 143 66a
Dispositipns 0 14 71 78
Convictions a 8 58 . 67
Prison mantes 0 23 46

aSuperior court arraignments.
Source: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services.
Forms C, D and E.

-held open by the COurts until the Legislature resolved the question of
whether the State'S Youthful Offender provisions were applicable to class
A drug offenders.53 Converrrtions with police, prosecutors, and judges in
Nassau County revealed that some judges and assistant district attorneys
'.believed that.the penalties for class A-III offenders were too harsh for .

younger offenders. These judges and prosecutois were reportedly willing
to hold the cases open'. Notuntil,July 1975, when the Legislature extended-
the Youthful Offender provisions to class A-III drug offenders, were many
of these cases finally disposed of.

Second, in class A cases involving informants, the time taken to evaluate
the information prosrided added considerably to the time needed for
processing..

Finally, after a proposal in the Legislature in 1975 to ease the plea?"
bargaining restrictions Tor class A-III offenders, many defense lawyers .

tried to postpone the disposition of class A-III cases in anticipation that
the proposal v7ould eventually be enacted into law.54' Judges did not ,

always cooperate with these tactics, but the efforts of defense lawyers do
appear to have slowed down the diiposition of class A-III cases.

The delay ikprocessing cannot be accounted for by an increase in the
trial rate (trials as a percentage of net dispositions). The trial rate in drug
cases in the Nassau County superior courts had been low historically, and
did not increase significantly after 1973. In 1975 it stood at 2.8focompared
te2.3% in 1972.:The trial rate in class A cases between January 1974 and
June' 1976' was 12%,. considerably lower than the dtatewide average.

Between October 1975 and June1976, the Nassau County' superior
courts finally succeeded in stabilizing the backlog of class A cases, largely

53.,See above, p. 81.
54. The Legislature first passed this proposal, which was similar to the 1976 amendment,
during 1975; it was vetoed by the Governor.

1 3
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as a result of the extension of Youthful;Offender treatment to class A-III

offenders.55

prig fist. and Availability
According to treatment program and enforcement officials; heroin use

was not as widespread inNassau County as in, other areas of the State, and
thederiling that did go on was genera.* confined to small amounts of the

drug. Use of other drugs, including ckCaine, depressants; and stimulants,
was said to be increasing.

The heroin in Nassa #came chiefly frorti New York.City. An agent from

the Drtig Enforcement Administration confirmed the observations of
.the:nakOticein#estigator for the Nassau' District:Attorney and several..

treatment officiali that enactment of the 1913 drug Itiviltaii no longterm
effect on the supply of heroin in the County. Enforcement officitaand
treatment personnel agreed with their colleagues in other counties that for
a, short time aqcr the new law became effective, trafficking was more
secreatjve' than dsual, but no lasting impact on the supply or level was
detected. As in other jurisdictions, business repOrtedly returned to
"normal" in a. Mort time.

The two *gent drug use trends most frequently cited in Nassau were the
growth of cocaine use and an increasing prevalence of poly-drug use. Both
trends were traceable to the early ,1970s.

Although it his not been posiible to find, quantitative measures of
cocaine and poly-drug Use in Nassau, two indicators of narcotics use in the

County are available. Cases of serum hepatitis dnd numbers of death's from

narcotics are shown ort Chart 21. Serum hepatitis declined between 1971
and 1974,4betore 'rising during 1975 and 1976. From 1970 onward,
narcotics deaths fluctuated with no apparent trend. Neither indicator
provides evidence of a notable change in heroin use after the 1973 law was

iniplemented.

Suffolk Courtly
Sytiffolk County, which occupies the eastern portion of Long Island, had

a suburban and rural population of %I-25,000 in 1970. Suffolk is separated
jeographically from New York. City by Nassau, County.
4

The Implementation Process
Like New York City and Nassau unty, Suffolk County c4rts had

difficulty implementing the 1973 drug aw. The law was enacted at a time

55. Another faCtor in speeding disposition of er July 1975 may have been the adoption of
"speedy triar'standards by the Administrati e Board of theJUdicial Conference. According
to one observer, the new standards may Nit made judges more reluctant to hold cases
involving potential informants cipen for long periods of time.
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when the County's 'superior Cain was experienCing-a growing backlog in
all cases, and new law drug cases beCaine'a part of this growth and ).
contributed tot. Despite the addition of two judges under the Emergency
Dangerous Drug Control Program, disposition of new law drug casts,
especially,. class A cases, was a slow process. Only 57% Of all drug
indict exits during 1974 and 1975 were diipaed 61 in the years.

Inte sews; with pipsecutors revealed that post,1973 policies for dealing
with rug offenses closely resembled the practices: followed in Westchester
County. After the enactment -of the 1973 law,.the istrict Attorney's staff
concentrated its resources on cases involving her n and cocaine. This led
to more intensive screening 4,marijuana cases, and a reduction. in the,
overall rate at which felony drug arrests led to indictment. Class A drug
indictments, typically involving the , harder drugs, .accounted for
approxiMately 40% of the total drug indictments filed in Suffolk during
1974 and 19175.

Judges, proSecutori and the' defense bar all agreed -that:drug cases,
notably class A drug cases, were especially difficult to disPosenf during
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1974 and 1975, when the backlog of non-drug cases was rising quickly as
well. Part of the reason for delays in drug cases was an increased demand
for trials, common in several parts of, the State. Further, as in Nassau
County, the defense bar often wished to postpone the disposition of cases

for clients who faced the possibility of a mandatory prison sentence, and
the press of other cctyrt business made itpossible to obtain adjournments
rather easily. In addition, because the 1973 penalties were severe and
mandatory many defendants were unwilling to plead guilty until all
possible pre-trial hearings had been held.

Partially as a result of the length of time required to dispose of drug

cases, the number of prison and jail sentences imposed on drug defendants
convicted in superior court was lower in 1975 than in any of the three
preceding years (Table 50).

TABLE 50
DRUG. FELONY ACTIONS IN SUFFOLK COUNTY

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Arrests N.A. N.A. 1,041 782 745

Indictments 349 279 335 264 204a

Dispositions b 320 284 186 157 274

Convictions b 286 244 164 132 4 217

Prison and jail
sentencesb' 58 51 49 23 104

As a percentage
of convictions 20.3% 20.9% 30.0% 17.4% 47.9%

As a percentage
of arrests,, , N.A. N.A. 4.7% 2.9% 14.0%

'Superior court arraignments.
bSuperioi court actions only.
N.A.: Not available.
Source: New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services. Forms A,D and E.

The addition of three superior court parts in 1976 had a dramatic
positive impact on implementation of the 1913 law in the County. The
relaxation of the plea bargaining restrictions in class A-III drug cases in

mid-1976
of

contributed to improved implementation. Although the

backlog of non-drug felony cases continuedto grow in 1976, this trend was
reversed for drug cases. As a result, there were 75% more drug dispositions
in superior court in 1976 than a year earlier, and over 100 prison and jail
sentences, four times more than in 1975. During 1976, prosecutorial policy
encouraged plea bargaining in class A-Ill cases, and the District Attorney
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was likely to permit class A-III defendants to pled guilty to a C felony
(under provisions of the Jul* 1976 amendment to the drug law) if they
provided information whichavould be helpful to other prosecutions.

The addition of the three perior court parts resulted in a substantial
increase in the number of trials and sped the disposition of cases ending in
guilty pleas. Only six drug cases were disposed of by trial in superiorcourt
during 1974 (out of 186 dispositions), and only three in 1975 (out of 157
dispositions). Iii 1976, 30 trials were conducted out of a total of 274
dispositions.

Drug Use and Availability
Neither narcotics-related deaths nor incidence of serum hepatitis

declined in Suffolk after 1973. There were an average of only, three
narcotics-related deaths a year in Suffolk County between 1970 and 1976
(Chart 22). A "peak" occurred in 1972, when six such deaths were
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1976

recorded, but there was no trend apparent. Similarly, there was no trend in
the incidence of serum hePatitis during this period. The general pattern of
decline between 1972 and 1973-74 and the subsequent increase'ncrease during 1975
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roughly parallels Nesv York City's pattern during this period (Charts 1, 2,

22).
:_:_The number of Clients admitted to residential drug treatment programs

as a result of heroin use jumped two and a half times between 1974 and

1976.56 In addition, the percentage of people admitted for heroin use

increstrieilasittnitantially after 1973.
Drug treatment officials in Suffolk County believed that this rise in

admisszcna J44icatecl growing heroin use Local enforcement officials,

judging frOMi'arrest levels and information gathardd from informants,

believed that illegal heroin use had not decreased since theenactment of

the 1973 lawOfficials of the Drug Enforcement Administration viewed:

heroin use in tbeCounty as stable, but pointed out That traffic in cocaine

was widespread and growing.
Treatment officials believed that poly-drug We involving alcohol,

marijuana, and barbiturates was the most common pattern of illegal drug

use in the County. On the basis of observation of individuals seeking

treatment and of contactswith the general population through preventive

and educational programs, the officials reported that cocaine and LSD

were also widely used. On the basis of complaints to the police and arrest

activity.

56. The. New York State Office gf Drug Abuse Services supplied data about admissions to

ODAS-funded facilities by county of residence. Admissions for treatment of use of

marijuana, hashish, alcohol, inhalants, and unspecified and unknown drugs were excluded.
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The 1973 New York State Drug Law

the 1973 drug law was enacted as Chapters 276, 277, 278, 676,and 1051

of the 1973 Laws of New York State. Significant subsequent amendments

are contained in Chapters 785 and 832 of the 1975 Laws and Chapter480 of

the 1976 Laws.

The 1973 Drug Law and Its Context

and

York State law divides crimesinto seven classifications, five felony

and two misdemeanor, ranging from class A felony, the most serious, to

class B misdemeanor, the least serious. The 1973 law divided the class A

felony category intO three subclassifications, A-1, A-II, and A-III. Classes

A- II and A-III were created especially and exclusively for drug crimes.

TABLE A-I

1._LCRIME
UNDE

sslFICATION AND SELECTED

NEW YORK STATE

Example

EXAMPLES
PENAL LAW

Classification Drug CriMe Non-Drug Crime Example

*A-I Felony Sale of I 07. of heroin Murder I° and 2°

A-II Felony Sale of betweed I II 07. and None rs-

I 07. of heroin

A -Ill Felony Sale of less than I 8 07.

of heroin

None

B Felony, Second offender. class C Rape 10. Robbery I%

drug crime

C Felony Possession of I 2 07. of Assault I°. Burglary 2°

methamphetamine

D Felony Sale of any amount of any

controlled substance

Grand Larceny 2°. Forgery 2.?1,,...

E Felony None Perjury 2°.

.

Criminal Contempt I°

A Misdemeanor -, Possession of any amount of linauthoriled use of a Vehicle

any controlled substance

R Misdemeanor None Menacing
-75

Sentencing possibilities are provided for each classification of crime.

Under the 1973 law, indeterminate sentences to State prison were -lade

mandatory for convicted class A and B felons. Certain class C a: lb

crimes also Carried mandatory indeterminate sentences. An indeterminate
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TABLE A-2
FIRST OFFENDER PENALTIES FOR CLASSES OF CRIME UNDER

NEW YORK STATE PENAL LAW
(as of June /977)

INDETERMINATE SENTENCE
TO STATE PRISON

Alternatives to aClassification Minimum Maxirniim State Prison Sentencea
A-I Felony

A-II Felony
A -III. Felony

B Telony

C Felony

D Felony

E Felony.

15-25 yrs.

6-8 1'3 yrs.

1-8 1'3 yrs.

1-8 1'3 yrs.

1-5 yrs".

1,.2 1,3 yrs.

Life

Life

-Life

3-25 yrs.

3-15 yrs.

Noneb

None.

None T.

None

Probation (5 yrs.). conditional dis-
charge. unconditional discharged.e.f,g

3-7 yrs. Probation (5 yrs.), local jail (I yr.).
intermittent imprisonment (I yr.).
conditional discharge, unconditional
dischargeelf4

Probation (5 yrs.). local jail (I yr.).
intermittent imprisonment, condi-
tional discharge. unconditional
diichargeeJ4

e Local jail (1 yr.). intermittent im-,b
prisonment. probation (3 Yrs.), con-
ditional discharge.unconditional
dischargefli

None Local jail (3 months), intermittent
imprisonment: probation (I yr.), con-

. ditional discharge, unconditional
dischargef4

I-1 I '3,yrs. .1,4 yrs.'

A Misdemeanor None

B Misdemeanor None

aExcluding fines.

bMurder in the first degree (of a police officer
under particular circumstances) is a class A-I felo'ny that. carries a mandatory death sentence.

elfin informants who aid in the investigation or prosecution of a drug felony may be sentenced to lifetimeprobation.
d

Defendants indicted for class A-III felonies who plead guilty to a class C felony. as authorired by the 1976'amendment to the law. may receive a local jail sentence of up to one year instead of an indeterminate sen-tence to State impfeisonment.

eNo alternative is available. for defendants convicted of certain specified class C and class D felonies, Con-difional discharge and unconditional discharge are not available to defendants convicted of drug felonies:(Offenders
who are adjudicated .Youthful Offende7; may not, receive a State prison sentence with a maxi-mum of .more than four years.

gOffenders who have been found to be narcotics addicts under the procedures set forth in the New YorkState Mental Hygiene law must receive either a probation sentence requiring treatment for their addictionrir. or a sentence to either State prison or local tail.
h

Offenders who are adjudicated Youthful Offenders inks local criminal court and who have not previouslybeen so adjudicated or convicted ofa crime may not receive adefitute sentence of more than six months.
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sentence means that the actual length of time the convicted felon will spend
incarcerated is not established by the court. Typically; the sentencing judge
,chooses a .maximum term, the longest time the defendant may be
incarcerated, from the-range of maxima provided by law. The parole board

) then sets the minimum term, the period during which the convicted felon is
not eligible for parole, and subsequently decides the actual term after the
minimum' erm has been served. However, in class A felony cases (and in
predicate felony cases discussed below), the sentencing judge must set the
minimum as well at the maximum term. In other felony cases, a sentencing
judge may set a minimum term of up to one-third of the maximum he has

. set, provided he specifies his reason for doing so' in the court record:
The 1973 law instituted an important difference between the lifetime

maximum sentence required for class A drug felonies and the lifetime
maximum mandated for other class A felonies. Both drug and non-drug
class A felons are eligible for release from prison on parole after serving the
minimum sentence set by the court. Non-drug class A felons are then
eligible itir" release from parole supervision after five years of successfully
living under this supervision. The 1973 drug law provided, however, that
class A 'drug felons could never be discharged from parole supervision.
Class A drug lifetime sentences were thus truly for the life of the convicted
felon.

Drug Crime Under .the 1973 Law
The 1973 law reclassified most drug crimes as more serious offenses than

they had been before. In this reclassification, illustrated in Table A-3, the
new law made detailed distinctions among various substances and
amounts possessed or sold. A complete list of drug crimes under the 1973
law presented in Table A-4.

TABLE A-3
RECLASSIFICATION OF SELECTEE) DRUG CRIMES UNDER

THE 1973 LAW

Old Law New.Law
Crime . Classification Classification

Sale of I (az. heroin C Felony A-1 Felony

Sale of I/8-1 oz. heroin C Felony A-11 Felony

Sale of less than 1/8 oz: heroin C Felony ' A-111 Felony

Sale of 5 mg. 1.SD D Felony 7 A-11 Felo-Tty

Possession of 5.25-mg. LSD A Miidemeanor A-111 Felony
1

Possession of 2 oz. methamphetamine A Misdemeanor C Felony

5



TABLE A.*

CONTROLLED SUILIT NCE (DRUG) CEIMEIS UNDER 1973 NEW You STALE DUO LAW

INDETERMINATE SENTENCE

i
, , TO;STATE PRISON

Unlawful ink of , Amount Unlawful pOssrision of Amount Minimum -. Maximum

. ,

Narcotic drug . I oz, or more Narcotic drug 2 oz &more 15-25 years , Lifeb
a

any

Methadone' 2880 Mg or more Methadone 5760 Mg or more ,

.

,

il

Narcotic 'drug 118 oz. up to I oz. Narcotic drug I oz. up to 2 o . .

SY' Mithado0 360 mg, Up to 2880 mg. Methadone' 2880 up to 5760 mg.
.

.

Methomphetamint 112 ot or more q Methamphehiminc 2 oz, or more

Stimulant 5 un,.. or most Stimulant 10 gm. ormore 68113 yean Lifeb

LSD 5 mg, or more LSD 25 mg. or'more )
1 ,

Hallucinogen 125 ing, ornate Hallucinogen . 625 mg or m%
i

HillucinOgenic substance 5 gm..or more Hallucinogenic substance 25 gm. or more --........___.
II NarcOtic drug Up to 118 ox Narcotic drug with intent tool!' Any amount .

Upii..
I

'''. Mithamphetamine 118 oz. up to Ill oz;, Mithamphetamine with 118 oz. or more .

i intent fo sell .

Stimulant I gm.'up to 5 gm. Stimulant with intent to sell I p. 6r more .

LSD I mg, up to 5 mg, LSD with intent to sell I mg, 'or more

Hallucinogen 2, mg, up to 125 mg, Hallucinogen with intent 25 mg, or more 1.81 13 years Life'

to sell
.

1 Hallucinogenic substance I gni, up to 5 gm, Hallucinogenic substance I gni; or more

Any amouni of a stimulant, ha lucinOgen,. hallucinogenic Stimulant . 5 gm, up:to 10'gm.

substance, or LSD after a previous for a drug
LSD 5 mg, up to 25 mg.

offense

Hallucinogen 125 mg, up to 625 mg

Hallucinogenic substance 5 gm. up to 25 mg,

.
. .

,
.

. , .



TOLE 14 (continued)

COMMA SUMANCE (1)114) CIIMO UNI)E1 103 NEW You 'STATE DRUG LAw

,

,.

lap.'.

.

.

. ,

Unlawful tale of

41

Amount ..

,

, .

,.

Unlawful pounsion of

I

Amount .,,,,_........--,----,.....
lucinogcn, hallucinogenic

sell after a previous

.
,

INDETEIMINATI SENIEja

tO STAT1 PlISON
ft-

Minimum Maximum

,I.8 113 years Lifec

.1

.

.1 112 12 112 4 , :d.

yet, eaN

'kill
Felony

(cont.)

..lre.limmar...........-.,..=y.m....yripri................
8 Felony

!.._,............---......,....,_7....
i.,.

v
, e,

relony

Narcotic preparation to a

Person under 21 ,

, .

'A class ( felony sale crime

Cluj td below (with the.

eictptini of !minim

and methadone)) Alter i

Of conviction for a clan

Cielony lsk dime chided*

below (iith the exception

, of marijuana and' melba-

done)

,

Narcotic preparation

Norm depressant

Depremani

Marijuana

Methadone&
, 1I,

,

Any amount

e

. t
Any amount of a stimulant, ha

substance or 'LSD with intent to

conviction for a diug gfense

A class C felony possession

crime charted below (with

the exiiption of Marijuana .

and methadone') after a

prior conviction for a class

C felony possession crime

chilled below (with the

exception of marijuana

and mtihxdonel)

Any amount

10 oz, or more

2 lbs. or more

Any amount

Up to MO mg, '.

,

, '4,:,

Narcotic drug

Narcotic pripatation

Methadone&

Methamphetamine

i
Stimulant

LSD ,

Hallucinogen ,

Hallucinogenic substance ,

Dangerous depressant

Depressant

Marijuana

118 oz. up to 1 oz,'

2 oz. or more .

i r
360 mg. up to 2880 mg.

Ill oz;up to,2 oz..

I gm. up to 5 gm.

I mg. up to 5 mg,

. 25 mg. up to 125 mg.

I gm, up to i gm.

10 oz. or more',

2 Ilw or more '

I oz. or more, or 100

or more cigarettes

.

1.5 years 315 yearse

, .

159



TABLE A.4 continued)

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, iDRUG) CRIMES UNDER 1973 NO YORK STATE DRUG LAW

Class Unlawful sale of Amount

D. Noisy;

E felony No drug offenses'in this

eategoiy.

A tilde.

manor

nide.

not

No drug offenses in thi's

category.

No drug offensti in this

category.,

Any amount,

Unlawful possession of ,

Any drug with intent to sell

Narcott(pRparation

Marijuana

Any drug

Amount

....
INDETERMINATE SENTENCE

TO STATE PSISON

Minimum Maximum

Any amount

I 11 et or more

1,2 I 13 years 1.7 }lust.
114 or. or mom, or 25

or more cigarettes

Any amount

Ication of methadone effective August 9,1975, hot to thai date methadone was classified as 'a narcotic drug,

Up to 1 year local jails

Filww.=1

bAn itrsleter ii to sentence to,Slate priani is mandatory. Defendants indicied
for these crimes may not plead guilty to less than a class felony,

4
eAnciidderminale sentence to State prison is mandatory with,two exceptions: ,( I) informants may receive a sentence of lifetime ,probation, (2) riefendints 16through 111 years of age may be t(eated as Youthful Ofkriders leffective

August 9, 1975). .Since July I , 1976 defendants indicted for these crimes may pleadguilty to a class C felony and receive a local jail lenience ,of up to one
year instead of an indeterminate sentence to State prison,

,..1An' indeterminate sentence to stale prim) it.rnandatnry. However,
plea bargaining is

unrestricted for defendants indicied.for class B felonies, unless the defendint ha's a
ptericste.felony record,

eArtindeierminate sentence to Stati prison is mandatory, except fq marijuana
and methadone crime (sec footnote a) and except for defendants who are originally indicted

for class A111 felonies god who plead guilty to this class of felony (see footnote
c), However, plea bargaining is unrestricted for defendants indicted for class C felOnits unless

the defendant has a predicate felony record.

(An indeterminate sentence to State prison is nut mandatory. P16
bargaining is unrestricted for defendants indicted Int class I) felonies unleis the defendant has a predicate.felony record.

.iA jail sentence is not mandatory. 160



Mandatory indeterminate State prison sentences were.prOvided.for class
A and B drugfelonies, and for class C drug felonies exceptothose involving
marijuana. To assure that the mandated sentences would be imposed on
class A offenders, plea bargaining. Was limited for defendants indicted for.
class A crimes. They were not permitted to plead guilty to a crime for which
a State prison sentence was not mandated. In 1976, the law was amended
to permit defendantsndicted for class A-III felonies to plead down to as
low a charge as a class C felony. Those defendants who pleaded down from
class A-III crime to a clask C crime faced mandatory incarceration, but an
alternative to an indeterminate State prison sentence was proVided by the
-amend m'ent : up to one year in a icical jail.

TABLE A-5
PLEA BARGAINING POSSII3ILITIE.IFOR INDICTED. DRUG DEFENDANTS

UNDER THE 1973 LAW

Lowest Permissible Least Restrictive
Indictment GuiltyPlea For Sentence with Lowest

. Charge First Offender Permissible Plea

A-1 Felony A-III Felony State imprisonment. I yr. to life

A-I1 Felony A-1111 Felony , Siate imprisonment, I yr. to life

.k Ill Felony A-111 Felony, prior to 7/1'77 State imprisonment. I yr. to life'
C Felony, after 6130/77 Local jail. I day

B Felony Unrestricted Unconditional discharge

C Felony Unrestricted Unconditional diicharge

D Felony Unrestricted Unconditional discharge

Recidivisin Under the 1973 Law
The 1973 law contained two types of provision governing recidivism.

Certain drug crimes were reclassified as more serious felonies if they were
second or subsequent offenses. For example, possession of one milligram
of LSD was made a class C felony, but if the defendant charged with
possessing this amount of LSD had previously been convicted of a drug
offense, the charge became a class A-Ill felony.

The second type of recidivism provision, the second felony offender or
predicate felony provision, was much wider in scope. A defendant indicted
for any felony crime (drug or non-drug) who had .a prior felony conviction
was not permitted to plead down to a misdemeanor charge, and if
convicted became a second felony offender. (A predicate felony conviction
is one for which sentence was passed within ten years of the alleged
commission of the new felony. Any period of incarceration served by the
defend'ant for the predicate felony conviction is not counted when

4
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calculating this.ten year period.)
A second felony offender faced a mandatory State imprisonment.

Sentence with specified minimum and maximum periods greater than
those for first 'offenders. Since class A felony convictions required the
imposition 9f a lifetime indeterminate-sentence:the second felony offender

. provision of the 1973 law was not made applicable to class A cases.

TABLE A-6
PREDICATE FELONY PLEA BARGAINING AND SENTENCING

UNDER THE 1973 LAW

-
Indictment
Charge

MANDATORY INDETERMINATE. SENTENCE Lowest
ik Permissible
I, .. Pleas .Minimum .Maxium

B Felony 4 1/2-12 1 '2 yrs. 9-25 yrs. E Felony

C Felony .3-7 1 2 yrs. 6-15 yrs. F Felony

D Felony 2-3 I '2 yrs. yrs. E Felony

E Felony I. 1 2-.2 yrs 3-4 yrs. E Felony



th.ossAity-

-ACQUITTAL.LA -verdict. by a judgeor jury, after atrial, finding that the
, j defendant has not lreen.provelitguilty of the crime with which he

hasiieen cliarged.
. . .

' "AutittrioN, DRUG. In this study, a physiological dependence en a drug,
produeed by regular use of that drug, such that the 'user

. .
undergoes withdrawal symatomif he stops using it.

ARRAIGNMENT. The occaIion on which a defendant in a criminal case first
appears hefore.a judge; the defendant is informed of the charge
against him, bail is set and future proceedings are scheduled. In
a felony case, there may be two arraignmetiti:onein the lower
criminal court, and one in the superior court after indictment.

BAG. The common package of heroin for sale on the street ("retail" level).
A bag generally contains 0.1 gram of a substance containing
some heroin. The 'amount of heroin in a bag can vary
considerably.

BAIL. The financial security given by a defendant to guarantee that he will

appear in court when required. There are two types, cash bail.
and bail bond, and the judge may direct the amount and type to

. be posted.
CERTIFICATION, CIVIL (of narcotic addicts). A procedure by which indi-

viduals who are found to be narcotic addicts under the New
York State Mental Hygiene Law are committed to the care and
custody of the New York State Office of Drug Abuse Services

for treatment. ft

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE. See DRUG.
CONVICTION. The entry of a plea of guilty by a defendant, or a verdict of

guilty by a judge or jury against a defendant.
CONVICTION RATE. The proportion of indictments which aredisposed of by

conviction, as opposed to acquittal or dismissal, in a specified
time period.

COURT, LOWER CRIMINAL. One of the two types of criminal court in New
York State (the other is superior court): the New York City
Criminal Court, or a district, city, town or village court in
jurisdictions outside New York City. A local criminal court has
jurisdiction to try misdemeanor cases, and to processiplony
cases up to the point of indictment.

COURT, SUPERIOR. One of the two types of criminal court in New York
State (the other is lower criminal court): the Supreme Court in
New York City, and usually the county court in jurisdictions

157
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, outside. New-Yorit City. A superior court has juris Gtion.to try
felony cases. °

CRIME. An offense again the law: The two categories of crime in New
;York S team. LONY and MISDEMEANOR. I

CRIME, DRUG. T at sale of possession of, or posSessibn with intent to
sell any. g.

CRIME, DRUG-RELATED. In this Report, the non-drug felonies committed
by drug users. The` most numerous felonies in this grOup ire
robbery; burglary, a" grand larceny.- . .

CRIME, NON-3JUG,,,All oritnek vceept drug crimes.
DEFENDANT-INDICTMENT. A tittit of count used to measure the inflOw of

cases into a superior court. It is a summation of all defendants
indicted and all indictments processed as follows: ( l), When
several defendants are Anted in one proceeding or indictment,
each defendant is counted separately. (2) When one defendant is
named in multiple proceedings or indictments, each indictment
is counted separately. 4

OmmissAL.1 A decision by a judge to. discontinue a case without a
determination of guilt or innocence. Dismissals may be of two
types: a "merit dismissal is a tcision to discontinue a case on
such grounds as insufficientiividence against the defendant a
"non-m4it" dismissal is a cicision to discontinue a case for such
reasons the consolidati4 of an indictment with another
indictment pending against (Ite sal-he defendant.

DISMISSAL RATE. The proportion .of irkliciihents (or lower court filings)
disposed of by dismissal, as opposed to conviction or acquittal,
in a specified time period.

DISPOSITION. Any final action of the superior court on an indictment,
including conviction, acquittal, or dismissal. As used in this
Report, disposition does not include consolidation or abatement
of actions against defendahts.

DISPOSITION RATE. The ratio of court disOcisitions to new indictments
during a specified time period, ususally expressedn percentage
terms. The ratio may be less than :O'r greater than 100%,
according to whether the pending caseload is growing ipor
shrinking.. :

DRUG. A controlled substance, -that is, any subance listed in Schedules I
through V of Section 3306 of the New York State Public Health
Law. The 1973 drug law uses several terms for particulw groups
of drugs:

( I) Narcotic drug: includes heroin, haorplhine, opium, and
cocaine. Included methadone ugtil August 9, 1975.
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(2) Narcotic preparation: includes codeine, morphine, and
opium mixtures that have therapeutic uses.

(3) Hallucinogen: includes psilocybin, and tetrahydro-
cannabinols other than marijuana.

(4) Hallucinogenic substance: includes mescaline and cer-
tain forms of amphetamine.

(5) Stimulant: includes most amphetamines.
(6) Dangerous depressant: includes barbiturates and

methaqualone.
.(7) Depressant: includes diazepan (Valium), chlordiazep-

oxide (Librium), and meprobamate (MiltownEquani1).
DRUG ADDICTION. See ADDICTION, DRUG.
DRUG-FREE TREATMENT. Treatment of drug uses relying on counseling,

group therapy, and work.
DRUG usi. In this study, any regular or frequent use of drugs without

medical.supervision; drug users include both addicted and non-
addicted users. POLY-DRUG is the regular or frequent use of two

or more drugs, often including alcohol.
DRUG, ILLICIT. Any drug used in violation of a statute.
DRUGS, NARCOTIC. Opium and opium alkaloids and their derivatives such

as heroin, morphine, and codeine; and synthetic analgesics such
as demerol and methadone. These drugs produce physiological
and psychological dependence in the regular user. The 1973 drug
law defined narcotic drugs to include cocaine but not (since

Augtsc,9, 1975) methadone.
DRUGS, NON-NARCOTIEAiide fang'e of drugs, barbiturid

ha I luci n ogens . As used in this Report, the term "non-narcotic
drugs" does not include marijuana or hashish.

FELONY. The more serious of the two categories of crime under New York
law (the less serious is misdemeanor). After initial processing in
lower criminal court, a felony is prosecuted by indictment in a

superior court.
GRAND JURY. A body of between 16 and *11 people which hears 'and

examines evidence concerning criminal offenses. Only a grand
jury may return an indictment.

HEPATITIS, DRUG-RELATED. Types of hepatitis associated with intravenous
drug use. Any of the three types (infectious type A, serum or type

B, and "type unspecified ") may be associated with intravenous
drug use.

HEPATITIS, SERUM. A form of hepatitis often transmitted through
contaminated hypodermic needles, and thus associated with
intravenous drug (usually heroin) use. Also known as "hepatitis
type B."
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IMPRISONMENT. Incarceration in a State prison, as opposed to local jail.
IMPRISONMENT, INTERMITTENT. A sentence of incarceration up to one year,

in length. Typically, the offender spends weekdays at his regular
employment and weekends in jail. Intermittent imprisonment is
a discretionary sentence for first offenders convicted of many
Class D felonies and all class E felonies, as well astor all offenders

% convicted of misdemeanors.
IMPRISONMENT RATE. The propottion of Convictions resulting in sentences

to State prison or local jail.
INDICTMENT. A written accusation by a Graod:Jury charging a person with

a crime. Indictments are used generally only in felony cases. An
indictment forms the basis for prosecution in a superior court.

INDICTMENT RATE. The proportion of felony arrests that results in
indictment.

JAIL. As distinguished from a Slate prison, a local institution to which
offenders are committed fo'r a sentence that is both of definite
length and of a duration of one year or less.

METHADONE MAINTENANCE. A form of treatment for chronic heroin users
which involves daily-administration of metbadone to clients in
clinics licensed by State and/or Federal governments.

MISDEMEANOR. The les's serious of the two categories of crime under New
York law (the more serious is felony). Misdemeadors are
punishable by a definite sentence to jail of up to onel year.

NARCOTIC. See DRUGS, NARCOTIC. (
NARCOTICS-RELATED DEATHS. heaths attributable to an overdose of

narcotic drugs, usually as determined by a coroner or medical
s-,-homicides, or accidental

deaths in which narcotics are found.
OFFENDER. An individual convicted of a crime (as opposed to a defendant,

who has been accused but not convicted).
OPIATE. A group of narcotic drugs derived from opium. See DRUGS,

NARCOTIC.
PAROLE. (I )Release of an institutionalized inmate serving a State prison

sentence after he has served his minimum sentence (after which
the parolee lives in the community under the supervision of a
parole officer); or (2) release on recognizance during the
pendancy of a criminal proceeding in a court. S
RECOGNIZANCE.

PLEA BARGAINING. The exchange of prosecutorial and/ or judicial
concessions (commonly a lesser charge, the dismissal of other
pending charges, a recommendation 'by the prosecutor for a
reduced sentence, or a combination thereof) for a plea of guilty
by the defendant.

J
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PLEAD DOWN. To plead guilty to a lesser charge. See PLEA BARGAINING.

POLY-DRUG USE. See DRUG USE.
PREDICATE FELONY. A prior felony conviction for an individual offender

for which sentence was passed within ten years of the
commission or alleged commission of a new felony. Time spent
incareerated because of the prior felony is not counted when
calculating this ten-year period. Under the 1973 law, indicted
defendants with a predicate felony record could not plead down

to a misdemeanor. If a defendant *ith a predicate felony record
were convicted of a felony, he was a "second felony offender,"
and subject to mandatory St to imprisonment.

PRISON, STATE. A correctional facili operated by the New York State

Department of Correcti al Services for the confinement of

persons under sentence of imprisonment. Persons receiving an
indeterminate sentence after conviction for a felony are
committed to State prisons. State prison is distinguished from

JAIL.
PROBATION. A sentence of a court imposed on a convicted defendant, in

lieu of incarceration, eequiring him to comply with conditions
specified by the court. Such conditions may be any the
sentencing judge deems reasonably necessary to insure that the
defendant will lead a law-abiding life or to assist him in do.ng so.

Probation sentences for a convicted narcotic addict may i elude

a requirement that he undergo up to one year of treatment and
rehabilitation_in_aninpatient treatment program. Compliance

with conditions set is supervised by tl offender's probation

officer:
RECOGNIZANCE, RELEASE ON. Release of a defendant during the pendancy

of a criminal proceeding without requirement of any form of
guarantee (bail) other than the defe,ndant,:s agreement that lie

will return to court when required.
SENTENCE, DEFINITE. A sentence to jail, Definite sentences may be up to

one year in length. Defendants convicted of certain class C, D,

and E felonies or of misdemeanors may receive a definite

sentence.
SENTENCE, INDETERMINATE. A sentence to State prison for a felony. The

sentencing judge sets the maximum length of time the offender
can spend in prison, and in some cases also sets the minimum

term, i.e., a period of parole ineligibility. In other cases, the
parole board sets the minimum term. In all cases where an

indeterminate sentence is imposed, the actual term of
imprisonment is decided by the parole board. That term must lie

between the minimum and maximum terms.
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SUBSTANCE, CONTROLLED. See DRUG.
:p.TRIAL. The examination of issues of fact and law in a 094following a plea

of not guilty by a defendant. A trial is completed when a verdict
of guilty or of acquittal is reached, either by a jury (jury trial) or

a judge (bench trial).
TRIAL R . The proportion of indictments (or lower court filings) which

re disposed of by trial, rather than by guilty plea or dismissal.
YOUTHFUL OFFENDER. A legal category that may be assigned to a person

charged with a crime alleged to have been committed when he
was at least 16 years old, but younger than 19. During the
prosecution of a defendant who is eligible to be designated a
Youthful Offender, court records are held confidential from the
public and the public may be excluded from attendance at court
proceedings against him. After convi tion, a Youthful Offender
finding may be substituted for the full- edged conviction, and, if
so, the offender may not receive an indeterminate sentence of
fd.ur years or more. In addition, all official records relating to the
case (police and court records) are )sealed, and becomp
confidential. Under State law prior to August 9, 1975, persons
charged with class A felonies were not eligible for Youthful
Offender treatment. After August 8, 1975, persons charged with
class A-III felonies were made eligible. In the First Judicial
Department (New York and Bronx counties in New York City),

- persons charged with any class A felony became eligiblIfoethis
treatment as a result of a court decision in 1974.
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